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About RZ29! 
posted by Marc Môisi on July 27, 2003 - 08:47 
User Info Text 
Marc Môisi 
 
Azul! 
 
I have been discussing my views on this bill by email before my account was activated and wish to 
voice my concerns about it. 
 
First, the proposed legislative is a little more than a simplification of procedures, it actually changes 
everything execpt the approvals of the Cort and both houses of the Ziu. Here's the differences: 
 
Current legislation: 
Nust fill out form MC-95a 
NO "What Talossa Means To Me" essay. 
prospective must get to know other citizens. 
3 months to complete succesfully the citizenship exam. 
 
Proposed Legislation: 
No Form to fill 
"What Talossa Means To Me" essay required. 
Not required to know other citizens. 
No citizenship exam. 
 
My main problem with this bill is the citizenship exam being removed. When surfing through 
Talossa's web pages, I found that this community interested me. Then I realized that most of the 
links were not working and that most pages were outdated (this is probably THE reason immigration 
is slow). I nearly changed my mind because of the lack of up-to-date information, but what kept me 
interested was the fact that this "club" had a culture, social and political, and they weren't letting 
just anybody in, you had to know about Talossa to join. Does the US let people immigrate without 
insuring they know about the US? The citizenship exam is not a bad thing, although it will not forbid 
jerks from getting in, it will insure that prospective understand Talossa. As for weeding the bad 
people out... If nobody knows them (no requirement to know other citizens in proposed legislation), 
how can you possibly do that? 
 
Of course I am not a citizen at this time and my opinion count very little if at all in Talossa right 
now, but I urge you to reconsider that bill. I don't believe that this will solve Talossa’s Immigration 
problems, and I don't think its good for Talossa. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Marc Môisi 
 

The above-mentioned RZ29 immigration bill was withdrawn from the Clark and 
replaced with another RZ29 on a totally unrelated matter. 
 -GV  1 September, 2003 
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RE: OK... question for the Immigration Minister 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on July 27, 2003 - 09:31 
User Info  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
To the Immigration Minister and whoever else is out there: 
 
> Current legislation: 
> Nust fill out form MC-95a 
> NO "What Talossa Means To Me" essay. 
 
WHAT???!!! OK, let me ask this politely: What happened to the "What Talossa Means to Me" Essay? 
This is the bedrock, absolute, fundamental part of Talossa's immigration law, and has been since 
about 1985. Is it true that this part of the law is no longer being enforced? 
 
If you have not written your "What Talossa Means to Me" Essay, you are not entitled to a Cort vote 
on your citizenship--period. 
 
> Proposed Legislation: 
> No Form to fill 
 
This is untrue. The Uppermost Cort is empowered under the new legislation to ask whatever 
questions it believes are pertinent to immigration matters. Perhaps I could have phrased this more 
clearly, but to me this obviously includes all the information on the MC-95a. 
 
> "What Talossa Means To Me" essay required. 
 
It is required under current law. 
 
> Not required to know other citizens. 
 
This has never been a "requirement." It is obviously of great advantage to get on Wittenberg, make 
oneself known, and participate in the day-to-day banter of Talossa, before having us vote on your 
citizenship. But there has never been a law somehow requiring it, and it is hard to imagine how 
there ever could be. 
 
> No citizenship exam. 
 
Correct! That is the one substantive change in the current immigration reform bill. 
 
> My main problem with this bill is the citizenship exam being removed. When surfing through 
Talossa's web pages, I found that this community interested me. Then I realized that most of the 
links were not working and that most pages were outdated (this is probably THE reason immigration 
is slow). 
 
I have been pushing the various web people to fix this problem, but their response has been snail-
like. 
 
> I nearly changed my mind because of the lack of up-to-date information, but what kept me 
interested was the fact that this "club" had a culture, social and political, and they weren't letting 
just anybody in, you had to know about Talossa to join. Does the US let people immigrate without 
insuring they know about the US? The citizenship exam is not a bad thing, although it will not forbid 
jerks from getting in, it will insure that prospective understand Talossa. 
The current version of the Cort questions provides for this already, for instance by asking who the 
prospective's favourite person is from Talossan history, and why. Under the new legislation the Cort 
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would also be able to ask additional questions if it believed that additional questions would be 
helpful. The new legislation empowers the Cort to act as a much more streamlined, much more 
responsive body when it comes to immigration issues. 
 
> As for weeding the bad people out... If nobody knows them (no requirement to know other 
citizens in proposed legislation), how can you possibly do that? 
 
Again, there is no "requirement to know other citizens" in EXISTING legislation. This is a logical and 
procedural impossibility. How do you quantify "knowing other citizens"? If you "know" three citizens, 
do we vote you down for not "knowing" four? Again: There never was any such law. Participating on 
Wittenberg and making contact with existing Talossans is something you ought to do, not something 
you are required by law to do. 
 
> Of course I am not a citizen at this time and my opinion count very little if at all in Talossa right 
now, but I urge you to reconsider that bill. I don't believe that this will solve Talossa’s Immigration 
problems, and I don't think its good for Talossa. 
 
Marc, there is obviously a gigantic disconnect here between what your impression of the laws is, and 
what the law really says. Whether that is the fault of the law, the Immigration Minister, or your own, 
remains to be seen. What I am asking is that you do not condemn the reform package on the basis 
of inaccurate information. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Ben 
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The Current Law 
posted by Mic’háglh Pop on July 28, 2003 - 09:06 
User Info  
Mic’háglh Pop 
 
30th Cosa Clark #5 
RZ13 - The Reform the Immigration law 
Approved by the ZIU 
Uréu q'estadra så: Martì-Páir Furxhéir - Minister of Immigration 
 
WHEREAS Our immigration laws a failing us, 
 
WHEREAS It is too complex to become a citizen, 
 
WHEREAS several people DO apply to become citizen each month, but most are turned around by 
the complexity of the system, 
 
THEREFORE the Ziu resolves to : 
 
REVOKE any immigrations laws from the past to replace with this new bill 
 
 
ESTABLISHES the procedure as being as follows : 
 
Step 1 : The citizen must fill in a form designed by the minister of Immigration in place which will 
serve to establish the identity, history and motives of a prospective. 
This form must include enough information to replace the current Biography and What Talossa 
means to me essay. It must also include the questions of the Upper Cort. 
 
The form can be modified by a prime dictate or a bill passed by the ZIU if it is judged unsatisfactory. 
 
Step 2 - The prospective must get to know other citizens via Wittenberg and any other means of 
communication. 
 
Step 3 - The Upper cort must vote on the application, and upon approval by a majority of votes, 
must recommand to the minister of immigration to propose a bill establishing the citizenship of the 
prospective. 
 
Step 4 - The bill must be approved in both the Senäts and the Cosâ by the simple majority. 
 
Step 5 - Once the prospective has been approved, he has 3 months to complete succesfully the 
citizenship exam which, upon success, will complete his citizenship application. Upon failure, he has 
three months to convince the upper cort that despite his failure, he should be admitted by proving 
his knowledge of Talossan History. 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
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RE: The Current Law 
posted by Mic’háglh Pop on July 28, 2003 - 09:11 
User Info  
Mic’háglh Pop 
 
Ben asks 
>> WHAT???!!! OK, let me ask this politely: What happened 
>> to the "What Talossa Means to Me" Essay? This is the 
>> bedrock, absolute, fundamental part of Talossa's 
>> immigration law, and has been since about 1985. Is it 
>> true that this part of the law is no longer being 
>> enforced? 
 
> THEREFORE the Ziu resolves to : 
> 
> REVOKE any immigrations laws from the past to replace with this new bill 
> 
> ESTABLISHES the procedure as being as follows : 
> 
> Step 1 : The citizen must fill in a form designed by the minister of Immigration in place which will 
serve to establish the identity, history and motives of a prospective. 
> 
> This form must include enough information to replace the current Biography and What Talossa 
means to me essay. It must also include the questions of the Upper Cort. 
 
 
As you can see from the current law, (posted in its entirety in the previous post), the MC-95a form 
has officially replaced the Biography and What Talossa Means to Me Essay. 
 
>> If you have not written your "What Talossa Means to Me" 
>> Essay, you are not entitled to a Cort vote on your 
>> citizenship--period. 
Not true, under the current law. 
 
If we want the essay back as a seperate item, that is something I would support, but I cannot 
enforce a provision that has no basis under current law. I cannot demand that a prospective write an 
essay which the law says they do not have to write. 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
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RE: The Current Law 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on July 28, 2003 - 09:13 
User Info  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
> If we want the essay back as a seperate item, that is something I would support, but I cannot 
enforce a provision that has no basis under current law. I cannot demand that a prospective write an 
essay which the law says they do not have to write. 
 
Quite correct. I think I was so much in shock that Martì-Páir's original bill passed, abolishing the 
Essay, that I completely blocked it out of my mind. ;-) 
 
Ben 
 
 

Can we see the form? 
posted by UC on July 28, 2003 - 10:04 
User Info 
UC 
 
> > If we want the essay back as a seperate item, that is something I would support, but I cannot 
enforce a provision that has no basis under current law. I cannot demand that a prospective write an 
essay which the law says they do not have to write. 
> 
> Quite correct. I think I was so much in shock that Martì-Páir's original bill passed, abolishing the 
Essay, that I completely blocked it out of my mind. ;-) 
 
Then why did you vote Për on it? 
Mind you I would like to see the form that is mentioned there. 
Just to see how I would fare on it :-) 
 
 

RE: Can we see the form? 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on July 28, 2003 - 10:12. 
User Info  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
 
> > Quite correct. I think I was so much in shock that Martì-Páir's original bill passed, abolishing the 
Essay, that I completely blocked it out of my mind. ;-) 
> Then why did you vote Për on it? 
 
Because I was assured, in the voluminous debates and correspondence that led up to the bill, that it 
made no such change. Then we all woke up to see that it had indeed made the change. Yes, it  
was my fault for not reading the final text of the bill that ended up on the Clark; I trusted the 
author's account of the bill on Wittenberg. I would never have voted for a bill that abolished the 
Essay. 
 
Ben 
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RE: Can we see the form? 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on July 28, 2003 - 16:02 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
> Because I was assured, in the voluminous debates and correspondence that led up to the bill, that 
it made no such change. Then we all woke up to see that it had indeed made the change. Yes, it was 
my fault for not reading the final text of the bill that ended up on the Clark; I trusted the author's 
account of the bill on Wittenberg. I would never have voted for a bill that abolished the Essay. 
 
I think M-P said he would have put the Essay right back in again. However, to vote the Essay away 
was a mistake we all. That has now been fixed. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 
Ere making the above post, I issued a PD on 28 July repealing the aforementioned RZ 13 and 
restoring our Immigration policy to the former state.  It was met with no negative reaction. 
 
It must be said, and I do now say it, that M-Ps legislation did not abolish the What Talossa 
Means to Me Essay in spirit.  Martì-Páir simply got busy with non-Talossan life and failed to 
follow through with the legislatively mandated work to create the new immigration infrastructure.  
 -GV  1 September, 2003 
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Attn, IM Pope!!! 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on July 27, 2003 - 22:35 
User Info Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
> To the Immigration Minister and whoever else is out there: 
> 
> > Current legislation: 
> > Nust fill out form MC-95a 
> > NO "What Talossa Means To Me" essay. 
> 
 
> WHAT???!!! OK, let me ask this politely: What happened to the "What Talossa Means to Me" 
Essay? This is the bedrock, absolute, fundamental part of Talossa's immigration law, and has been 
since about 1985. Is it true that this part of the law is no longer being enforced? 
> 
> If you have not written your "What Talossa Means to Me" Essay, you are not entitled to a Cort 
vote on your citizenship--period. 
> 
> > Proposed Legislation: 
> > No Form to fill 
> 
> This is untrue. The Uppermost Cort is empowered under the new legislation to ask whatever 
questions it believes are pertinent to immigration matters. Perhaps I could have phrased this more 
clearly, but to me this obviously includes all the information on the MC-95a. 
> 
> > "What Talossa Means To Me" essay required. 
> 
> It is required under current law. 
> 
> > Not required to know other citizens. 
> 
> This has never been a "requirement." It is obviously of great advantage to get on Wittenberg, 
make oneself known, and participate in the day-to-day banter of Talossa, before having us vote on 
your citizenship. But there has never been a law somehow requiring it, and it is hard to imagine how 
there ever could be. 
> 
> > No citizenship exam. 
> 
> Correct! That is the one substantive change in the current immigration reform bill. 
> 
> > My main problem with this bill is the citizenship exam being removed. When surfing through 
Talossa's web pages, I found that this community interested me. Then I realized that most of the 
links were not working and that most pages were outdated (this is probably THE reason immigration 
is slow). 
> 
> I have been pushing the various web people to fix this problem, but their response has been snail-
like. 
 
Marc and Ben, you will find ALL the links at www.maricopaprovince.net to be working perfectly and 
very much "alive". And yes, Tomás has been snail-like in working on talossa.com, but non-Talossan 
life gets in the way sometimes. 
 
What we need is more trustworthy and web-savvy citizens like Tomás, Grubi, M-P, and J. P. to take 
the burden off everyone's shoulders! 
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What we also need is more new blood, and whether you are web-savvy or not, Marc, is not a 
criterion for citizenship. Heck, Talossa let me in! 
> 
> > I nearly changed my mind because of the lack of up-to-date information, but what kept me 
interested was the fact that this "club" 
 
"Club"? You are on the right track in your description in that Talossa does not accept just anyone. 
There is a certain "vetting" process that a prospective must go through, but to say Talossa is a  
 
"club" invites many country-club and jet-set connotations that do not accurately describe Talossa. 
 
Talossa is a "real country" in that we have our own language, our own set of laws, our own 
government, our traditions, and our own culture. We also are a real country in the sense that we 
have our own immigration requirements. 
 
However, in many more ways, we are not a "real country": the only military or military weapon we 
have is our Invincible Moral Support which contributed to the demise of the dastardly Hussein 
brothers, we CANNOT grant political asylum (and we don't ever want to), we do NOT have 
diplomatic relations with any "real countries" (and we don't ever want to). There are many things 
the U. S., Wisconsin, and Milwaukee Governments do much-better than we ever could: defending 
our shores, dealing with law-enforcement, etc. More than anything else, Talossa is all about FUN. 
Pure and simple, though we are protective about the traditions, culture, and history we have built 
over nearly a quarter of a century. 
 
Talossa is a community. 
 
Jeff 
 
[IM Pope, please go to talossa.net and find the most-current legislation concerning immigration and 
send it to me, Marc, Ben, the UCort, and M-P. Thanks! -GV] 
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RE: Attn, IM Pope!!! 
posted by Mic’háglh Pop on July 28, 2003 - 09:17 
User Info Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
 
> [IM Pope, please go to talossa.net and find the most-current legislation concerning immigration 
and send it to me, Marc, Ben, the UCort, and M-P. Thanks! -GV] 
 
Done. As you can see from the law, which is also reposted in the thread above, the What Talossa 
Means to Me essay requirement was specifically abolished in the current, operative law. 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
 
 

RE: Attn, IM Pope!!! 
posted by Marc Môisi on July 27, 2003 - 22:57 
User Info Text 
Marc Môisi 
 
> "Club"? You are on the right track in your description in that Talossa does not accept just anyone. 
There is a certain "vetting" process that a prospective must go through, but to say Talossa is a 
"club" invites many country-club and jet-set connotations that do not accurately describe Talossa. 
 
Perhaps I was wrong in using the term "club" (although I kept it under quotation marks), Talossa is 
definetly unique which both a political and social culture. That is what appealed to me. 
 
> Pure and simple, though we are protective about the traditions, culture, and history we have built 
over nearly a quarter of a century. 
 
This is actually the main reason I oppose the RZ29 bill, I agree with you completly here, and I think 
that new prospective, including myself, should know about Talossan culture which is why the 
citizenship exam is so important. Please keep it. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Marc Môisi 
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An Urgent Appeal to the Seneschál from the 
Deputy Immigration Minister 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on July 28, 2003 - 10:34 
User Info Text 
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
Seneschál, 
 
I have been negligent in my duties as Deputy Immigration Minister. I have failed to note the various 
substantive changes in Talossan immigration law which have combined to make the process 
confusing, difficult, incredibly ambiguous, and totally arbitrary. 
 
To wit(t): It appears that under current immigration law, the "What Talossa Means To Me" Essay (by 
which Talossans learn a prospective's views on Talossa) has been abolished or discontinued. Also, 
the standardized Cort questions (by which Talossans learn a prospective's views on Talossa, world 
events, history, and general attitudes on life) has also been abolished or discontinued. And, the 
traditional short autobiographical essay, so that we learn about a prospective's identity, life, and 
beliefs, has ALSO been abolished or discontinued! 
 
In other words, there is NOTHING LEFT in the immigration procedure except for a handful of 
personal data (name, address, phone number) and the vote of the Cort and the Ziu. 
 
THIS IS AN OUTRAGE. 
 
Our immigration system is supposed to be a procedure by which immigrants are introduced to 
Talossa, and Talossa is introduced to its immigrants. Both halves of the equation have apparently 
been abolished or discontinued, replaced by a single list of relatively meaningless statistical details 
and an ad-hoc 'opportunity' for the Cort to take action to ask a few non-standardized questions. 
 
This is not what Talossan immigration is supposed to be about. 
 
Therefore, Seneschál, I hereby humbly submit the following. If you would like to PD it into law 
immediately, I will be for ever in your debt. If you would not like to PD it, I should like it to appear 
as a bill on the August, 2003 Clark. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
Deputy Immigration Minister 
(MN-Vuode) 
 
*********************** 
 
THE TALOSSAN IMMIGRATION REPAIR ACT 
 
WHEREAS, RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ completely abolished virtually every part of the traditional 
Talossan immigration system, and 
 
WHEREAS, the provisions of RZ13 are ambiguous in the extreme and give prospective citizens little 
experience in Talossan and also give Talossans very little idea about what prospective citizens are 
like, and 
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WHEREAS, the immigration system since the passage of RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ has completely 
broken down to the point where only two or three people are applying for citizenship in a given Cosâ 
mandate, 
 
THEREFORE, the Government of Talossa hereby takes immediate action to permanently and 
completely abolish and expunge RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ, and restores completely the traditional, 
proven, and time-tested immigration system, which is as follows: 
 
1) The prospective must complete the traditional "What Talossa Means To Me" Essay, consisting of 
four parts: Why do you want to become a Talossan citizen? How do you plan to participate in 
Talossa? Would you change anything in Talossa? Aside from a place where you can voice your 
opinion, what else does Talossa mean to you?" 
 
2) The prospective must write a brief autobiographical essay, explaining his background and telling 
us something to give us an idea of who he is and what makes him tick. 
 
3) The prospective must complete the MC-95a form and provide proof of identity. 
 
4) The prospective must complete the Civics Test with a passing score of 75% or better. (This 
provision may be waived if the Civics Test no longer exists in any accessible form due to the 
aforementioned disruptions in the immigration process.) 
 
5) The Immigration Minister shall publish the results of the preceding four steps, and the Uppermost 
Cort may, by a majority vote, recommend the prospective for citizenship in the Ziu. 
 
6) Upon recommendation of the Cort, the Immigration Minister shall propose a bill to the Ziu to 
naturalize the prospective citizen. The bill shall pass by a majority vote in each house. 
 
Note that this immigration bill restores, in its entirety, the current online provisions at 
http://talossa.net/immigration/procedure.shtml 
 
Uréu q'estadra så: R. Rôibeard Donatüs (MN-Vuode), Deputy Immigration Minister. 
 
********************* 
 

I like it. 
posted by Marc Môisi on July 28, 2003 - 11:13 
User Info Text 
Marc Môisi 
 
With only a little concern: 
 
> 4) The prospective must complete the Civics Test with a passing score of 75% or better. (This 
provision may be waived if the Civics Test no longer exists in any accessible form due to the 
aforementioned disruptions in the immigration process.) 
 
I am not quite sure about the part in brackets, but I think I could live with it. In any case, should 
this bill passes, I will comply with it completely. 
 
Cheers, 
 
Marc Môisi       
 

A PD to restore a sensible immigration policy 
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posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on July 28, 2003 - 13:25 
User Info Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS, RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ completely abolished virtually every part of the traditional 
Talossan immigration system, and 
 
WHEREAS, the provisions of RZ13 are ambiguous in the extreme and give prospective citizens little 
experience in Talossan and also give Talossans very little idea about what prospective citizens are 
like, and 
 
WHEREAS, the immigration system since the passage of RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ has completely 
broken down to the point where only two or three people are applying for citizenship in a given Cosâ 
mandate, 
 
THEREFORE, the Government of Talossa hereby takes immediate action to permanently and 
completely abolish and expunge RZ13 of the 30th Cosâ, and restores completely the traditional, 
proven, and time-tested immigration system, which is as follows: 
 
1) The prospective must complete the traditional "What Talossa Means To Me" Essay, consisting of 
four parts: Why do you want to become a Talossan citizen? How do you plan to participate in 
Talossa? Would you change anything in Talossa? Aside from a place where you can voice your 
opinion, what else does Talossa mean to you?" 
 
2) The prospective must write a brief autobiographical essay, explaining his background and telling 
us something to give us an idea of who he is and what makes him tick. 
 
3) The prospective must complete the MC-95a form and provide proof of identity. 
 
4) The prospective must complete the Civics Test with a passing score of 75% or better. 
 
5) The Immigration Minister shall publish the results of the preceding four steps, and the Uppermost 
Cort may, by a majority vote, recommend the prospective for citizenship in the Ziu. 
 
6) Upon recommendation of the Cort, the Immigration Minister shall propose a bill to the Ziu to 
naturalize the prospective citizen. The bill shall pass by a majority vote in each house. 
 
Done under my hand on this 28th day of July of the Year of Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-Three, and 
of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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BEN!! Shall I remove RZ29 from the Clark?? 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on July 28, 2003 - 13:26 
User Info Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
Jeff 
 
 

RE: BEN!! Shall I remove RZ29 from the Clark?? 
posted by Mic’háglh Pop on July 28, 2003 - 13:30 
User Info Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
 
Might as well... 
 
Now that this is PD'd, the appropriate course of action for any dissenters in the Cosa would be to 
submit a bill to repeal the PD. 
 
I will make the appropriate changes to the Immigration Ministry's policy and procedures. 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
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A PD concerning Clerk Válcadác’h of the SoS office 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on August 5, 2003 - 09:20 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS the Clerk to the Secretary of State, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, is currently holding the 
Referendum on RZ 25 and RZ 26 to amend the Organic Law because of the Secretary of State's not 
being able to get to the repairs on the Talossa Database System because of non-Talossan 
obligations, 
 
WHEREAS Martì-Páir has now been able to tend to the Talossa Database System and has re-
assumed the full duties of the Secretary of State, 
 
WHEREAS the holding of said referendum at this particular time may, according to the Secretary of 
State, be illegal, 
 
WHEREAS Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h is more-than-happy to no longer need to tend to the duties of the 
SoS office, 
 
I, THEREFORE, do now RELIEVE Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h of the position and duties of Clerk to the 
Secretary of State, 
 
I, DO also declare NULL and VOID the said Referendum, especially since but three people have 
voted, 
 
I, DO also leave to the Secretary of State the timing of the Referendum which will be held by way of 
the automatic voting process of the Talossa Database System. 
 
I hereby COMMEND Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h for the service he has rendered to the Kingdom of Talossa, 
he having been the de-facto Secretary of State from the middle portion of this past May until this 
day. This service, though, shall not count as service as an "Acting" Secretary of State or as 
Secretary of State since what Mr. Válcadác’h was doing was, technically, illegal. That being said, the 
OrgLaw framers never envisioned such an unusual situation as as what happened with SoS Frenette 
this summer. Mr. Válcadác’h took the bull by the horns and did what needed to be done, and by 
doing so, kept the government functioning and the Living Cosâ on track. 
 
I hereby WELCOME BACK Martì-Páir Furxhéir to his full duties as Secretary of State and congratulate 
him, his family, the Royal Couple, and Mximo Carbonèlon their wonderful get-together this past 
week in Montreal. May more such occur. 
 
Done under my hand on this 5th day of August of the Year of Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-Three, 
and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-fourth 
 
Former Clerk Válcadác’h asked me to include this statement from him in this Prime Dictate 
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"For the first time, I have an understanding of the huge job being the Secretary of State is. There is 
nothing more frustrating to have worked for hours getting the Clark just so only to have someone 
say "This is incorrect." Happily, the times this happened to me, the people pointing out things were 
absolutely correct. 
 
"The Secretary of State does more work on a steady basis than anyone else in government. If s/he 
is unable to fulfill his duties, the cogs and wheels of the functionings of our governance and 
democracy come to a grinding halt. Talossa has been blessed by far more excellent Secretaries of 
State than there have been bad ones. I think of the good work done by Ián Metáiriâ, Ián Anglatzarâ 
(yes, him), the Man of Mystery, and Martì-Páir and realize I and all of us owe these people a 
profound debt of gratitude for the awesome responsibility inherent in this position." 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 

I did not issue another Prime Dictate during the month of August, 2003. 
 -GV  1 September, 2003 
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My Seneschálial Archives are all online!! 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on August 28, 2003 - 00:45 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
On Saturday, 15 February, I began the long and laborious task of culling together all of the archives from my 
time as Seneschál. 
 
This involved heavy use of Martì-Páir's Wittenberg VIII search utility as well as hours, hours, and hours of 
cosmetic work to make everything look as well as possible. 
 
After six months and probably a hundred or more hours spent, I have just posted all of my archives all the way 
to 28 July online at www.maricopaprovince.net. My choosing 15 February was fortuitious because not long after 
that, all of Witt VIII to 10 October, 2002 was wiped out in some database clitch. M-P, if I am wrong about this, 
please let me know. However, there is a 99% chance that every Prime Dictate I have issued has been 
preserved and is in my online archives. 
 
Twenty-three volumes and at least thirty megabites of Talossan governance stuff ranging from simple benign 
posts to the legendary Strom Thurmond PD and a Warrant of Prorogation await you. Bob Hope has two volumes 
all to himself. A lot of memory has been taken up with the copious photos I have included in many of my PDs. 
 
It has been a long labor of love, but I am now "caught up" with my archiving, and Volume XXIV will be online 
when it gets to be large enough to warrant "closing" it to new entries. 
 
Many thanks, everyone, for your patience in this. From these archives, I think now we can at least make a start 
of getting all the extant PM archives from the cybercit era up and going. I know Pope will not have nearly the 
amount of worthy stuff simply because he has not been as prolific as I, but I may be wrong. 
 
[link to] the Archives of Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, 26th Seneschál dal Regipäts Talossán 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 
Zooks! 
posted by UC on August 31, 2003 - 05:46 
User Info  
UC 
 
I just took a peek and I must say that you put a lot of work into it. Very nice! 
 
RE: My Seneschálial Archives are all online!! 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on August 30, 2003 - 12:22 
User Info  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
My only reaction is a stunned silence. ;-) 
 
Ben 
 
I am stunned too, that this project is done. 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on August 30, 2003 - 19:05 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
However, Volume XIV is in the works. 
 
Jeff       
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What Talossa Means To Me 
posted by Marc Môisi on August 30, 2003 - 15:39 
User Info  
Marc Môisi 
 
Have a look at my essay. 
 
Marc Môisi, C.D. 
 

UCORT!! GET THIS MAN APPROVED!!! 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on August 31, 2003 - 21:13 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
Marc gets it. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 

RE: With footnotes, no less :-) 
posted by R. Rôibeard Donatüs on August 30, 2003 - 19:56 
User Info  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
 
Marc, 
 
What an outstanding work! I will annoy the Cort from now till doomsday to make sure you get a 
quick vote on your citizenship--we need you in the Kingdom of Talossa! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
King Robert I 
 

 
It is quite remarkable that a “What Talossa Means to Me” for anyone would be 
considered appropriate to add to the archives of a Seneschál.  The archives of an 
Immigration Minister would be more-appropriate, but Marc’s essay struck a chord 
with both me and Ben.  I also did something I had not done before: send a personal 
recommendation to the Uppermost Cort on Marc’s behalf and it was because of the 
quality of what he had to say.  This is not to downplay any other citizens naturalized 
during my administration, but Marc in his essay encapsulated much of what I think 
every Talossan feels about our nationette.     -GV  17 September, 2003 
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A PD to dissolve the Cavéir Commission 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on September 01, 2003 - 13:19 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS in late January, 2003, Ián Anglatzarâ, formerly of Cezembre province, had his citizenship 
restored, 
 
WHEREAS this raised the ire of many Talossans, 
 
WHEREAS calls were made for an investigation into what happened given that Mr. Anglatzarâ had 
been a huge figure of controversy in the past few years, 
 
WHEREAS upon hearing said calls, I established the Cavéir Commission to do an investigation into 
what caused the Powers-that-Be to re-admit Mr. Anglatzarâ into the ranks of our citizenry, 
 
WHEREAS after months of diligent work, the Commission released its final report on 12 July, 2003 at 
the Living Cosâ held at Lytheria on Talossan soil, 
 
WHEREAS the work of the Cavéir Commission is now complete, 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO now COMMEND the Commission's Chairman, Senator Chirischtôval C. Cavéir  of 
Maritiimi-Maxhestic and the other two members of the Cavéir Commission, former Maricopan 
Senator Albrec'ht Lupulardít of Atatürk, and former Secretary of State Davïu Foctéir of Atatürk, for 
their incredibly difficult and terribly important work in getting to the truth of the myriad of freak 
things which happened as well as the honest miscommunications and mistakes made in the matter 
of the restoration of the citizenship of Ián Anglatzarâ. 
 
I DO now and hereby DISSOLVE the Cavéir Commission sine die and dismiss Chirischtôval C. Cavéir 
, Albrec'ht Lupulardít, and Davïu Foctéir with the profound thanks and appreciation for their work of 
not just me, but all of Talossa. 
 
DONE under my hand on this 1st day of September of the Year of Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-
Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD of mourning and remembrance for Johnny Cash 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on September 17, 2003 - 12:35 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 

 
Johnny Cash in 1969 
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and in 1995 

 
WHEREAS Johnny Cash was born J.R. Cash in tiny Kingsland, Arkansas, now chiefly known as 
"Birthplace of Johnny Cash" on 26 Febrary, 1932. Mother Carrie Rivers Cash saw musical promise in 
her son J.R., the fourth of five children. "My mother told me to keep on singing, and that kept me 
working through the cotton fields.", Johnny Cash once said of her. She said "God has his hand on 
you. You'll be singing for the world someday." She saved enough money for the teen to take a few 
singing lessons. Though Johnny loved the Gospel music he heard at the Pentecostal Church of God 
in Dyess, he was most smitten with the Grand Ole Opry and the country music he heard on the 
radio at lunch breaks during the week. 
 
Though it was music that thrilled Mr. Cash, it seemed incapable of removing him from Arkansas. 
Upon graduation from Dyess High School in 1950, he moved to Michigan, intending to work in an 
automobile plant. Making car hoods on an assembly line didn't suit him much better than cotton 
farming, so he joined the Air Force. The military refused to accept "J.R." as a first name, and he 
became "John R. Cash." 
 
He learned guitar while stationed in Germany, before launching his music career after his 1954 
discharge. "All through the Air Force, I was so lonely for those three years," Cash told The 
Associated Press during a 1996 interview. "If I couldn't have sung all those old country songs, I 
don't think I could have made it."  
 
During basic training in Texas, he met a high school senior named Vivian Liberto. His assignment to 
a base in Landsberg, Germany did not deter their burgeoning romance, as he wrote to her regularly. 
While in the service, he began strumming a guitar, composing music and verse and playing in a 
country band. 
 
Upon his discharge, Mr. Cash moved to Memphis, married Liberto, worked as a door-to-door 
appliance salesman, enrolled at the Keegan School of Broadcasting and put together an upstart 
country group to assist him in becoming a Gospel singer. He set his sights on Sun Records, a 
Memphis operation led by owner/producer Sam Phillips that was seeing some success with a new 
artist named Elvis Presley. He auditioned with Sun Records, ultimately recording the single "Hey 
Porter," which became a hit. Sun Records also launched the careers of Roy Orbison, Jerry Lee Lewis 
and others.  

 
WHEREAS Cash recorded theme albums celebrating the railroads and the Old West, and decrying 
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the mistreatment of American Indians. Two of his most popular albums were recorded live at 
prisons. Along the way he notched 14 No. 1 country music hits. 
 
WHEREAS because of his frequent performances in prisons and his rowdy lifestyle early in his 
career, many people wrongly thought he had served prison time. He never did, though he battled 
addiction to pills on and off and received a suspended jail sentence in 1965 on a misdemeanor 
narcotics charge in Texas. 
 
He blamed fame for his vulnerability to drug addiction. 
 
"When I was a kid, I always knew I'd sing on the radio someday. I never thought about fame until it 
started happening to me," he said in 1988. "Then it was hard to handle. That's why I turned to 
pills."  
 
WHEREAS he credited June Carter Cash, whom he married in 1968 and who passed away this past 
May, with helping him stay off drugs, though he had several relapses over the years and was 
treated at the Betty Ford Center in California in 1984. Together, June Carter and Cash had one child, 
John Carter Cash. He is a musician and producer. 

 
Johnny Cash is shown with his wife, June Carter Cash (news), 

in their Hendersonville, Tenn. home in 1999. 
 
Singer Rosanne Cash is Johnny Cash's daughter from his first marriage, to Vivian Liberto. Their 
other three children were Kathleen, Cindy and Tara. They divorced in 1966.  
 
WHEREAS in his over-fifteen-hundred recorded songs, Johnny Cash crafted a persona as a dignified, 
resilient voice for the common man but there was always a dark edge. One of the most haunting 
couplets in popular music comes from "Folsom Prison Blues," which went to No. 4 on the country 
charts in 1956: "I shot a man in Reno, just to watch him die." Forty-seven years later, Cash's 
arresting video for "Hurt" was nominated for six MTV Video Music Awards, winning one. His deeply 
lined face fit well with his voice, which was limited in range but used to great effect to sing about 
prisoners, heartaches and tales of everyday life. 
 
 
WHEREAS Johnny Cash was a 1950s rockabilly who fused country and folk music in the '60s and 
made stark country albums with rock 'n' roll flourishes at the end of his career. He was an 
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admittedly flawed man who battled drug addiction yet emerged as a high-profile Christian. He was a 
social activist who remained beloved by the right-leaning, country traditionalist set. 
 
He was a peer of Elvis Presley when he began recording in Memphis in the 1950s, and he scored hits 
like "Cry! Cry! Cry!" during that era. He had a longtime friendship and recorded with Bob Dylan, who 
has cited Cash as a major influence. "His early records were more rockabilly than country. He's 
widely considered a pioneer of the rockabilly sound and early rock 'n' roll," said Jim Henke, chief 
curator at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland. "He always walked that fine line between 
country and rock, and he went back and forth."  
 
WHEREAS during those early days, Cash and his group, the Tennessee Two, was one of the earliest 
groups credited with creating the rockabilly sound--he performed with a stripped down mix of 
guitar, standup bass, and vocals. His string of rockabilly hits for Sun included "Cry, Cry, Cry," 
"Folsom Prison Blues," and "I Walk the Line," the latter marking the first of more than a dozen 
Number One country hits and also his first appearance on the national pop singles charts. After 
leaving Sun in 1958 for Columbia Records, he recorded such classics as "Ring Of Fire," "Understand 
Your Man," "Don't Take Your Guns To Town" and "Tennessee Flat-Top Box." Over the course of his 
career, Cash recorded over 1500 songs--more than 48 of his singles landed on the Billboard Hot 100 
pop chart, tallying more pop hits than the likes of Barbra Streisand, Michael Jackson, and many 
others. 
 
He was a 1980s industry washout, considered too old-fashioned for the country charts, who signed 
with Rick Rubin's American Recording Co. in the 1990s and experienced an unprecedented career 
resurgence, winning Grammys and filling hip California venues such as The Viper Room and the 
House of Blues. He was a Country Music Hall of Famer and a Rock and Roll Hall of Famer. 
 
Mr. Cash confounded expectations at every turn, delighting listeners with his staggering rumble of a 
voice even as he confounded radio programmers and industry gate-keepers. His 14 No. 1 country 
hits I Walk the Line and Ring of Fire, among them, don't approach marks made by Merle Haggard, 
George Strait, Conway Twitty and others. But his artistic and personal legacies go far beyond chart 
positions or records sold. 
 
WHEREAS the late 1960s and '70s were Cash's peak commercial years, and he was host of his own 
ABC variety show from 1969-71. In later years, he was part of the Highwayman supergroup with 
Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson and Kris Kristofferson. In the fall of 1969, Johnny Cash was the 
hottest act in the world, selling around 250,000 albums per month of his Folsom Prison and San 
Quinten albums. At that time, he was even outselling the Beatles. 
 
WHEREAS in his 1971 hit "Man in Black," Cash said his black clothing symbolized the world's 
downtrodden people. Cash had been "The Man in Black" since he joined the Grand Ole Opry at age 
25. "Everybody was wearing rhinestones, all those sparkle clothes and cowboy boots," he said in 
1986. "I decided to wear a black shirt and pants and see if I could get by with it. I did and I've worn 
black clothes ever since." 
 
WHEREAS in the 1990s, Cash found a new artistic life recording with rock-rap producer Rick Rubin 
on the label American Recordings. He was back on the charts in 2002 with the album "American IV: 
The Man Comes Around." 
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Johnny and June perform in 1992. 

 
WHEREAS Cash wrote much of his own material and was among the first to record the songs of Bob 
Dylan and Kris Kristofferson. 
 
"One Piece at a Time" was about an assembly line worker who built a car out of parts stolen from his 
factory. "A Boy Named Sue," a Shel Silverstein song he took to No. 1 in 1969, was a comical story 
of a father who gives his son a girl's name to make him tough.  
 
WHEREAS he won 11 Grammy Awards, most recently in 2003, when "Give My Love To Rose" earned 
him honors as best male country vocal performance and numerous Country Music Association 
awards. He was elected to the Country Music Hall of Fame in 1980 and inducted into the Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame in 1992. 
 
WHEREAS more of his forty-five albums remain in print today than most artists ever make.  

 

WHEREAS he tallied more Pop hit singles than Barbra Streisand, Michael Jackson (including his 
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Jackson 5 hits), the Four Seasons, David Bowie, the Supremes, Elton John, Billy Joel, Kenny Rogers, 
the combined totals of Art Garfunkel, Paul Simon and Simon & Garfunkel, Martin Gaye, B.B. King, 
Roy Orbison, Kool & the Gang, Linda Ronstadt. Diana Ross, the combined total of all of the Osmond 
Family, Jerry Lee Lewis and the combined total of Lionel Richie and the Commodores.  

 
Cash, right, performs in October 1985 with Willie Nelson, left, Kris Kristofferson, second from left, 
and Waylon Jennings, second from right, in Nashville, Tenn. Together, this supergroup was known 

as The Highwaymen. 

WHEREAS he is one of the very few people in the history of music to sell more than 50 million 
records. 
 
WHEREAS he posted over 130 hits on the Billboard Country singles chart, more than anyone in 
history, except George Jones. (Discounting duets by both men, Cash's total exceeds Jones.) 
 
WHEREAS Cash was the youngest person ever inducted into the Country Music Hall Of Fame, and 
the first artist ever invited into both the Country Music Hall Of Fame and The Rock And Roll Hall Of 
Fame--a feat not repeated until Elvis Presley's induction into the Country Music Hall of Fame in 
1998. 
 
WHEREAS he produced and co-scripted a movie about the life of Jesus, Gospel Road, and filmed it in 
Israel. The film was distributed by Billy Graham's organization and is still in great demand today. He 
has starred in four additional theatrical films including one of the last great westerns, A Gunfight, 
with Kirk Douglas. In addition, he has been a featured star in seven TV movies including The Pride 
Of Jessee Hallam, a hard-hitting, poignant story of one man's struggle against illiteracy. The show 
has proven to be a valuable tool in the battle against illiteracy. 
 
WHEREAS long before the term "concept album" was coined, Cash created such thematically-unified 
albums as Ride This Train (1960), Blood, Sweat, & Tears (1963), Bitter Tears (1964). and Johnny 
Cash Sings Ballads Of The True West (1965). 
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Johnny Cash feeds an SOS child during a visit to an SOS children's village in Jamaica with his family 

in the early 1970's Cash worked with the charitable organization in Jamaica in the 1970s, often 
traveling there to see the children it supported. Cash's family requested that donations in his 

memory be sent to the charity after his death. 
 
WHEREAS his 1975 autobiography Man in Black has so far sold around 1.5 million copies, about 
300,000 in hardcover. 

 
Cash is joined by his wife, June Carter, and son, John, 6, at the dedication of a star honoring him in 

the Hollywood Walk of Fame in Los Angeles, Calif., on 10 March, 1976. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

WHEREAS Cash was honored with a Kennedy Center Award in December of 1996. 
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Johnny Cash, right, a 1996 Kennedy Center Honors recipient, poses with his wife June Carter Cash 

and his daughter Roseanne Cash prior to the dinner celebrating the awards at the State Department 
in Washington, D.C. on 7 December, 1996. 

 

 
President Bush (news - web sites), left, shakes hands with singer and songwriter Johnny Cash, 

center, as first lady Laura Bush, right, looks on during the National Endowments of the Arts National 
Medal of Arts Awards at ceremonies at Constitution Hall, Monday April 22, 2002 in Washington.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

WHEREAS he passed away at 2 a.m. in Nashville, Tenneesee on Friday, 12 September, 2003 of 
complications from diabetes that resulted in respiratory failure. 
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A fan pays her respects to country music legend Johnny Cash at the County Music Hall of Fame and 

Museum in Nashville, Tennessee, September 12, 2003. 
 
WHEREAS the entertainer had planned to travel to California this week to begin work on a new 
album, to be called American V. Cash is nominated for four awards at the Country Music Association 
(CMA) Awards on November 5. 
 
WHEREAS as news of his death spread, other musicians praised Cash for his independent, rebellious 
streak that made him a powerful influence in country, rock, folk and gospel music. 
 
"His influence spread over many generations," said Mick Jagger of the Rolling Stones. "I loved him 
as singer and a writer. I remember years ago a big part of our repertoire was two of my favorite 
Johnny Cash songs, 'I Walk The Line' and 'Ballad Of A Teenage Queen.'"  
 
Marty Stuart, who was once in Cash's band and married to his daughter Cindy, said Cash "answered 
to no one but himself, what he heard in his own heart and own mind and own soul. He was never 
dictated to by a trend or convention or by corporate powers that be. He did it his way." 
 
"I know that the angels will sing today and heaven is a better place with the addition of Johnny 
Cash," said country singer George Jones, a longtime Cash friend. "I'm sure he is happier now that 
he is with his beloved June." 
 
Singer Dolly Parton said, "Johnny Cash has only passed into the greater light. He will never, ever 
die. He will only become more important in this industry as time goes by." 

 

Singer Kenny Chesney said Cash was one of the first artists whose music was universal. "Whether 
anybody knows it or not, they were directly or indirectly influenced by Johnny Cash," he said. "Rock 
'n' roll, country, gospel, Johnny's music crossed any boundary that was put up in front of him."  
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"For me, it's my children losing their beloved grandfather, and me losing a dear friend and 
inspiration," said singer-songwriter Rodney Crowell, who was once married to Roseanne Cash. "He 
had a common sense and just incredible intelligence and sensitivity and humor. His light bulbs were 
bright, you know? He united the downtrodden working man with the royalty of Europe. He could 
span all of what humanity is." 
 
WHEREAS Cash said in his self-titled 1997 autobiography that he tried to speak for "voices that were 
ignored or even suppressed in the entertainment media, not to mention the political and educational 
establishments." His career spanned generations, with each finding something of value in his simple 
records, many of which used his trademark rockabilly rhythm.  
 
WHEREAS his internet website, www.johnnycash.com, has the following tribute: 
 
"Hello, I'm Johnny Cash." 
 
Those four words resonated throughout the world much as "In God We Trust" and other familiar 
phrases which have stood the test of time. 
 
Yet the introduction was never any more necessary than telling someone the name of the Mona Lisa 
when viewing the painting. Johnny Cash has been a household name for more than most people can 
remember, and his career spanned nearly five decades. 
 
Few artists in history ever enjoyed the successful career Cash did. Many people describe him as a 
mythical, larger than life figure. Others describe him as one of the greatest recording artists of all 
time. 
 
Yet there is no one description which adequately fits The Man In Black. He was a complex, 
unpredictable, ball of talent and energy that no one has ever been able to pigeonhole or categorize.  
 
Johnny Cash's legacy will live on forever. His music, integrity and deeds will survive time itself. His 
contributions to mankind are immeasurable. A man loved by millions the world over; he will be 
deeply missed by all. 
 
WHEREAS he was, among countless imitators, knockoffs, wannabes, etc. a true original and a true 
and genuine artist. 
 
WHEREAS his sincerity and faith were obvious and real and were evident in every note of music he 
ever made, 
 
WHEREAS in 1999, Willie Nelson summed up Cash and his legendary music. "I think music is music 
and I think it transcends all boundaries," Nelson said. "And once people hear Johnny Cash, he 
transcends all boundaries and you stop thinking about what is this or what is that... it's Johnny 
Cash." 
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Johnny Cash on 6 April, 1999 

 

 
Johnny Cash is shown in this scene from his video 'Hurt,' in this image from video. Cash's unsteady 
voice carried a burden of mourning and defiance that struck a nerve with young listeners raised on 

rap, punk and hard rock. Just last month, he was nominated at the MTV Video Music Awards for 
video of the year, best male video and best direction, among others for "Hurt." It won for 

cinematography. 
 
I, THEREFORE, DECLARE Thursday, 18 September, 2003, to be a Day of Mourning and 
Remembrance for Johnny Cash, an international and American icon, one of the greatest musical 
artists the world has ever known, and a man's man. 
 
Done under my hand on this 17th day of September in the Year of Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-
Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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The Grey Congress gets its way! 
posted by Chirisch Cavéir  on September 17, 2003 - 15:32 
User Info  
Chirisch Cavéir  
 
Thank you. Much thanks from Johnny Cash fans. 
 
 

METÁIRIÂ gets HIS way!  
posted by IM on September 17, 2003 - 17:29 
User Info 
IM 
 
> Thank you. Much thanks from Johnny Cash fans. 
 
Incidentally, *I* personally e-mailed the Pm and requested these two PDs...personally. :-) 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
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A PD of mourning and remembrance for John Ritter 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 17 September  2003 - 12:36 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 

 
John Ritter in August, 2002 

 
WHEREAS John Ritter was born on 17 September, 1948. The youngest son of Tex Ritter and actress 
Dorothy Fay, he graduated from Hollywood High School and earned a degree in drama from the 
University of Southern California. 
 
"I was the class clown, but I was also student body president in high school," he told The Associated 
Press in a 1992 interview. "I had my serious side. I idolized Bobby Kennedy, he was my role model. 
But so was Jerry Lewis (news)." A marriage to Nancy Morgan in 1977 produced the children Carly, 
Tyler and Jason and ended in divorce. He married Amy Yasbeck in 1999. Ironically, Sept. 11, the 
day Mr. Ritter died and a date now loaded with weighty significance is the same date his and Ms. 
Yasbeck's daughter Stella was born in 1998.  
 
WHEREAS the actor made his Broadway debut in Neil Simon's comedy The Dinner Party in the fall of 
2000. The show, Simon's 31st play, was set at an upscale gourmet restaurant in Paris, where a 
party is being thrown by a well- known divorce lawyer. Two tuxedoed strangers meet, and are 
joined by a third, confused guest. Ex-wives soon enter the mix and reveal the reasons for the 
mysterious get-together. The show became a popular favorite, running through the 2000-01 season. 
Prior to the Broadway run, Mr. Ritter starred in a Mark Taper Forum production of the play. 
 
Mr. Ritter continued his stage work in 2002, starring in "J for J" at the Court Theatre in Los Angeles. 
 
WHEREAS the actor was always and forever overwhelmingly identified with his work in television 
sitcoms, the first and most successful being the prototypical 1970s sex farce, "Three's Company." 
He played the appropriately named Jack Tripper (slapstick physicality was the hallmark of his 
comedic style), a swinging bachelor who poses as a gay man in order to be allowed to share an 
apartment with two young and attractive women (played by Suzanne Somers and Joyce DeWitt). 
The weekly plots typically revolved around Jack's attempts to trick the girls into bed while  
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simultaneously convincing the snoopy landlord Mr. Roper that he prefers men. Sexual double-
entendres were the order of the day. The show ran from 1977 until 1984, was the No. 1 comedy in 
the 1979-80 season, and was regularly part of the top 10.  

 
John Ritter is shown in a scene from his 1970's-1980's comedy television series 'Three's Company' 

in this undated publicity photograph.  
 
"I'm shocked and heartbroken and so sad for his family. I cannot find words to express my 
sorrow...such a great loss to the joy in the world," DeWitt told "Entertainment Tonight." Behind the 
scenes, Somers' money demands led to clashes with Ritter and DeWitt, and she was eventually 
written off the show. Somers she had reconciled with Ritter at the request of his wife, actress Amy 
Yasbeck. "If we had not, today would be unbearable for me," Somers said in a statement. "I am 
glad I knew him. I am privileged to have worked with him. I am unbelievably sad for his family, and 
I will miss him." 
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The cast of the 1970-80s sitcom 'Three's Company,' Joyce DeWitt, left, John Ritter, and Suzanne 

Sommers, pose together in this file phto taken Dec, 30, 1981. 
 
He received an Emmy, Golden Globe and other awards for his "Three's Company" role and was 
honored by the Los Angeles Music Center in June, 2003 with a lifetime achievement award. 
 
After "Three's Company" ended, Ritter worried about falling into a typecasting trap. 
 
"I would get scripts about 'a young swinging bachelor on the make,' and I said 'No, I've done that,'" 
he told the AP. "What I was looking for in my time off was something a little bit different, a little 
serious, or funny in a different way." 
 
Ritter described his time on "Three's Company" as an education in quick-study acting. 
 
"When the curtain went up, no matter how long you've studied or haven't studied at all, you had to 
answer to the audience. We didn't do retakes. If there was a (microphone) boom in the shot, so be 
it," he said.  
 
WHEREAS a second series, "Hooperman," starred Mr. Ritter as Harry Hooperman, a San Francisco 
detective. Produced by Stephen Bochco, it was a more dramatic vehicle than usual for the 
performer. It ran for two seasons. He also starred in the early 1990s political comedy "Hearts Afire." 
"8 Simple Rules...for Dating my Teenage Daughter" was his first successful television series since 
then. He also played the role of Andrew Covington on "Felicity" and put in countless guest 
appearances on dozens of television series over three decades. He received multiple Emmy 
nominations for his PBS role as the voice of "Clifford the Big Red Dog" on the animated series. 
 
WHEREAS his films were less successful than his television efforts. Among his credits were "Problem 
Child," "Noises Off," "Skin Deep" and "North." In "Sling Blade," he played against type, turning in a 
credible dramatic performance as a sensitive gay man trying to protect a woman from her brutal 
boyfriend. 
 
WHEREAS Ritter won popularity among independent film directors in recent years and, besides 
"Sling Blade," appeared in "Tadpole" in 2002 and the new feature "Manhood." He appears alongside 
Thornton in Miramax's scheduled November release of "Bad Santa." 
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WHEREAS the day before he died, he became ill and collapsed Thursday while working on his ABC 
series and underwent surgery at Providence St. Joseph Medical Center in Burbank for a tear in his 
aorta, a rare medical condition that can hit without warning. 
 
WHEREAS he passed away shortly after 10 p.m. Thursday, 11 September, 2003, his publicist Lisa 
Kasteler said. He was accompanied by producers, co-workers, his wife and his 23-year-old son, 
Jason, said Susan Wilcox, his assistant of 22 years. Ritter's youngest child, Stella, turned 5 the day 
he died. His 55th birthday would have been today. 
 
WHEREAS Ritter was an effortless funnyman who, when given the chance, could handle drama as 
well. Friends recalled him as loving and buoyant. 
 
"It's like there is a big tear in the world's heart," actor Henry Winkler (news) told "Entertainment 
Tonight" on Friday. "He was extraordinary in every aspect of his life, especially as a father. His 
children were there at every moment of his life."  

 
Flower bouquets and autographed photos of actor/comedian John Ritter are left at a star honoring 

him Friday, 12 September, 2003 in the Hollywood Walk of Fame in Los Angeles.  
 
WHEREAS "All of us at ABC, Touchstone Television and The Walt Disney Co. are shocked and 
heartbroken at the terrible news of John's passing," a statement read. "Our thoughts and prayers 
are with his wife and children at this very difficult time." 
 
"He was more than a comic," Neil Simon said in a statement. "He was a real actor with a genius for 
comedy. I loved his performance in 'The Dinner Party.'" 
 
"It's just stunning, unbelievable," said Wilcox, his assistant. "Everybody loved John Ritter. 
Everybody loved working with him....Whatever set he was working on, he made it a very fun place." 
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John Ritter (center) and the rest of the cast of "8 Simple Rules for Dating My Teenage Daughter" 

 
WHEREAS his comedic gifts were obvious from the first time he tripped over the furniture on 
"Three's Company". He had an impeccable sense of timing that would only improve with age, 
coupled with an unusual ability to seem stable and yet easily flustered. And, of course, there was his 
flair for pratfalls and his willingness to do or dress in anything, no matter how ridiculous, for a joke. 
 
"John is in a class with the truly great, great comedians," says Martin Short, "I've seen very few 
people have the grace and sincerity that he would combine when he would do physical comedy, you 
know, as great as anyone ever did. 
 
"It was not the most sophisticated, the brightest material you're ever going to find. Which only goes 
to show you how good he was," says Jason Alexander, who played George on "Seinfeld". "If you're 
taking material that's a little thin and elevating it, you're walking with the gods at that point. And 
John would do that and it looked effortless."  
 
I, THEREFORE, do now DECLARE Friday, 19 September, 2003 to be a Day of Mourning and 
Remembrance of John Ritter, an international icon and treasure and one of the great comedians of 
modern times and indeed of all-time. 
 
Done under my hand on this 17th day of September in the Year of Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-
Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RE: PDs of mourning... 
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posted by IM on September 17, 2003 - 12:54 
User Info 
IM 
 
NIce work, Jeff! On both counts. When I'm PM again, you're ghost-writing all my PDMs!! :-) 
 
(PDM = PD of Mourning) 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 

RE: PDs of mourning...  
posted by Márcüs Cantaloûr on September 17, 2003 - 17:23 
User Info  
Márcüs Cantaloûr 
 
A wonderful tribute to a wonderful man!  
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Grubi, can you handle the paper ballots ???  
My life is awful right now... 
posted by Martì Páir Furxhéir on September 20, 2003 - 07:44 
User Info 
Martì Páir Furxhéir 
 
We are busy as hell painting our house, because we aren't getting all the promised help we were 
suposed to be getting and we are moving in on the 28th ! 
 
For example, my mom was supposed to babysit our daughter all week-end long to let us paint, but 
she forgot to mention that : She had a drama play ticket for Saturday evening and a baptism to 
attend Sunday afternoon. 
 
My Father was supposed to help all week-end long since a few weeks ago, but suddenly can only 
today, and POSSIBLY Sunday morning. 
 
My mom helped us paint last week-end when my mother-in-law babysitted our daughter, but we had 
to retouch all the paint she did because she did an horrible job, not putting enough paint in some 
place and going over in other places. 
 
As for my mohter-in-law, after babysitting last week-end, she was supposed to babysit sometimes 
during the day so my wife could go do some things at the house. My mother-in-law now refuses to 
babysit, saying she did enough last week-end, so there things my wife would have done during the 
day, had to be done at evenings. 
 
It is a nightmare... Not at all like planned. We had carefully planned everything, and so far we are 
proud to say that everytime we were alone the 2 of us, we kept our schedule within 1 hour. 
 
So, can someone help me out ? Things are not moving at all like planned... 
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A PD about the 32nd Ziu election 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on September 20, 2003 - 12:32 
User Info  
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS the Secretary of State has in the last two weeks become recently inundated with non-
Talossan activities through no fault of his own, 
 
WHEREAS the system of paper ballots for this election has not been able to come to fruition this 
election, 
 
WHEREAS the Election clock for the 32nd Ziu has already started, 
 
WHEREAS this is not an indictment on the Secretary of State, 
 
WHEREAS this calls for drastic action, 
 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO now ABOLISH and QUASH the paper ballots system for the Election for the 32nd 
Ziu, 
 
I, DO also, and REPOSING special trust in the character and abilities of Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, DO 
now APPOINT him as Clerk to the Secretary of State and charge with the following and only the 
following: 
 
1. Conduct the Election for the 32nd Ziu of the Kingdom of Talossa using any methods of vote-
getting he sees fit other than paper ballots. 
 
2. Conduct the four referenda that Martì-Páir has already slated to be done, 
 
3. Publish the Clark until the Secretary of State gives notice he is once more able to discharge his 
duties in that office. 
 
4. Make printable copies of all Clarks, Clark results, and election results from the Cybercit era, taking 
as much information as possible from the Talossa Database System and using no fresh data entry. 
 
The above duties and ONLY the above duties shall be the full scope and jurisdiction of Clerk 
Válcadác’h until further notice. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the 20th day of the month of September in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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OFFICIAL: Deputy IM's Report on Talossa's 
BROKEN immigration websites  
posted by King Robert I on September 20, 2003 - 11:26.  
User Info 
King Robert I 
 
To the Seneschál, the Immigration Minister, Senators and Members of the Cosâ: 
 
Azul, 
 
I have been surveying the damage to Talossa's multiple immigration web portals to see just what 
needs to be done to fix them. 
 
The situation is worse than I thought. Kudos to Marc Môisi for figuring out how to contact the 
Immigration Ministry at all--there is as far as I can tell *NO* online link naming Mic’háglh Pop as 
Talossa's Immigration minister or giving anyone information on how to contact him. 
 
The country's original webpage, www.execpc.com/~talossa, as well as the talossa.net and 
talossa.com pages all take you to Martì-Páir's immigration website (see below). I would add that the 
link on talossa.com is very small and hidden amongst a bunch of other stuff. A revision of our 
immigration pages would necessitate a bigger link there. The links on talossa.net and the Exec-PC 
page are fine. 
 
Other links, hidden deeper within some pages, point to Dixhét Curgà's "Old" immigration webpage, 
which is also linked from Martì-Páir's page at www.talossa.net/immigration.shtml. 
 
This is confusing since Dixhét hasn't been Immigration Minister in something like two years. His 
page should be abolished completely, with any helpful information it contains transferred to the 
official immigration site. 
 
The core immigration page that everything SHOULD point to is Martì-Páir's page: 
www.talossa.net/immigration.shtml". This page is totally out of date and very confusing. As noted 
above, it contains a link to Dixhét's page. It has a link to the "PROCEDURE" for becoming a citizen--
but the link is DEAD. It also has a link to contact the Immigration Minister (still listed as Martì-Páir). 
That link is also DEAD. 
 
I expect this information will come as a shock to many Talossans, especially those of the Uppermost 
Cort who have faulted the Immigration Ministry for its lack of timeliness. The mystery of why so few 
people have joined Talossa recently may have been solved: people haven't joined because it is 
virtually impossible to find out how to join. 
 
Nowhere on the WWW, that I can find, is there a link to Mic’háglh Pop as Immigration Minister. 
 
Martì-Páir's immigration website needs to be completely rewritten, to contain, among other things: 
 
1) A direct link to Immigration Minister Mic’háglh Pop and to NOBODY ELSE. 
 
2) Up-to-date information on citizenship laws and procedures, not links to Dixhét's ancient site or 
dead links. 
 
3) A direct link to an online version of Ár Päts. (Not linked anywhere, from any immigration page, 
even though this is a basic part of RT immigration law.) 
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4) Additionally, the Black Hand in its programme has called for the Immigration website to contain a 
FORM so that new prospectives can type in everything they will need to apply for citizenship. 
 
In closing, Talossa's immigration system is irremediably broken and needs to be totally and 
completely overhauled. Prospective citizens are confronted with a forest of dead and outdated links. 
Nowhere on the Internet is there a direct way to contact the Immigration Minister. God only knows 
how many dozens or hundreds of people have tried to make contact with us, only to be shut out by 
a decrepit and chaotic mess of broken and non-existent websites. 
 
Talossan Immigration Reform needs to happen RIGHT NOW, starting with a comprehensive re-do of 
our websites. The Immigration Minister has indicated his willingness to undertake such a task, and 
this report is submitted in order to speed and further said task. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
Deputy Immigration Minister 
Kingdom of Talossa 
 

BRAVO!  
posted by Marc Môisi on September 24, 2003 - 15:43.  
User Info  
Marc Môisi 
 
To the Deputy Immigration Minister,  
 
This is a step in the right direction, as I stated in previous posts, the problem was not the 
procedures to join Talossa but reaching the proper individuals. A sloppy website not only discourage 
potential prospectives but also give discredit to the organization. 
 
> The situation is worse than I thought. Kudos to Marc Môisi for figuring out how to contact the 
Immigration Ministry at all--there is as far as I can tell *NO* online link naming Mic’háglh Pop as 
Talossa's Immigration minister or giving anyone information on how to contact him. 
 
I read through numerous Wittenberg posts until I find what I thought to be the current Immigration 
Minister's email address, I was right. 
 
Marc Môisi, C.D. 
 
RE: OFFICIAL: Deputy IM's Report on Talossa's BROKEN immigration websites posted by Mic’háglh 
Pop on September 22, 2003 - 11:38.  
User Info Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(859 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
January 09, 
2004 - 11:43) 

Pls excuse the delay in responding, I have been waylaid by a lass named Isabel. 
 
This report looks to be thorough, and we will use it to get started fixing the links 
ASAP.  
 
I still hope to revamp the Immigration website, but that is a different issue than 
fixing dead and broken links. 
 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
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Minister of Immigration 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 

 
Attn Andrïeu Lorêntz and PM Pope! and DIM Ben... posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on September 
20, 2003 - 13:04.  
User Info Text 
Gödafrïeu 
Válcadác’h 
(780 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
January 07, 
2004 - 22:53) 

IM Pope has contracted with Andrïeu Lorêntz to provide such a site. Certainly I can 
post a site to maricopaprovince.net if need be.  
 
Ben: Check your email. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 

 
RE: Attn Andrïeu Lorêntz and PM Pope! and DIM Ben... posted by King Robert I on September 20, 
2003 - 16:20.  
User Info Text 
King Robert I 
(1285 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
January 10, 
2004 - 14:45) 

> Ben: Check your email. 
 
I just did. There's nothing from you there. :-( 
 
Ben 
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A brief message concerning this election -- Attn, M-P! (Witt 
X 4933)  
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on October 14, 2003 - 23:20.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
 
Once Martì-Páir has the final result of this election online, I will have an official response to not just 
this contest, but to the four referenda which all have passed overwhelmingly. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
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Congratulations, PM Válcadác’h!  
(Witt X 4983) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on October 15, 2003 - 15:08.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
With all the hullabaloo about voter representation and last-minute voting, I think we've forgotten to 
do something important in honour of something unprecedented. 
 
Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h: Congratulations! Congratulations not only on your re-election, but 
on winning some 95% of the vote for your three coalition parties... the biggest winning margin of 
any Seneschál in the history of the Kingdom of Talossa! 
 
Your loyal servant, 
 
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
Deputy Secretary of State 
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Official Seat counts and procedure.  
(Witt X 5000) posted by [MPF] on October 16, 2003 - 07:19.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[MPF] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
The election results are now almost-final, this means that unless something major occurs, the 
current vote tally ( with the exception of Chirisch Cavéir 's referendum votes which are not in the DB 
for some reason ) is final. 
 
The only things that could change this is a valid vote sent to an official ( like Senator, a member of 
the SoS office or the King ), but not reported yet. 
 
Votes sent to individuals ( including party leaders ) are no longer accepted. 
 
LET ME REPEAT THAT, Unless you are a Member of the SoS office( Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Chirisch 
Cavéir , Rôibeard Donatüs and Myself ) or a Senator, or the King, it is too late to report a vote. 
 
since Rôibeard Donatüs already gave me his votes, and both Jeff and Grubi were on Witt, I am 
presuming that there are not votes left to count. 
 
The deadline for adding Dandelions is passed, with Michael's Twins and JP's kids entered. 
 
As such, I am considerings the current result valid, and I have frozen the results in the DB ( I have a 
function preventing modification EVEN with my password ). 
 
From now on, only a Cort order will make me change the results. 
 
As such, here are the final vote Tally : 
 
GCP : 48 
MN : 96 
PC : 49 
ZPT : 7 
Total : 200 
 
All the referendums passed. 
 
I am now asking Party leaders to submit to me the name of their candidate for Prime-Minister. 
 
As soon as I get a candidate with a weight of 101 seats, I will inform the King that a consensus is 
reached. 
 
If NONE of the candidates reach 101 seats, I will inform the King and let HIM pick the next PM. 
 
I have a feeling however, that Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h will be the next PM, since all the three major 
parties proposed him in the past as PM. 
 
Now, for the seat allocations. 
 
I request a reply to this thread with the subject : "XX party seat allocation" within 7 days, alongs 
with a e-mail to : sos[at]talossa.net. 
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Here is a list of persons who can allocate seats : 
( this is from memory, correct me if I am wrong ) 
 
- Rôibeard Donatüs may allocate up to 96 seats ( which will be designated MN ). 
 
- Chirisch Cavéir  may allocate up to 48 seats ( which will be designated GCP ). 
 
- Mic’háglh Pop may allocate up to 49 seats ( which will be designated PC ). 
 
- Ken Velméir  may allocate up to 7 seats ( which will be designated ZPT ). 
 
If Ken Opliger fails to allocate his 7 seats within 7 days, Rôibeard Donatüs who registered the party 
in his name will be able to allocate the seats, but I suggest that he simply allocate them to Mr 
Velméir  should that occur. 
 
Please remember that a single person may only hold : 
- Up to 30 seats 
- Seats from only 1 party 
 
As such, if a person receives seats from more than 1 party, he will have to choose which party seats 
he will accept, and the refused parties will need to reallocate the seats. 
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Received: from server145.cabserver.com [IP snipped] by mail.ev1.net with ESMTP  
  (SMTPD32-6.06) id A9378E0D0144; Sun, 19 Oct 2003 20:24:07 -0500  
Received: from localhost ([IP snipped] helo=server145.cabserver.com)  
        by server145.cabserver.com with esmtp (Exim 4.24)  
        id 1ABOhU-0005gs-AX; Sun, 19 Oct 2003 21:19:12 -0400  
Received: from [IP snipped] (helo=smtpout.ev1.net)  
        by server145.cabserver.com with esmtp (Exim 4.24) id 1ABOhM-0005gd-KK  
        for pc@talossa.net; Sun, 19 Oct 2003 21:19:04 -0400  
Received: from hqmqv01.ev1.net [IP snipped] by smtpout.ev1.net with ESMTP  
        (SMTPD32-6.06) id A8438B3F0114; Sun, 19 Oct 2003 20:20:03 -0500  
Message-Id: <5.1.0.14.0.20031019195914.024e0530@mail@ev1.net>  
X-Sender: jeffrags@mail@ev1.net  
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Version 5.1  
X-Priority: 1 (Highest)  
Date: Sun, 19 Oct 2003 20:04:42 -0500  
To: talossa@execpc.com,castiglha@hotmail.com,grubi@comcast.net,  
        thomas@mermaid-productions.com,mximo@yahoo.com,andy@talossabrary.org  
From: Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h <jeffrags@ev1.net>  
Mime-Version: 1.0  
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;  
        boundary="=====================_-1693884==_"  
Cc: pc@talossa.net  
Subject: [Pc] Válcadác’h Coalition proposal  
X-BeenThere: Pc@talossa.net  
X-Mailman-Version: 2.1.2  
Precedence: list  
Reply-To: The PC Party mailing list <Pc@talossa.net>  
List-Id: The PC Party mailing list  <pc_talossa.net.talossa.net>  
List-Unsubscribe: <http://talossa.net/mailman/listinfo/pc_talossa.net>,  
        <mailto:Pc-request@talossa.net?subject=unsubscribe>  
List-Archive: <http://talossa.net/mailman/private/pc_talossa.net>  
List-Post: <mailto:Pc@talossa.net>  
List-Help: <mailto:Pc-request@talossa.net?subject=help>  
List-Subscribe: <http://talossa.net/mailman/listinfo/pc_talossa.net>,  
        <mailto:Pc-request@talossa.net?subject=subscribe>  
Sender: Pc-bounces@talossa.net  
Errors-To: Pc-bounces@talossa.net  
X-AntiAbuse: This header was added to track abuse, please include it with any abuse report  
X-AntiAbuse: Primary Hostname - server145.cabserver.com  
X-AntiAbuse: Original Domain - ev1.net  
X-AntiAbuse: Originator/Caller UID/GID - [47 12] / [47 12]  
X-AntiAbuse: Sender Address Domain - talossa.net  
X-Declude-Sender: Pc-bounces@talossa.net [IP snipped]  
X-Spam-Tests-Failed: None [0]  
X-Note: This E-mail was sent from server145.cabserver.com ([IP snipped]).  
X-RCPT-TO: <jeffrags@ev1.net>  
X-UIDL: 361232798  
Status: U  
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To the Black Hand Party of the Kingdom of Talossa and the Grey Congress Party of the Kingdom of Talossa: 
 

Proposal for the Válcadác’h Coalition in the Thirty-Second Ziu 
 

Of the Composition of the Válcadác’h Coalition for the Thirty-Second Ziu 
 
It is my wish for the Válcadác’h Coalition to be comprised of the governing party, that being the Black 
Hand Party, the Progressive Conservative Party, and the Grey Congress Party. 
 

Of the PMship 
 
Assuming I am returned to the PMship for the 32nd Ziu, I wish to, at some point during that term 
(preferably 31 December, 2003) to resign the post of Seneschál and make way for the Deputy Seneschál, 
whoever that might be, or whoever else might be suitable, to assume the PMship.  
 
 
 
There is a phenomena which happens to many Talossans from time to time and it has been happening 
to me for quite some time, though until recently, I have buried my head in the sand: burnout. The 
timing of this announcement is horrible considering the success of our glorious Coalition in this past 
election.  I have enjoyed being your Seneschál and I am proud of the work I have done, but I do not feel 
that in the Seneschál's post, I can do the things for Talossa which need to be done, that is, getting her 
culture going more and more as well as the administrative work, both things I can do without the 
burden of the day-to-day duties inherent in the PMship. I have reached a point where I must attend 
better to my non-Talossan life and spend less time on our nationette.  
 
As to my immediate Talossan future, I will also at some point, resign the post of Maricopa province SoS, 
though I will keep my Senäts seat as well as my position as SoS Whip (the official keeper of the Talossan 
address book), which, in a way, may be as important as the PM's post. My presence on Witt will be less 
pronounced once I am no longer PM, but I think that is what I need right now. Having been to 
TalossaFest once and to Milwaukee twice, I find that, in making contact with Talossans, Wittenberg 
simply does not "do it" for me anymore. Interaction in person is far-superior. While continuing in the 
Senäts would seem to be an impediment because of the participation in Talossan society required, the 
required interaction inherent in the post of Seneschál is far-greater, and keeping abreast of the address 
book is simple enough. 
When I came to Talossa three years ago, I was less-mature and a much-different person that I am now. I 
have grown up some since then. I have looked at myself, and I realize that part of the appeal of Talossa 
for me, and only now have I been able to admit this to myself, much less anyone else, was the "internet 
game" thing. Maybe Talossa wasn't at the time as "real" to me as I had led myself to believe; being on 
Talossan soil this summer confirmed that. About two years ago, some very needed and positive "life-
changes" occurred with me; the concurrent timing of my move to the PC caucus was no coincidence. 
Again, I had grown up a little.  
 
While nothing bad or serious has happened recently in my non-Talossan life, I find myself needing to 
come out of the little Talossan mole-hole I have built all by myself and see the wider world around me.  
I need some time away from Talossa-full-throttle.  Hence, the reason for my lack of campaign 
enthusiasm: I did not want to make the people of Talossa believe I was "in it for the long haul", because 
I will not able to fulfill that implied promise, as much as I should like to. 
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My fellow Coalition members, I thank you from the bottom of my heart for the privilege of being the 
leader of our nationette/community, a position of leadership and awesome responsibility I never 
thought I would have.  I ask you, the members of the Válcadác’h Coalition, to begin the workings of 
leadership transition. Assuming no month of recess and no early dissolution, the next election shall be 
in May-June, 2004. I hope to be able to resign at around the end of this year. Hopefully, come 1 January, 
2004, the new PM will be in place. 
 

 
 
 
 

Of the Infrastructure of our Government 
 
The attachments with this email comprise my vision for what the various offices of the Cabinet and all 
the other offices which report to the Seneschál should be.  My impending resignation taken into 
account, I realize that what I have put together may or may not stand the test of the short-term future, 
but I hope that what I have assembled, the first set of Cabinet job descriptions I know of in Talossan 
history, will be a suitable  
blueprint for future administrations and a governmental framework and infrastructure which will 
serve us well in this next term and beyond. 
 
Within the next two days, I will have to you my proposed Cabinet and Credenza. 
 
What I am proposing to you all is complex, but absolutely necessary.  For the first time, there will be 
clear and absolute (as much as possible) delineation and codification of the various duties and such of 
the Cabinet.  The creation of the Credenza will bring all together all the various SoS, Scribe posts, etc. 
which report to the PM for the first time. 
 
Talossa has never been lacking in ideas, but it has been, up until now, lacking in the will to really 
organize on a large scale, the kind of civil service needed to implement these ideas.   
 

Of the Deputy Seneschál 
 
You, the Black Hand and the Grey Congress (I believe) have made it abundantly clear your wishes for 
my continuing as Seneschál.  If that is your wish, then I, of course, accept this post once more given my 
above words.  Given the fact of the PC being in the minority in the incoming government, this is a most-
unusual situation.  Given the preponderance of the Black Hand's election victory, it is my belief that the 
Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party save the Black Hand, and I should like for 
Quedéir Castiglhâ to continue in that office provided he is able to assume the new duties which the 
DPM will have under my new system. 
 

AG duties PD1.doc  
 

DefenceMin duties PD1.doc  
 

DPM duties1.doc  
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Foreign Minister duties PD1.doc  
 

General Cabinet duties PD1.doc  
 

Great Keepers of Abbavilla PD1.doc  
 

Immigration Minister PD1.doc  
 

Keeper of the Hatchments duties PD1.doc  
 

Kenwood House Liaison to the Senats duties1.doc  
 

Kenwood House Press Sec duties PD1.doc  
 

Kenwood House1.doc  
 

Liason to the CoMil duties PD1.doc  
 

Min of AdAff duties PD1.doc  
 

Web Wrangler1.doc  
 

StuffMin PD1.doc  
 

Min of Culture duties PD1.doc  
 

MinProv duties PD1.doc  
 

PM Archivist1.doc  
 

PM Archivist2.doc  
_______________________________________________ 
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Pc mailing list 
Pc@talossa.net 
http://talossa.net/mailman/listinfo/pc_talossa.net 
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so do we have a new government yet? (Witt X 5088), posted by UC on October 22, 2003 - 12:50. 
Viewed 25 times.  
User Info Text 
UC 
Group: moderators 
(346 posts total) 
(last post: 
February 26, 2006 
- 14:39) 
Citizen #8: 
Ulghán 
Cruceatúl 

The Elections are long since over, what's happening? Am I to take this silence as a 
sign the ZPT is staging a coup d'etat by "removing unwanted elements" ;-) 

 
 
so do we have a new government yet? UC October 22, 2003 - 12:50

RE: so do we have a new government yet? [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] October 22, 2003 - 13:26
 

Parent message 
•  so do we have a new government yet? UC October 22, 2003 - 12:50
RE: so do we have a new government yet? (Witt X 5095), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
on October 22, 2003 - 13:26. Viewed 29 times.  
User Info Text 
[R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #8: 
Ulghán 
Cruceatúl 

> The Elections are long 
since over, what's 
happening? Am I to take 
this silence as a sign the 
ZPT is staging a coup 
d'etat by "removing 
unwanted elements" ;-) 
 
LOL! 
 
Would that it were so 
interesting! I am trying to 
get the MN to take some 
action, and trying to talk 
to the Seneschál at the 
same time, but he hasn't 
said one word to me since 
sending out his mass e-
mail the other day (the 
contents of which, I 
guess, are still 
confidential, although 
since 96% of the country 
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voted for parties that are 
'in on' the deal, I am not 
sure why ;-). 
 
Just imagine the 
possibilities. Seneschál 
Maxime Charbonneau? 
 
Ben   

RE: so do we have a new government yet? Justice dal Navâ Octo
 

Parent message 
RE: so do we have a new government yet? [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] Octob

RE: so do we have a new government yet? (Witt X 5138), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 07:52. V 
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 
Citizen #8: 
Ulghán 
Cruceatúl 

> > The Elections are long since over, what's happening? Am I to take this 
silence as a sign the ZPT is staging a coup d'etat by "removing unwanted 
elements" ;-) 
>  
> LOL! 
>  
> Would that it were so interesting! I am trying to get the MN to take some 
action, and trying to talk to the Seneschál at the same time, but he hasn't said 
one word to me since sending out his mass e-mail the other day (the contents 
of which, I guess, are still confidential, although since 96% of the country 
voted for parties that are 'in on' the deal, I am not sure why ;-). 
>  
> Just imagine the possibilities. Seneschál Maxime Charbonneau? 
 
 
Assassinations are in the works -- as we speak! 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and 
stop feeling guilty.  
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Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... (Witt X 5124), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 
23, 2003 - 18:33. Viewed 43 times.  
User Info Text 
[R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 

It's big. Bigger than big. Like, REALLY big. 
 
Keep watching this space. 
 
Ben  

 

Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... [R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] October 23, 2003 - 18:33

RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... Justice dal Navâ October 23, 2003 - 19:38
 

Parent message 
•  Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] October 23, 2003 - 18:33
RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... (Witt X 5125), posted by Justice dal Navâ on 
October 23, 2003 - 19:38. Viewed 28 times.  
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 

I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls.
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El 
Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop 
feeling guilty. 

 

  

 
RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... [R.Rôibeard

 

Parent message 
RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... Justice dal Navâ 

RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... (Witt X 5126), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 23, 20 
User Info Text 
[R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 

> I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls. 
 
Not winning that one extra seat really hurts your credibility! ;-) 
 
Seriously--I was at the library in Madison today looking at books on Sardinian, 
when I took a break and went online. Read through the Cavéir Commission Report 
again. Did I mention that it was brilliant? 
 
Ben  
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Bloody Telemarketéirs! 

Justice dal NavâOctober 23, 2003 - 19:51  
 

Parent message 
o RE: Wait till you see the next updation to Stot... [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] October 23, 2003 - 19:48

Bloody Telemarketéirs! (Witt X 5127), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 23, 2003 - 19:51. Viewed 
29 times. 
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 

> > I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls. 
>  
> Not winning that one extra seat really hurts your credibility! ;-) 
 
I swear, only calls I ever get from them are from the Subscription Department! 
 
> Seriously--I was at the library in Madison today looking at books on Sardinian, when I 
took a break and went online. Read through the Cavéir Commission Report again. Did I 
mention that it was brilliant? 
 
:-) Not in that word, but I appreciate that! It took a lot of work. Not to disparage Al's or 
Dave's contributions, but I did, by far, the majority of the work. 
 
I hope it will serve as the model for future documents like that. Do you remember my 
retracted lawsuit from early last year that I was bringing against the Office of the SoS? I 
re-read it; even *I* was impressed. :-) 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling 
guilty. 

 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! 

[Tomás Gariçéir]October 24, 2003 - 10:05  
 

Parent message 
 Bloody Telemarketéirs! Justice dal Navâ October 23, 2003 - 19:51

RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! (Witt X 5164), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 24, 2003 - 10:05. 
Viewed 20 times. 
User Info Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 

> > > I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls. 
>  
> I swear, only calls I ever get from them are from the Subscription Department! 
 
Your calls will be returned when you cough up the last six months worth of 
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subscription dues, you delinquent bastard!  
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 

 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! 

Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 12:51  
 

Parent message 
 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! [Tomás Gariçéir] October 24, 2003 - 10:05

RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! (Witt X 5176), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 12:51. 
Viewed 14 times. 
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 

> > > > I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls. 
> >  
> > I swear, only calls I ever get from them are from the Subscription Department! 
>  
> Your calls will be returned when you cough up the last six months worth of subscription 
dues, you delinquent bastard!  
 
Well, then, quit throwin' it on the goddamn roof! If it isn't on the roof, then it's in the 
rosebushes... 
--- 
 
"TWO DOLLARS." 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling 
guilty. 

 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 10:09  
 

Parent message 
 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! [Tomás Gariçéir] October 24, 2003 - 10:05

RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! (Witt X 5166), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 
10:09. Viewed 18 times. 
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User Info Text 
[R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 

> > > > I'm waiting for that paper to return my calls. 
> >  
> > I swear, only calls I ever get from them are from the Subscription Department! 
>  
> Your calls will be returned when you cough up the last six months worth of 
subscription dues, you delinquent bastard!  
 
My favourite telemarketing story was when I lived back at my dad's place. He has 
been a subscriber to the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel since about 1958 or so. 
 
We would get calls, at least once a month, from the Journal-Sentinel asking if we 
would like to subscribe to the paper. Apparently the circulation department never, ever 
shared its subscription list with the telemarketing department. And this went on for 
years. 
 
This may be the first reason I ever had to hate Evil Telemarketers. 
 
Ben 

 More glhetg! 

Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 12:52  
 

Parent message 
 RE: Bloody Telemarketéirs! [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] October 24, 2003 - 10:09

More glhetg! (Witt X 5177), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 12:52. Viewed 17 times. 
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 

What's the Talossan for "telemarketer"? 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling 
guilty. 

 RE: More glhetg! 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 13:43  
 

Parent message 
 More glhetg! Justice dal Navâ October 24, 2003 - 12:52
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RE: More glhetg! (Witt X 5187), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 13:43. Viewed 
12 times. 
User Info Text 
[R.Rôibeard 
Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 

> What's the Talossan for "telemarketer"? 
 
I'm pretty sure it's el televendéir. 
 
Ben 

 Then, it's now: 

Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 15:12  
 

Parent message 
 RE: More glhetg! [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] October 24, 2003 - 13:43

Then, it's now: (Witt X 5192), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 15:12. Viewed 11 times.
User Info Text 
Justice dal 
Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 13:44) 

Bloody Televendéirs!  
 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling 
guilty. 
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As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5161), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 
24, 2003 - 09:51. Viewed 105 times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Be skocked and awed. 
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 
 
 
As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:51 
• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 

Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
October 24, 2003 - 16:28 

 
 

Parent message 
•  As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:51 
 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5198), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on 
October 24, 2003 - 16:28. Viewed 62 times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
Whenever I think it might be "nice" to be in the same political party as KRI, something like this tells me 
it's not going to happen any time soon. 
 
1) I do not support little Maxy as PM, and never will do so. 
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2) I do not support any efforts to change how citizens lose their citizenship. The 3-strikes law is valid and 
has worked well over the years to remove the chaff, to prevent us from having to actively expell people, 
and actually serves to keep people more involved and in touch. There are many peripheral citizens who 
only hear from people around election time. A good reason they DO hear from some of us is because 
we're courting their votes. If that wasn't necessary anymore to keep their citizenship, a lot of them would 
sink into even deeper of an abyss. I know this would happen. 
 
We want active, involved, caring citizens, which is why we adopted "3-strikes" a long time ago. Others 
now seem to have the opposite agenda: let's have big, puffy looking numbers of people who are 
"officially" Talossans...who cares if these people even bother to cast a friggin' vote once every 3 elections 
or not. 
 
That is wrong-headed thinking. 
 
I - for one - am against changing 3-strikes and I am opposed to the person the MN wants as PM ere 
Válcadác’h's resignation. I am opposed to him from virtually every political angle - within Talossa and, of 
course, without. I would much rather Jeff simply stay on and finish his term of office if this is the best the 
MN can offer...either that or turn to the GCP. Or just tell the MN that they need to go back to the drawing 
board. 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 
 
 
 
 

o RE: The Queen speaks! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 26, 2003 - 10:21 
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
 
RE: The Queen speaks! (Witt X 5225), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 26, 2003 - 10:21. 
Viewed 29 times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Until you have met the man, do not pass judgement as we all have done in our lives. Max is a very 
engaging and funny person.  
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It is sooooo ironic that Mr. Válcadác’h changed up his mind when Max's name was brought into the fray.  
 
Believe me, I was one of the naysayers unti I personally met Max. 
 
Queen of Talossa (better known as Amy) 
 
 
 

 The OTHER Queen speaks! 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 11:39  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: The Queen speaks! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 26, 2003 - 10:21 
 
The OTHER Queen speaks! (Witt X 5251), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on October 27, 2003 - 
11:39. Viewed 22 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
Points well taken, Madame Queen! ;-) 
 
However - as one QUEEN to another - it doesn't matter if Maxy's a "nice guy" personally. I do not 
support him POLITICALLY - within Talossa or without. I do not have personal respect for someone who 
is an avowed anarchist and who has denounced my country (the USA) is usch strident tones as he has. I 
have never supported his ideas about Talossa, either. 
 
If he is DPM and becomes PM, I am simply letting everyone know he will not have my VOC. 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

o IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau]October 25, 2003 - 20:09  
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
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IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5221), posted by [Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] on 
October 25, 2003 - 20:09. Viewed 25 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] 
Group: DELETED 
(148 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
No surprise IM vote Contra on me...;) 
 
Like I say often in french GALERE...  
 
Now I will have to seduce him moughahahahahah ;) 
 
Hopefully maxi-poo his cute mouhahahaha ;) 
 
(my plan get an old Reagan costume and fly to Milwaukee ;))) 
 
Ok, but you must give US ONE THING the MN make Talossa fun ;))) 
 
Maxime  
MN member and MN cosa member  
 
 
Join the team support Charbonneau for the Senat Campaign 2003 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 11:45  
 

 
Parent message 

o IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] 

October 25, 2003 - 20:09 
 
RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5252), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on 
October 27, 2003 - 11:45. Viewed 18 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
> No surprise IM vote Contra on me...;) 
 
OK. I have received official clearance. ;-) 
>  
> Like I say often in french GALERE...  
>  
> Now I will have to seduce him moughahahahahah ;) 
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Hmmm...worth a try ;-) 
 
> Hopefully maxi-poo his cute mouhahahaha ;) 
 
Indeed - that seems to be the case, HOWEVER, I do not support people on "cuteness" alone (or else I'd be 
in the Maxy-Lupulardít Party) ;-) 
 
> (my plan get an old Reagan costume and fly to Milwaukee ;))) 
 
Too late, unless you can make Halloween this Friday. I have a real treat for you... ;-) 
 
> Ok, but you must give US ONE THING the MN make Talossa fun ;))) 
 
Actually, the MN pisses me off as they are a gaggle of TRAITORS. But I digress... 
 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 27, 2003 - 13:52  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 27, 2003 - 11:45 
 
RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5260), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on October 
27, 2003 - 13:52. Viewed 20 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Actually, the MN pisses me off as they are a gaggle of TRAITORS. But I digress... 
 
You may continue. I'm interested in hearing why. 
 
Q 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 14:06  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
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[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
October 27, 2003 - 13:52 

 
RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5269), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on 
October 27, 2003 - 14:06. Viewed 14 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
They split off from the PC Party without warning. 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Justice dal NavâOctober 27, 2003 - 14:02  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 

October 27, 2003 - 13:52 
 
RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5263), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 27, 
2003 - 14:02. Viewed 15 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> > Actually, the MN pisses me off as they are a gaggle of TRAITORS. But I digress... 
>  
> You may continue. I'm interested in hearing why. 
 
Yea. This has got to be GOOD. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 14:11  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Justice dal Navâ 

October 27, 2003 - 14:02 
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RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5272), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on 
October 27, 2003 - 14:11. Viewed 13 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
> Yea. This has got to be GOOD. 
 
Hey, you guys left the PC as well, which makes you TRAITORS as well. 
 
Or - at the very least - SPLITTERS!  
 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news.... 
Justice dal NavâOctober 27, 2003 - 18:30  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 27, 2003 - 14:11 
 
RE: IM lost his chance to beat this big news... (Witt X 5284), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 27, 
2003 - 18:30. Viewed 10 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> > Yea. This has got to be GOOD. 
>  
> Hey, you guys left the PC as well, which makes you TRAITORS as well. 
>  
> Or - at the very least - SPLITTERS!  
 
Splitters ain't traitors. Traitors are traitors. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

o RE: Oops, I forgot... 
[Tomás Gariçéir]October 25, 2003 - 08:45  
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Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
 
RE: Oops, I forgot... (Witt X 5212), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 25, 2003 - 08:45. Viewed 23 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
...to respond to part two! 
 
> 2) I do not support any efforts to change how citizens lose their citizenship.  
 
As far as I can tell, the MN's immigration reform plan does not affect how citizens lose their citizenship, 
but rather how people who have lost their citizenship can get it back. 
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 11:31  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: Oops, I forgot... 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 25, 2003 - 08:45 
 
RE: Oops, I forgot... (Witt X 5250), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on October 27, 2003 - 11:31. 
Viewed 18 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
> ...to respond to part two! 
>  
> > 2) I do not support any efforts to change how citizens lose their citizenship.  
>  
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> As far as I can tell, the MN's immigration reform plan does not affect how citizens lose their citizenship, 
but rather how people who have lost their citizenship can get it back. 
 
Nor do I support THAT (if such is indeed the case and I have "skimmed" it improperly). 
 
Even so - it's just a matter of time, TG. 
 
Tomas for DPM! ;-) 
 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
[Tomás Gariçéir]October 27, 2003 - 17:02  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 27, 2003 - 11:31 
 
RE: Oops, I forgot... (Witt X 5277), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 27, 2003 - 17:02. Viewed 13 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > As far as I can tell, the MN's immigration reform plan does not affect how citizens lose their 
citizenship, but rather how people who have lost their citizenship can get it back. 
>  
> Nor do I support THAT (if such is indeed the case 
 
Fair enough. I was just pointing it out as it looked like you might have "skimmed it improperly" as you 
put it. 
 
> Even so - it's just a matter of time, TG. 
>  
> Tomás for DPM! ;-) 
 
Heck, why not just let me run the whole show? 
 

 
 
...Just kidding. :-) 
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>  
> Johannes von Metáiriâ 
>  
> "Abby somebody." 
> "Abby who?" 
> "Abby Normal." 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
Justice dal NavâOctober 27, 2003 - 18:32  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 27, 2003 - 17:02 
 
RE: Oops, I forgot... (Witt X 5286), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 27, 2003 - 18:32. Viewed 11 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> > Even so - it's just a matter of time, TG. 
> >  
> > Tomás for DPM! ;-) 
>  
> Heck, why not just let me run the whole show? 
>  

>  
>  
 
Yeah! Step on back, chumps! tommy Juice is in town! 
 
> ...Just kidding. :-) 
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Or *are* you? 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 TG for PM! 
Leonard Pinth-GarnellOctober 27, 2003 - 17:34  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Oops, I forgot... 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 27, 2003 - 17:02 
 
TG for PM! (Witt X 5280), posted by Leonard Pinth-Garnell on October 27, 2003 - 17:34. Viewed 10 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 
Group: friends 
(990 posts total) 
(last post: August 10, 2006 - 17:14) 
HEIL! HEIL! HEIL! 
 
Oops..sorry...just a knee-jerk (or, rather, goose-step)reaction upon seeing an ad like that. 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 

 RE: TG for PM! 
Justice dal NavâOctober 27, 2003 - 18:31  
 

 
Parent message 

 TG for PM! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 27, 2003 - 17:34 
 
RE: TG for PM! (Witt X 5285), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 27, 2003 - 18:31. Viewed 9 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> HEIL! HEIL! HEIL! 
>  
> Oops..sorry...just a knee-jerk (or, rather, goose-step)reaction upon seeing an ad like that. 
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See? We can get into your mind! 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

o RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir]October 25, 2003 - 08:42  
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5211), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on 
October 25, 2003 - 08:42. Viewed 16 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> 1) I do not support little Maxy as PM, and never will do so. 
 
Aha! Our evil plan is working! Now all we have to do is get Jeff to officially name Maxime as his 
successor anyway, regardless of any and all objections from within the PC, so John will quit the PC in 
disgust and resurrect the TNP! Just to make things really interesting! ;-) 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 

o RE: PC-MN Clash! :-) 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 23:18  
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
 
RE: PC-MN Clash! :-) (Witt X 5203), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 23:18. 
Viewed 24 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
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(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> 2) I do not support any efforts to change how citizens lose their citizenship. The 3-strikes law is valid 
and has worked well over the years to remove the chaff, to prevent us from having to actively expell 
people, and actually serves to keep people more involved and in touch. 
 
I agree completely. That's why we're not changing it. 
 
> There are many peripheral citizens who only hear from people around election time. A good reason they 
DO hear from some of us is because we're courting their votes. If that wasn't necessary anymore to keep 
their citizenship, a lot of them would sink into even deeper of an abyss. I know this would happen. 
 
Correct. But it's a good thing that we try what we can to keep people involved. 
 
> We want active, involved, caring citizens, which is why we adopted "3-strikes" a long time ago. 
 
How does this proposal affect the "involved, caring citizens"? Answer: by giving them more people to be 
involved with and care about. 
 
> Others now seem to have the opposite agenda: let's have big, puffy looking numbers of people who are 
"officially" Talossans...who cares if these people even bother to cast a friggin' vote once every 3 elections 
or not. 
 
Well, obviously, the Black Hand cares, because we are not changing the Three Strikes Law. We are 
returning it to its original purpose--a clerical convenience. Forcibly excluding people who want to 
participate makes Talossa look mean-spirited and artificial. Brook would have been kicked out long ago if 
it weren't for the importance of his vote. 
 
Ben 

o This is why Ián Metáiriâ is a genius! 
Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 19:04  
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Leonard Pinth-Garnell 

October 24, 2003 - 16:28 
 
This is why Ián Metáiriâ is a genius! (Witt X 5201), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 
19:04. Viewed 25 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> ...either that or turn to the GCP. 
 
That's always an idea! :-) 
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--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 24, 2003 - 14:22  
 

 
Parent message 
•  As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:51 
 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5190), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on 
October 24, 2003 - 14:22. Viewed 25 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Be skocked and awed. 
 
This needs to at least be reprinted in Quotaziuns. :-) 
 
Q 

• Wow !!! The future PM would be able to Sign PD and give them to the SoS!!! 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.October 24, 2003 - 13:30  
 

 
Parent message 
•  As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:51 
 
Wow !!! The future PM would be able to Sign PD and give them to the SoS!!! (Witt X 5181), posted by 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on October 24, 2003 - 13:30. Viewed 26 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 
Group: admins 
(1790 posts total) 
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55) 
 
Maxime and I both live in the same area... 
 
So it could increase PM-SoS cooperation 

o RE: Wow !!! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 13:42  
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Parent message 
• Wow !!! The future PM would be able to Sign PD and give them to the SoS!!! 

Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 
October 24, 2003 - 13:30 

 
RE: Wow !!! (Witt X 5186), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 13:42. Viewed 18 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Maxime and I both live in the same area... 
 
> So it could increase PM-SoS cooperation 
 
If that works well for you, all the more reason to make him Seneschál. :-) 
 
Ben 

o Except! 
Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 13:31  
 

 
Parent message 

• Wow !!! The future PM would be able to Sign PD and give them to the SoS!!! 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 

October 24, 2003 - 13:30 
 
Except! (Witt X 5182), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 24, 2003 - 13:31. Viewed 24 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
Except for the fact that Max has railed against PDs for years. 
 
He issues one, I'm calling him on it. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 RE: Question for M-P and Grubi 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 13:46  
 

 
Parent message 

o Except! 
Justice dal Navâ 

October 24, 2003 - 13:31 
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RE: Question for M-P and Grubi (Witt X 5188), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 
13:46. Viewed 22 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
...since I know you're both online right now :-) 
 
So--how about getting rid of those "Atatürk Wants You" adverts on Wittenberg, and replacing them with 
a DAILY rotation of Talossan historical events? 
 
Martì-Páir: Can you do the coding to provide for a daily rotation, if we give you 365 (366, in leap years) 
adverts? 
 
Grubi: If I send you the text for the 365 (6) adverts, can you put them into graphical form? 
 
Ben: Can you actually do the really hard work and write up 365 or 366 texts on Talossan history so we 
can have a daily rotation? (answer: It's already finished!) 
 
Ben 

 I could take the effort to do it, BUT... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.October 24, 2003 - 15:24  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Question for M-P and Grubi 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 24, 2003 - 13:46 
 
I could take the effort to do it, BUT... (Witt X 5195), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on October 24, 
2003 - 15:24. Viewed 21 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 
Group: admins 
(1790 posts total) 
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55) 
I would make 1 change... 
 
I would basically show the banner(s) for the current day 50% of the time, and the other 50% of the time 
would be a rotation of the next 7 days, so people would know in advance... 
 
Can you send me the texts right away ??? 
 
BTW, we could have more than 1 banner per day. 
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 So put the date ON the banner... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.October 24, 2003 - 15:25  
 

 
Parent message 

 I could take the effort to do it, BUT... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 

October 24, 2003 - 15:24 
 
So put the date ON the banner... (Witt X 5196), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on October 24, 2003 - 
15:25. Viewed 16 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 
Group: admins 
(1790 posts total) 
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55) 
It will be clearer ! Include the year too... 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 23:21  
 

 
Parent message 

 So put the date ON the banner... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 

October 24, 2003 - 15:25 
 
RE: So put the date ON the banner... (Witt X 5205), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 
2003 - 23:21. Viewed 14 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> It will be clearer ! Include the year too... 
 
Absolutely... this is sort of what I had in mind: 
This Day in Talossan History... 
26 December 1979 
Talossa secedes from the USA and 
becomes an independent state. 
 
 
...something like that. 
 
Ben 
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 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
Justice dal NavâOctober 25, 2003 - 02:35  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 24, 2003 - 23:21 
 
RE: So put the date ON the banner... (Witt X 5210), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 25, 2003 - 
02:35. Viewed 16 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
Are we sure we can't do this as a block of text instead of images? It would load faster and would be much 
easier to edit. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W.October 25, 2003 - 12:44  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
Justice dal Navâ 

October 25, 2003 - 02:35 
 
RE: So put the date ON the banner... (Witt X 5216), posted by Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. on October 25, 
2003 - 12:44. Viewed 13 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 
Group: admins 
(1790 posts total) 
(last post: May 25, 2007 - 13:55) 
> Are we sure we can't do this as a block of text instead of images? It would load faster and would be 
much easier to edit. 
 
 
Why not ??? 
 
We could have both... 
 
Basically, instead of serving images, I could serve HTML files !!! 
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If you want a graphic banner, create a html file with the img src tag, if you want text, print it with the html 
file ! 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner..... 
Justice dal NavâOctober 26, 2003 - 16:55  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: So put the date ON the banner... 
Mr. Furxheir, R.M.W. 

October 25, 2003 - 12:44 
 
RE: So put the date ON the banner... (Witt X 5236), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 26, 2003 - 
16:55. Viewed 8 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> > Are we sure we can't do this as a block of text instead of images? It would load faster and would be 
much easier to edit. 
>  
>  
> Why not ??? 
>  
> We could have both... 
>  
> Basically, instead of serving images, I could serve HTML files !!! 
>  
> If you want a graphic banner, create a html file with the img src tag, if you want text, print it with the 
html file ! 
It may take me a very very long time to do 366 banners. A text-based solution would load quicker and 
would be a soimple matter of dropping Ben's list into a database. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir]October 24, 2003 - 09:53  
 

 
Parent message 
•  As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:51 
 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5162), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on 
October 24, 2003 - 09:53. Viewed 22 times. 
User Info 
Text 
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[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Be skocked and awed. 
>  
 
Damn, I wonder what "skocked" means? Sigh. I also wonder when Witt is going to get a frickin' preview 
page! 
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 

o RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 10:05  
 

 
Parent message 

• RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 09:53 
 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5165), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on 
October 24, 2003 - 10:05. Viewed 26 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > Be skocked and awed. 
> >  
>  
> Damn, I wonder what "skocked" means? Sigh. I also wonder when Witt is going to get a frickin' 
preview page! 
 
Well calm down and don't go off half-skocked about it. 
 
Ben 

 RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
Justice dal NavâOctober 24, 2003 - 12:44  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
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[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
October 24, 2003 - 10:05 

 
RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! (Witt X 5173), posted by Justice dal Navâ on 
October 24, 2003 - 12:44. Viewed 17 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
> > > Be skocked and awed. 
> > >  
> >  
> > Damn, I wonder what "skocked" means? Sigh. I also wonder when Witt is going to get a frickin' 
preview page! 
>  
> Well calm down and don't go off half-skocked about it. 
 
It skocked my socks! 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 

 RE: Ben: graphic? 
[Tomás Gariçéir]October 24, 2003 - 11:42  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 24, 2003 - 10:05 
 
RE: Ben: graphic? (Witt X 5168), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 24, 2003 - 11:42. Viewed 19 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
I just realised that I forgot to put in the graphic of the election results from the bottom of Witt that you 
wanted in the article. Where exactly should I insert it? 
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 
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 RE: Ben: graphic? 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 11:58  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Ben: graphic? 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 

October 24, 2003 - 11:42 
 
RE: Ben: graphic? (Witt X 5170), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 11:58. Viewed 
13 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> I just realised that I forgot to put in the graphic of the election results from the bottom of Witt that you 
wanted in the article. Where exactly should I insert it? 
 
I'd figured it going in after the second paragraph. 
 
See also the typo that UC is referring to. My bad. :-( 
 
Ben 

 ahem 
UCOctober 24, 2003 - 10:53  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: As always, Støtanneu brings you the big news! 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

October 24, 2003 - 10:05 
 
ahem (Witt X 5167), posted by UC on October 24, 2003 - 10:53. Viewed 20 times. 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
Group: moderators 
(346 posts total) 
(last post: February 26, 2006 - 14:39) 
[quote]UC, ex-leader of the RCT (once Talossa’'s largest opposition party), swung his support to the MN 
late in the election. [/quote] 
That would be the PC, thank you very much :-) 
 
And felicitations to Maxime. I knew there was something strange about Ben's comment ;-) 

 RE: Sorry! :-( (Tomas!) 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 24, 2003 - 11:57  
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Parent message 

 ahem 
UC 

October 24, 2003 - 10:53 
 
RE: Sorry! :-( (Tomas!) (Witt X 5169), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 24, 2003 - 11:57. 
Viewed 12 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> [quote]UC, ex-leader of the RCT (once Talossa’'s largest opposition party), swung his support to the 
MN late in the election. [/quote] 
> That would be the PC, thank you very much :-) 
 
OOPS! Yep, that is a mega-typo. 
 
Tomás? Can you correct this? 
 
Ben 
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MN, 4 seats short of majority, proposes Charbonneau for Seneschál as Válcadác’h 
announces impending resignation 

By R. Rôibeard Donatüs, Støtanneu Staff  

Vuode, 23 October 2003/XXIV — On Wednesday, 15 October 2003, Talossa’s self-proclaimed “xenophobic, rabble-rousing” 
protest party, La Mhà Nheagrâ, came within four seats of winning an outright majority as voters went to the polls in the first test of 
the Kingdom’s EM200 electoral system. 

 

But the election itself was nearly overshadowed by the controversy surrounding Seneschál Válcadác’h’s stunning decision to step 
down after a year and a half in the nation’s highest office—and by the MN’s equally stunning decision to propose controversial 
Florencia politician Mximo Carbonèlfor the job of Deputy PM, essentially putting him in line to take over Talossa upon 
Válcadác’h’s resignation. 

Válcadác’h Announces Retirement 

The Seneschál, in a letter dated 19 October, announced that he would resign at the end of 2003 due to “burnout,” a phenomenon 
which, he noted, is not uncommon in Talossan public life. 

“The timing of this announcement is horrible considering the success of our glorious Coalition in this past election,” PM 
Válcadác’h wrote. “I have enjoyed being your Seneschál and I am proud of the work I have done, but I do not feel that in the 
Seneschál’s post, I can do the things for Talossa that need to be done, that is, getting her culture going more and more as well as the 
administrative work, both things I can do without the burden of the day-to-day duties inherent in the PMship.” 

Válcadác’h leaves as his party, the nation’s oldest political organization, the Progressive Conservative Party, justifiably congratulates 
itself on having successfully repositioned itself as the party of the Talossan status quo, or at least of the “go slow” approach to the 
hyper-reformist agenda of the MN. UC, ex-leader of the RCT (once Talossa’'s largest opposition party), swung his support to the 
PC late in the election. As did Ieremiác’h Ventrútx, of the almost-defunct ZPT. Both Cruceatúl and Griffin were at the core of 
opposition to the MN’s proposed EM200 electoral system, a system which the PC never completely supported, despite the efforts 
of the Seneschál. The PC assumes second place in the Ziu, both in terms of votes and seats. 

The PM went on to say that he wanted his Cabinet appointed by the end of October, so that a Deputy PM could be installed to 
take over when the PM resigns-a date he set tentatively for 31 December 2003. “Given the preponderance of the Black Hand’s 
election victory,” the Seneschál stated, “it is my belief that the Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party save the 
Black Hand, and I should like for Quedéir Castiglhâ to continue in that office provided he is able to assume the new duties which 
the DPM will have under my new system.” 

Castiglhâ turns down PM offer 

The invitation for the MN to field the next Seneschál of Talossa greatly complicated the party’s plans to field an ambitious reform 
agenda. “We didn't see that one coming,” said a party insider. It touched off a debate within the party as to whether or not Deputy 
PM Quedéir Castiglhâ would stay as Distáin (Deputy PM) or whether someone else would take his place. 

The Deputy PM wasted no time in quashing any rumours. “I appreciate the notion, but I have no ambition to be PM at this time. 
I’ve served as president of various organizations in college, and what I understand of the PMship is quite similar: periods of slow 
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time followed by a flurry of activity, repeated ad nauseam. I don’t want to deal with that right now as I’m busting my butt to graduate 
and keep my grades up. I’m on track for honours,” he told the party. 

“Our logical choice is Wes [Aquliâ] if he wants it,” Castiglhâ noted. However, Aquliâ, still the party’s titular President, has no 
reliable access to the Internet and could not really be expected to shoulder the day-to-day management of the Coalition 
government. 

Discussion at the highest levels 

Because of Talossa’s unique constitutional quirk, which allows the King to appoint a Seneschál when no single party wins the 
election, the issue of who would become Talossa’s next PM was a lively topic of discussion around the (large and gracious) dinner 
table of the Royal Family. And it was the Queen who gave the main impetus to what eventually became the Black Hand’s official 
decision: to nominate Mximo Carbonèlfor the job. 

“I had been rolling the idea around in my head,” says King Robert I, who graciously consented to a Støtanneu interview today. 
“Why not Maxime? So I asked Her Majesty, ‘So, do you want Maxime for Seneschál?’ And Queen Amy was really, really 
enthusiastic about the idea. ‘He’s a cool guy, he’d be a wonderful Seneschál,’ she said.” 

On paper, Charbonneau is an ideal choice for Talossa’s highest elective office. A dedicated Talossan patriot who was personally 
burned by the 1997 Penguinean fiasco, Charbonneau has been a citizen for some seven years and has spent most of his time here as 
a Member of the Cosâ. He served one term as Senator from his native Florencia Province, and has served in various offices in the 
Provincial government. He also helped form the RCT party and built it into Talossa’s second-largest political party, serving a term 
as Opposition Leader. 

Charbonneau steps forward 

“Charbonneau’s experience at every level of government is outstanding,” said an MN 
spokesman. Accordingly, Rôibeard Donatüs formally nominated Charbonneau for Deputy PM 
during an online conference of the Black Hand’s ruling authorities. “I propose Mximo 
Carbonèlfor Deputy PM. He is a super-patriotic Talossan with vast experience in Talossan 
public life (MC, Senator, maybe Opposition Leader at one time? Not sure...), and in person he’s 
a great guy and a good friend,” Madison declared, noting that he and Queen Amy were very 
impressed when they met Charbonneau face-to-face this past August during a State Visit to 
Montréal, Québec, where he lives. 

Accolades from the rest of the party soon followed, and the decision to nominate Charbonneau 
was made unanimously. 

“Thanks, I’m surprised,” was Maxime's initial response. “If it’s the Queen’s wish, then what can we do, guys?” And when the vote 
came in, Charbonneau displayed his famous sense of humour: “Perfect! Where is my knife and my axe, to cut off all these heads?” 

The only reservation expressed by the party, was how much enthusiasm there would be in the two remaining coalition parties for 
having Charbonneau as the leader of the Government. But Charbonneau, showing his political savvy, moved to defuse the 
controversy by offering an olive branch to the Progressive Conservatives, whose Ián Valadéir is preparing to defend his Senate seat 
in Florencia next month from an expected Charbonneau challenge. “I can put my idea [of running against Valadéir] on hold,” 
Charbonneau declared. “I’m ready to leave Valadéir [in place] since he’s an excellent Senator for the province. He never failed to 
vote.” 

“Somebody has to take charge on this, and since we’re the ones with 96 seats, that somebody is the Black Hand,” Madison declared. 

Charbonneau’s appointment is still just a proposal, and not a done deal, a party spokesman was quick to explain. Seneschál 
Válcadác’h will make the decision with a stroke of the pen. 

How the Grey Congress and the Progressive Conservatives react to all this will tell a lot about Talossan politics. Perhaps the most 
interesting result to come out of this election was that it proved, in Rôibeard Donatüs’s words, “the ideological incoherence of the 
Opposition.” Madison notes that the RCT and ZPT, which both collapsed, sent members scurrying to all three of the “ex-PC” 
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parties that won 96% of the vote. “Some people in the Opposition wanted reform, and voted Black Hand,” he stated. “Some 
wanted to be cautious, and voted PC. And some wanted to have fun and voted for the Greys.” 

The MN, meanwhile, is readying its legislative agenda for the upcoming term. “Time for the Gloria bill,” was the first reaction of 
Deputy PM Quedéir Castiglhâ as the party’s victory became obvious. The MN will indeed lead off in November with a bill to 
restore Gloria Estefan as the country’s “National Entertainer.” It will also propose its much-ballyhooed citizenship reform 
initiative, to make it much easier for ex-Talossans to return to citizenship, while formally barring “traitors” like Ián Anglatzarâ and 
Adiêns Glaçâ from coming back without undergoing stringent tests. Finally, the MN will also ask the Ziu to “politely” ask for the 
resignations of Justices Velméir  and Ardítà, in an effort to judge whether the Ziu has the two-thirds support necessary to formally 
remove them.  
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A PD to form the Válcadác’h Coalition for the 32nd Ziu (Witt X 5218), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
on October 25, 2003 - 16:53. Viewed 38 times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Group: citizens 
(2997 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 10:44) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority and 
stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS the Progressive Conservative Party, the Black Hand Party, and the Grey Congress Party have 
come together again in glorious coalition, 
 
WHEREAS we now need a government, 
 
I, DO THEREFORE now, FORM my third government and the second of the Válcadác’h Coalition: 
 
QUEDÉIR CASTIGLHÂ shall continue as Deputy Seneschál. 
 
IÁN A. METÁIRIÂ shall continue as Minister of Defence. 
 
R. RÔIBEARD DONATÜS shall continue as Attorney-General. 
 
TOMÁS GARIÇIER shall continue as Minister of Culture. 
 
CHIRISCH CAVÉIR  shall contine as Minister of Propoganda. 
 
MIC’HÁGLH POP shall continue as Immigration Minister and as Foreign Minister. 
 
MARTÌ-PÁIR FURXHÉIR shall continue as Minister of Stuff. 
 
Done under my hand on this, the 25th day of the month of October in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 
 
 
A PD to form the Válcadác’h Coalition for the 32nd Ziu 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 

October 25, 2003 - 16:53 
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• RE: OFFICIAL: Notice of Royal Co-Signature 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
October 26, 2003 - 12:14 

 
 

Parent message 
•  A PD to form the Válcadác’h Coalition for the 32nd Ziu 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 

October 25, 2003 - 16:53 
 
RE: OFFICIAL: Notice of Royal Co-Signature (Witt X 5226), posted by 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 26, 2003 - 12:14. Viewed 26 times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 

Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 

We, Robert I, by the grace of God King of Talossa, etc. etc. etc., do 
hereby set Our Royal Hand and Seal upon the aforementioned 
Prime Dictate, and confirm it as the law of Our Realm. 
 
So let it be written, so let it be done. 
 
Robert I, King of Talossa 
 
 
 
 
 

o RE: One question... 

[Tomás Gariçéir] 
October 27, 2003 - 17:08 

 
 

Parent message 

• RE: OFFICIAL: Notice of Royal Co-Signature 
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[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
October 26, 2003 - 12:14 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5278), posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on October 27, 2003 - 17:08. Viewed 24 
times. 
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
Group: DELETED 
(391 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Since Jeff re-appointed Quedéir as DPM even though he specifically said that he wouldn't have time to 
assume the duties of PM when Jeff steps down in December or whenever, what's going to happen when 
Jeff steps down? Is Quedéir going to be made PM against his wishes? Or will the Ziu or the Coalition or 
the King (however it works, can't be bothered to look up the OrgLaw at the mo) appoint a new PM?  
 
 
__________ 
Tomás Gariçéir (that's "Sir Gariçéir" to you!) 
 
* Cnec'ht del Urðëri del Glheþ Purpül 
* Glheþmestreu extrordinár 
* Mofeu badasseu 
 
 
 

 Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hOctober 28, 2003 - 13:38  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: One question... 

[Tomás Gariçéir] 
October 27, 2003 - 17:08 

 
Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. (Witt X 5316), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on October 
28, 2003 - 13:38. Viewed 19 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Group: citizens 
(2997 posts total) 
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(last post: October 17, 2007 - 10:44) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Don't worry, I will appoint the real DPM all in good time. 
 
Good question! 
 
PM Válcadác’h 

 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 29, 2003 - 17:17  
 

 
Parent message 

 Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
October 28, 2003 - 13:38 

 
RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. (Witt X 5346), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on 
October 29, 2003 - 17:17. Viewed 11 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> Don't worry, I will appoint the real DPM all in good time. 
 
Will your coalition partners have any input in this choice? 
 
Ben 

 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 28, 2003 - 15:13  
 

 
Parent message 

 Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
October 28, 2003 - 13:38 
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RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. (Witt X 5320), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on 
October 28, 2003 - 15:13. Viewed 12 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> Don't worry, I will appoint the real DPM all in good time. 
 
Does this mean I'm Talossa's first imaginary DPM? 
 
Q 

 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hOctober 28, 2003 - 23:18  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
October 28, 2003 - 15:13 

 
RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. (Witt X 5330), posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 
October 28, 2003 - 23:18. Viewed 12 times. 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Group: citizens 
(2997 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 10:44) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
VirtualDPM 1.0...the new governance software from Apple 
 
Now available for OS X Panther (or whatever cat name they are using at the moment) 
 
Seriously, though, Quedéir, you have declined to be the next PM, therefore I will eventually need to find a 
new DPM who will take over when I am done in December or so. 
 
Your work as DPM has been excellent, and I thank you and your party for your support and service to our 
nationette! 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
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 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 29, 2003 - 11:31  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
October 28, 2003 - 23:18 

 
RE: Quedéir is just there to fill the spot for now. (Witt X 5337), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on 
October 29, 2003 - 11:31. Viewed 11 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> Seriously, though, Quedéir, you have declined to be the next PM, therefore I will eventually need to 
find a new DPM who will take over when I am done in December or so. 
 
Right, and I understand. 
 
> Your work as DPM has been excellent, and I thank you and your party for your support and service to 
our nationette! 
 
Thank you for giving me the opportunity! 
 
Q 

 RE: One question... 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 27, 2003 - 21:43  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: One question... 

[Tomás Gariçéir] 
October 27, 2003 - 17:08 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5291), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on October 27, 2003 - 21:43. Viewed 
17 times. 
User Info 
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Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> Since Jeff re-appointed Quedéir as DPM even though he specifically said that he wouldn't have time to 
assume the duties of PM when Jeff steps down in December or whenever, what's going to happen when 
Jeff steps down? Is Quedéir going to be made PM against his wishes? Or will the Ziu or the Coalition or 
the King (however it works, can't be bothered to look up the OrgLaw at the mo) appoint a new PM?  
 
We shall all see. 
 
Quedéir (aka Quedéir) 

 RE: One question... 

Justice dal NavâOctober 28, 2003 - 08:22  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: One question... 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
October 27, 2003 - 21:43 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5297), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 28, 2003 - 08:22. Viewed 12 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> > Since Jeff re-appointed Quedéir as DPM even though he specifically said that he wouldn't have time 
to assume the duties of PM when Jeff steps down in December or whenever, what's going to happen when 
Jeff steps down? Is Quedéir going to be made PM against his wishes? Or will the Ziu or the Coalition or 
the King (however it works, can't be bothered to look up the OrgLaw at the mo) appoint a new PM?  
>  
> We shall all see. 
 
Quedéir's gonna get a new car, though. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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 RE: One question... 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]October 28, 2003 - 12:51  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: One question... 

Justice dal Navâ 
October 28, 2003 - 08:22 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5314), posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on October 28, 2003 - 12:51. Viewed 
9 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
Group: DELETED 
(616 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> Quedéir's gonna get a new car, though. 
 
And it's gonna be PIMP. 

 RE: One question... 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs]October 27, 2003 - 21:14  
 

 
Parent message 

o RE: One question... 

[Tomás Gariçéir] 
October 27, 2003 - 17:08 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5290), posted by [R.Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 27, 2003 - 21:14. 
Viewed 12 times. 
User Info 
Text 
[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
Group: DELETED 
(1625 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
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> Since Jeff re-appointed Quedéir as DPM even though he specifically said that he wouldn't have time to 
assume the duties of PM when Jeff steps down in December or whenever, what's going to happen when 
Jeff steps down? Is Quedéir going to be made PM against his wishes? Or will the Ziu or the Coalition or 
the King (however it works, can't be bothered to look up the OrgLaw at the mo) appoint a new PM?  
 
The universe will explode. 
 
Ben 

 RE: One question... 

Justice dal NavâOctober 28, 2003 - 08:23  
 

 
Parent message 

 RE: One question... 

[R.Rôibeard Donatüs] 
October 27, 2003 - 21:14 

 
RE: One question... (Witt X 5298), posted by Justice dal Navâ on October 28, 2003 - 08:23. Viewed 11 
times. 
User Info 
Text 
Justice dal Navâ 
Group: admins 
(5140 posts total) 
(last post: October 17, 2007 - 13:44) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
> > Since Jeff re-appointed Quedéir as DPM even though he specifically said that he wouldn't have time 
to assume the duties of PM when Jeff steps down in December or whenever, what's going to happen when 
Jeff steps down? Is Quedéir going to be made PM against his wishes? Or will the Ziu or the Coalition or 
the King (however it works, can't be bothered to look up the OrgLaw at the mo) appoint a new PM?  
>  
> The universe will explode. 
 
Shows how much you know about physics. The universe will implode, not explode. Nyeah. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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A Fond Farewell (Witt X 5244) posted by M. A. Ardítà on October 27, 2003 - 09:40.  
 
User Info 
Text 
M. A. Ardítà 
(20 posts total) 
(last post: June 05, 2004 - 06:21) 
Friends and Fellow Talossans, 
 
For over six years I have sat on the Uppermost Cort of Talossa and for four of those years I served 
as the Senior Justice, overseeing some memorable cases. During this time, I have seen the 
evolution of law and legislation grow from a few petty cases to some serious issues of jurisprudence. 
I am proud to say that the legal system in Talossa works and that justice, while blind, is also fair, 
mirroring the best parts of western law but suffering not from the ‘worst’ parts.  
 
There are some decisions I regret as well as some situations that I regret having been involved with 
and even some situations that I wish had turned out altogether differently. But the past is the past 
and if nothing else, we learn from our mistakes. I am not one to hold a grudge or have ill will – for 
very long and I certainly hope that in the time I served as a Justice on the Cort that I left nobody 
with any hard feelings. 
 
For better or for worse, the time has come for me to move on and for allow for a new voice to be 
heard on the Cort. Whereas the positions on the Cort are, in theory, meant for life, this post should 
be a rotating one so that things do not become stagnant. It is as much a duty for Cort members to 
remove themselves from time to time as it is for them to be fair, just and incorruptible.  
 
It is with great sadness that I ask the King to accept my resignation from the Uppermost Cort of 
Talossa, doing so not because I wish to leave the nation in a lurch, void of judicial wisdom, but 
instead so that more able and capable individuals can take up the mantle. I will stay in the post until 
November 1st where hopefully the king may appoint a suitable replacement. If I had my choice, I 
would name the Very Honorable Ián Metáiriâ , due to his former experience on the Cort and the fact 
that he and I are closely aligned and that the composition of the integrity of the Cort may be 
maintained. Of course, it is at the King’s prerogative to select whomever he wishes to fill this post. I 
merely wanted to offer my advice on the matter. 
 
Regardless of whom would be selected as my replacement, I would wish them the best of fortune 
and confer upon them the same wisdom and fairness that all justices should have. Justices Valadéir 
and Velméir  have been nothing but wonderful to work alongside and I will always remember the 
intellectual and good-natured debates with which we all engaged.  
 
It has been my pleasure to serve and my pleasure to dedicate so much of my time and efforts to this 
country.  
 
I will leave you with this quote from Theodore Roosevelt, that I thought appropriate. “This country 
will not be a good place for any of us to live in unless we make it a good place for all of us to live in” 
 

RE: A Fond Farewell 
UCOctober 28, 2003 - 11:37  
RE: A Fond Farewell (Witt X 5312) posted by UC on October 28, 2003 - 11:37.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
Thank you for a dificult job very well done! 
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RE: Thanks, from the King 

 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 27, 2003 - 12:39  
RE: Thanks, from the King (Witt X 5257) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on 
October 27, 2003 - 12:39.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Matthias, 
 
Although I was one of the people who was asking for your retirement, it still comes as something of 
a shock. I don't think I realized how much of a shock it would be. 
 
You and I have disagreed on legal and political issues in the past, but I never saw those 
disagreements as something that improperly influenced your actions on the Cort. Instead, when you 
have issued rulings and defended them, you have always done so in an appropriate, skilled, and 
articulate fashion. 
 
There is no shame in stepping down due to a heavy work load in "real life." Your record of public 
service is unsullied. As the creator and founder of Talossa, let me thank you in all sincerity for 
helping to make Talossa more fun and more interesting. 
 
When people look back on your record of public service, however, your actions on the Cort will 
always take a back seat to your leadership in getting the 1997 Organic Law adopted. I will always 
fondly remember all those meetings at Greek restaurants. :-) 
 
When the time comes to nominate a Justice of the Cort to replace you, I hope you will be available 
to offer advice, so your legacy can continue. 
 
Sincerely, your friend, 
 
Robert I 
King of Talossa 
 

RE: Thanks, from the King 
M. A. MuthOctober 27, 2003 - 13:24  
RE: Thanks, from the King (Witt X 5273) posted by M. A. Ardítà on October 27, 2003 - 13:24.  
 
User Info 
Text 
M. A. Ardítà 
(20 posts total) 
(last post: June 05, 2004 - 06:21) 
I wish to thank everyone for their kind words on the subject. It means more to me than any 'gold 
watch' or 'retirement package.' The fact that my work was appreciated means a great deal to me, as 
does the fact that I can vacate the position with no hard feelings, either from me or towards me. 
 
Whereas it was certainly appropriate to call for my resignation, as well as appropriate for me to do 
so, I cannot hide the fact that it is a somewhat painful - though needed - step for me. I just hope I 
did the post justice (no pun intended) these many years. 
 
Thank you again for the kind words on the OrgLaw. I am not too modest to say that I am very proud 
of that period and took that position very seriously. (Few people can fully appreciate or understand 
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how difficult it was to keep Natán Liverabuérg under control in those days . . .) 
 
I am certainly available for consultation on someone to fill my place, but as always the nomination is 
up to the king and the people should approve. 
 
A lifelong friend to all and a lifelong friend to Talossa 
 
M.A. Ardítà 
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Notice of Impending Resignation (Witt X 5246) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on October 27, 2003 - 
10:01.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
Ministry of Immigration 
27 October, 2003 
 
 
My fellow Talossans, 
 
This morning, I have submitted my resignation as Immigration Minister to the Seneschál. This will 
take effect as soon as the Seneschál installs a new Immigration Minister. 
 
My resgination is based on the fact that I am unable, at this time, to devote the time needed to 
oversee the overhaul of the Immigration Ministry website and e-forms process. Since this overhaul is 
badly needed, and should properly be the focus of the IM's efforts, I think the nationette would be 
best served by having someone else take the helm of the Ministry. 
 
I will remain in the positions of Foreign Minister and National Archivist, and will gladly assist the new 
Immigration Minister in any way I can. 
 
I would like to thank the Seneschál and the nationette for reposing their trust in me during my 
tenure in this office.  
 
 
Long Live the King 
 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Minister of Immigration 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

RE: Notice of Impending Resignation 
UCOctober 28, 2003 - 11:44  
RE: Notice of Impending Resignation (Witt X 5313) posted by UC on October 28, 2003 - 11:44.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
Being the IM is one of the most important jobs in Talossa and I have to commend you for the sense 
of responsibility you show by stepping down. Thanks you for doing a job I would shudder to do ;-) 
 

RE: My thanks as well! 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 27, 2003 - 12:48  
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RE: My thanks as well! (Witt X 5259) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on 
October 27, 2003 - 12:48.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul Michael, 
 
Thanks for all your work as Immigration Minister. It *is* a difficult and time-consuming task, as I 
discovered all those years that I toiled as Immigration Minister myself. I had more fun in that job, I 
think, than in any other Talossan position, so I know it must be as hard for you to leave it as it was 
for me. 
 
I am glad to hear that you will be staying on in your other rôles in the RT government, where you 
are still a vital and needed player. 
 
Enjoy your time off! :-) 
 
Ben 
 

Profound thanks for a job well-done! 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hOctober 27, 2003 - 10:22  
Profound thanks for a job well-done! (Witt X 5247) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 
October 27, 2003 - 10:22.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
I gratefull accept your resignation and offer you the gratitude of myself and all of Talossa for the 
service you have put into this office! 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
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Open Letter to the Seneschál from R. Rôibeard Donatüs (Witt X 5261) posted by  posted by 
[R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on October 27, 2003 - 12:55.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
Azul! 
 
Because I haven't had any luck reaching you by e-mail, I decided to try the direct approach. ;-) 
 
It is the consensus in the Black Hand Party that we would like you to consider MÁRCÜS CANTALOÛR 
(MN-Atatürk) for the post of Immigration Minister. This appointment has been under discussion for 
some time, and we hope that you will give it an appropriate level of consideration. 
 
Mark has never held cabinet rank before (to my knowledge) but is a very active Talossan and is 
eager to try. Assuming that there is no glitch with talossa.net, Mark would be ready to receive all the 
forwarded e-mails and assume the duties of Immigration Minister at short notice. 
 
As a former Immigration Minister myself, I believe that Mark would be an excellent choice. This 
belief is shared by my fellow MN party members in your Coalition government. 
 
We are all available to answer any questions you might have. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
R. Rôibeard Donatüs 
MN Party Secretary 
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A PD to end the war in Iraq (Witt X 5315) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on October 28, 2003 
- 12:34.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
On 19 March, 2003, I declared war against the nation of Iraq by way of a Prime Dictate with the 
following four objectives which I now list with appropriate commentary: 
 
1. The liberation of the civilized Iraqi people from the tyranny and butchery of Saddam 
Hussein, his family, and his henchmen 
 
Though there are still many Baathist faithful in Iraq, the chieftains of that party and regime are 
either dead or are now fugitives. 
 
2. The transition of Iraq from dictatorship to one where the people have a chance to 
choose their own destiny 
 
While it has yet to be done, progress is being made, though true peace can only come if all the Iraqi 
people truly want peace. 
 
3. The disarmament of Iraq and the destruction of all their chemical, biological, and mass-
destruction weapons 
 
It turns out that there were not any real weapons of mass-destruction manufactured after the First 
Gulf War of 1991. 
 
4. The death, capture, or fleeing of Saddam Hussein and his sons from Iraq 
 
Usay and Uday are dead and Saddam is now a fugitive, if he is still alive. 
 
Given the above, I consider the war against Saddam Hussein to be a success. Continued war against 
a nation now under our occupation does not make sense, especially when put against the fact that 
President George W. Bush of the United States declared months ago an end to major combat 
operations in that land. 
 
THEREFORE I DO now TERMINATE Talossa's state of war against Iraq. We are no longer at war with 
this country. 
 
My heart and those of every Talossan goes out to the families of the coalition forces who have lost 
their lives as well as to the innocent Iraquis who have been caught in the crossfire. Additionally, our 
hearts go out to whatever deceased Iraqui soldiers there were who would have faced sever 
reprecussions if they had not taken up arms against the Coalition forces.  
 
The profound congratulations of the Talossan government and people go out to the Coalition forces 
led by our glorious ally, the United States of America for the minimal loss of life during the war as 
well as our best wishes and Invincible Moral Support as the Coalition is giving the people of Iraq an 
opportunity to begin a new era. 
 
May the marshes never go dry again, may Saddam's body soon be found, may the Coalition 
occupation (which is what it is for all practical purposes) end swiftly with a new Iraq on the world 
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stage, and may our men and women in uniform come home soon. 
 
God bless the Coalition, Talossa, and all civilized peoples of the world! 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the 28th day of the month of October in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 

RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 29, 2003 - 15:19  
RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq (Witt X 5345) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
on October 29, 2003 - 15:19.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul, 
 
I agree with every single word in the PD. And I heartily co-sign it. 
 
ROBERT I 
King of Talossa, etc. 
 

RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq 
Mic’háglh PopOctober 28, 2003 - 13:58  
RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq (Witt X 5319) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on October 28, 2003 - 
13:58.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
Huzzah! A well-timed and excellent PD. A few comments... 
 
> 2. The transition of Iraq from dictatorship to one where the people have a chance to 
choose their own destiny 
>  
> While it has yet to be done, progress is being made, though true peace can only come if all the 
Iraqi people truly want peace. 
 
By all accounts, the vast majority of Iraqis want a transition to a peaceful, representative 
government. All of the present unrest is being caused by either Ba'athist holdovers and foreign 
fighters, slipping across the borders from Syria and other places to fight the Americans. By attacking 
"soft" targets engaged in humanitarian goals, like the Red Cross or coalition forces working on 
restoring electricity and water, these fighters are turning the Iraqi population against them - which is 
why the Iraqi people, according to polls, have a very low opinion of other Arab nations. 
 
> 3. The disarmament of Iraq and the destruction of all their chemical, biological, and 
mass-destruction weapons 
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>  
> It turns out that there were not any real weapons of mass-destruction manufactured after the 
First Gulf War of 1991. 
 
Given that barely 15% of known sites have been examined in detail, it is probably premature to 
conclude this. 
 
> May the marshes never go dry again, may Saddam's body soon be found, may the Coalition 
occupation (which is what it is for all practical purposes) end swiftly with a new Iraq on the world 
stage, and may our men and women in uniform come home soon. 
>  
> God bless the Coalition, Talossa, and all civilized peoples of the world! 
 
HUZZAH! 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Minister of Immigration 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq 
FOTROctober 28, 2003 - 16:29  
RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq (Witt X 5322) posted by FOTR on October 28, 2003 - 16:29.  
 
User Info 
Text 
FOTR 
(697 posts total) 
(last post: September 08, 2004 - 15:57) 
I generally concur with Mike's comments, and certainly applaud this wonderfully-written PD. 
 
I am happy to once again have led Talossa to victory! 
 
Defense (formerly WAR) Minister Metáiriâ 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 
 

RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq 
Retroradio GruberOctober 28, 2003 - 13:17  
RE: A PD to end the war in Iraq (Witt X 5317) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on October 28, 2003 
- 13:17.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> THEREFORE I DO now TERMINATE Talossa's state of war against Iraq. We are no longer at war 
with this country. 
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Good! Now let's all go back to my place for lemonade! :-) 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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The 1997 Organic law. (Witt X 5323) posted by [Marc Môisi] on October 28, 2003 - 16:47.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Marc Môisi] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul! 
 
I recently noticed that the online Organic Law (both on talossa.com and maricopaprovince.net) was 
not up-to-date. I hope nobody minds, but I took the initiative of tracking down the amendments and 
compiled an up-to-date copy of the 1997 Organic Law.  
 
In this version, you can find at the end of each modified section, a block indicating which bill passed 
by the Ziu and through referendum has changed that section. Ex. [30th Cosâ, RZ8]. 
 
I also noticed while compiling the OrgLaw that it is in need of cosmetic amendments. An example of 
this is the fact that we currently have two Article V, because RZ8 of the 30th Cosâ created a new 
“Article V” without renumbering the other articles. 
 
I am just doing my patriotic duty, and bringing those flaws to the attention of our new elected 
members, hopefully the new government will instils a cosmetic review of the OrgLaw. 
 
Marc Môisi, C.D. 
 

Zooks! 
UCOctober 29, 2003 - 07:10  
Zooks! (Witt X 5333) posted by UC on October 29, 2003 - 07:10.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
That is very nice! 
For years people have asked for this and some have attempted it but failed because of the ammount 
of work involved. Thank you very much! 
 

RE: Zooks! 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on October 29, 2003 - 14:49  
RE: Zooks! (Witt X 5342) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on October 29, 2003 
- 14:49.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> That is very nice! 
> For years people have asked for this and some have attempted it but failed because of the 
ammount of work involved. Thank you very much! 
 
Indeed--this is quite an accomplishment! Thanks! 
 
Ben 
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RE: The 1997 Organic law. -- Attn: Grubi 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hOctober 28, 2003 - 22:33  
RE: The 1997 Organic law. -- Attn: Grubi (Witt X 5331) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 
October 28, 2003 - 22:33.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
> Azul! 
>  
> I recently noticed that the online Organic Law (both on talossa.com and maricopaprovince.net) 
was not up-to-date. I hope nobody minds, but I took the initiative of tracking down the amendments 
and compiled an up-to-date copy of the 1997 Organic Law.  
 
Good grief, you have done a boatload of work on this! If you were a citizen already and if Scribe 
Cavéir of Abbavilla does not have the updated OrgLaw ready by November 1 as I have asked him to, 
I would very stronly consider making you the fourth Scribe of Abbavilla. 
 
Scribe of Abbavilla is a post I created back in July, 2002 to specifically address the need to keep and 
maintain the official online copy of the 1997 Organic Law. The Canadian Man of Mystery was the first 
to hold this post, I was the second, and Grubi has held this spot since about last December. Yes, he 
has been slow about getting this project done even before the recently-passed four referenda, but, 
as I have said, I have given him until 1 November to deliver the goods. 
 
The idea of prospectives doing this kind of work "at their own initiative" might ruffle a few feathers, 
but I am positive you did not know of the Scribe of Abbavilla post. You saw a need and went ahead 
and worked on it. The only gripe I have with you is that you did not consult with me or someone 
before going ahead with this project. But... You are new and therefore forgiven. :-) 
 
The above having been said, I, for one, applaud and salute you on the hours of work it must have 
taken to create this document. While certainly there are cosmetic improvements which could be 
made, this shows me and hopefully others your enthusiasm for Talossa is real and evident and that 
you deserve wholeheartedly to be made a citizen! 
 
It's great to have you back again, Marc! 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 
> In this version, you can find at the end of each modified section, a block indicating which bill 
passed by the Ziu and through referendum has changed that section. Ex. [30th Cosâ, RZ8]. 
>  
> I also noticed while compiling the OrgLaw that it is in need of cosmetic amendments. An example 
of this is the fact that we currently have two Article V, because RZ8 of the 30th Cosâ created a new 
“Article V” without renumbering the other articles. 
>  
> I am just doing my patriotic duty, and bringing those flaws to the attention of our new elected 
members, hopefully the new government will instils a cosmetic review of the OrgLaw. 
>  
> Marc Môisi, C.D. 
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Støtanneu: MN issues ultimatum to PC (Witt X 5496) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 
03, 2003 - 15:29.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Read it here. 
 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
 
 

RE: Støbbed in the back! 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  

November 03, 2003 - 15:35 
RE: Støbbed in the back! (Witt X 5497) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on 
November 03, 2003 - 15:35.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul, 
 
Thanks for posting the letter! 
 
To whom it may concern: This letter was originally written, and approved, as a "Joint Declaration" 
between the MN and the Grey Congress. 
 
As the Støtanneu story says, the Grey Congress then 'unsigned' their signatures and withdrew their 
support from the document. 
 
This sort of duplicity and back-stabbing is unbecoming of a Talossan political party, and we in the 
Black Hand have absolutely no intention of participating in such absurd and peevish shenanigans. 
 
As I head out to Taco Bell to confer with Wes Aquliâ and Ián Metáiriâ , the 5:00 (or is it 5:30?) p.m. 
deadline looms in a couple of hours. Expect to see a PC-Grey Congress coalition formed at that time, 
as the Greys will say or do anything in order to fulfil their ambitions--whether it is knifing the PC in 
the back to support Mximo Carbonèlfor PM, or knifing the MN in the back to oppose him. 
 
The MN will, of necessity, form the Official Opposition to this new government. 
 
Or else, something else might happen. You never know. 
 
Ben 
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“A Real Coalition”: MN issues ultimatum to PC 

By Tomás Gariçéir, Støtanneu Staff 

Abbavilla, 3 November 2003/XXIV — Following is the text of a public statement, delivered this morning to Støtanneu’s head 
office, issued to Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h and the Progressive Conservative Party by the Black Hand on Thursday, 30 
October.  

“A REAL COALITION”  

To the King, the Seneschál, all Talossan media, and the people of Talossa: 

On 14 October 2003/XXIV, the voters in a free and fair Talossan election gave 96 seats to the MN, 48 to the PCG, and 49 to the 
Progressive Conservative Party (PC). All three parties contested the election together, under the common banner of “The 
Válcadác’h Coalition.” And between them, the three parties won approximately 96% of the vote. 

On 19 October 2003/XXIV, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to resign as Seneschál. As the MN had 
won a large plurality of the Coalition Government’s seats (96 out of 193), the Seneschál instructed the MN to designate a Deputy 
Seneschál to serve in the Government and to take over as Seneschál upon the resignation of Mr Válcadác’h. “It is my belief that the 
Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party save the Black Hand,” the Seneschál correctly observed. 

On 23 October 2003/XXIV, the MN dutifully nominated MC Maxime Paquin- Charbonneau (MN-Atatürk) to serve as Deputy 
Seneschál. This nomination of a long-standing Member of the Cosâ, Opposition Leader, Senator, and founding member of the 
former RCT (one of the Kingdom of Talossa’s most successful political parties), was met by silence from the Seneschál’s Office. 

The Seneschál’s Office refused to comment publicly. Numerous e-mails to the Seneschál’s Office went unanswered. And it was 
immediately apparent that the only response from the Seneschál’s Office was a number of secret, clandestine attempts to sow 
distrust and divide the coalition. On various occasions since the election, the MN has been asked to make secret deals against the 
PCG, and the PCG has been asked to make secret deals against the MN. 

The Seneschál’s Office has made cabinet appointments (such as the Deputy Seneschál and Immigration Minister) an issue of great 
fog and secrecy, with offers being made to individuals without the knowledge of the various Coalition parties, treating the MN and 
PCG as minor adjuncts to the “true” governing party, the PC. This sort of divide-and-rule strategy not only indicates, but 
engenders, distrust. 

We, the members of the MN, wish to state publicly through this Statement that we seek only to participate in a Real Coalition for 
the government of the Kingdom of Talossa. In a Real Coalition there is no room for secret plots, back-stabbing, double-dealing, 
and double- crosses. It is our hope that we can jointly govern Talossa in a Real Coalition with the PC, MN, and PCG all serving 
together as equal brother parties. 

In order to pursue a Real Coalition, however, the Seneschál’s Office must first accept that the PC won only 49 seats out of 200. It is 
not the majority party; it is not even a plurality party. It is a junior member of a Coalition Government. Decisions affecting the 
entire Government are not to be made within the closed-door caucus of the PC without our knowledge, and then imposed upon 
the rest of us without our consent. 

Accordingly, we propose that no day-to-day decision be taken in this Coalition Government without the fullest opportunity of each 
party to consider that decision, and that each party in the Coalition Government shall have equal say in the decision. Each party 
must be fully informed of the plans of the Government, and each party should assume a separate but equal status, so that each 
party—the MN, the PC, and the PCG— shall have one single, equal vote in all collective decision-making, and that the majority 
position shall always prevail. 

In the event that the Seneschál’s Office chooses to treat the MN and the PCG with distrust and contempt, and continues to 
attempt to isolate and divide them, the MN hereby resolves, publicly, with no shadow of secrecy or attempt at deception, that we 
shall do what we can under the Organic Law to organize a Real Coalition Government for the Kingdom of Talossa without the 
participation of the Progressive Conservative Party. 
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Sincerely, 

Deputy Seneschál Quedéir Castiglhâ, M.C. (MN-Florencia)  
Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau, M.C. (MN-Florencia)  
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr, M.C. (MN-Atatürk)  
R. Rôibeard Donatüs, M.C. (MN-Vuode) 

The Grey Congress Party had originally signed the statement jointly with the Black Hand, but on the morning of 3 November, GCP 
Party President Chirisch Cavéir  decided officially to withdraw the names of his party’s members from the document.  

Analysis of this public statement’s political impact, along with further related developments, will appear soon in the pages of 
Støtanneu—your news, as it happens! 
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Open letter to Talossa (Witt X 5501) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 03, 2003 - 
16:34.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul, 
 
By now everyone has probably read my "I can't take it anymore" post below. I wanted to state a few 
things publically, since so much of what has been going on has been "secret" and "confidential" and 
"don't tell so-and-so, but..." – so I can't name names or repeat most of what has been said, at least 
not until I bust the whole scandal wide open in Støtanneu and piss everybody off. :-) 
 
So here is what I want to say. I have no idea what the future of the Válcadác’h Coalition will be. 
Gödafrïeu himself seems to have disappeared already, even though he said he wasn't going to retire 
until December. 
 
It was wrong of Gödafrïeu to simply PD the government without consulting the MN or the GCP. We 
are (or were) a Coalition, and that means we all have input. The MN is justied in their anger over 
this fact, as well as the fact that the PC (or Gödafrïeu again) did not respond to their nomination of 
Max for DPM and future PM with resoned, public discussion of their objections and the reasons 
therefor but remained mostly silent save for issuing an ultimatum to nominate somebody else by 
this evening or else. And the fact that they did not respond to the MN's nomination of Márcüs 
Cantaloûr to replace Mic’háglh Pop as IM, but left it for the MN to hear through the grapevine that 
Gödafrïeu was thinking of appointing somebody else. I don't know if this was an intentional strategy 
on the part of the PC (I am inclined now to think not, based on correspondence exchanged the last 
couple of days) or just negligence on Gödafrïeu's part. I don't mean to be hard on Gödafrïeu, as he 
is apparently going through a difficult personal time right now, but the fact remains that he acted 
inappropriately in my view. 
 
That said, the PC has some very valid objections to Max for (D)PM based solely on his Talossan 
record, not even taking in to account the comtempt some Talossans hold him in for his views and 
past actions in foreign politics. And the GCP has some valid objections (shared perhaps by the PC, I 
don't know) to Mark based on his Talossan record.  
I just wish all of this had been discussed openly amongst the Coalition members. You know, 
reasoned debate. Trying to persuade others to your point of view. Out in the open. Not through PDs 
and ultimatums and rumours. Not through confidential phone calls and emails.  
 
There are some cases where I don't know what to believe — certain things that some people swear 
others did while those others swear not to have done them (and though I cannot divulge details yet, 
as they were in the context of said confidential correspondence, this is one issue which played a part 
in the GCP's withdrawance from the Joint Statement — making it a Monostatement? — published 
today in Støtanneu). 
 
Well, I'm losing my train of thought now and I have to leave in 5 minutes to go teach a Gaelic class. 
So I will end here. I have no idea what tomorrow will bring in terms of fallout from the various 
ultimatums (ultimata?) that have been issued or the future of the Válcadác’h Coalition government. 
We Shall All See. And keep watching Støtanneu — at some point, All Will Be Revealed! I just don't 
want to have to write it myself, hopefully. 
 
Aréivi for now,  
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Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
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***BLACK HAND*** Press Release, 4 Nov 03/XXIV (Witt X 5508) posted by  posted by [R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 04, 2003 - 09:14.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
To all Talossan media outlets: 
 
Tuesday, 4 November 2003/XXIV, Burnham Palace 
 
The Black Hand (MN) today left the governing coalition of the Kingdom of Talossa and formed the 
Official Opposition. Mximo Carbonèlwas elected Opposition Leader by the MN caucus. The MN holds 
96 seats in the 200-seat Cosâ, leaving three other parties to put together a new coalition 
government. 
 
"We intend to be a responsible, productive opposition," said party spokesman R. Rôibeard Donatüs. 
"Don't expect a knee-jerk 'no' vote on the Vote of Confidence just because we're the Opposition," 
Madison said. "We will base our votes on the conduct of the government, and work with members of 
all parties to pass our reform agenda for the Kingdom of Talossa." 
 
*********** 
 

Response from the Seneschál's office 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 05, 2003 - 11:26  
Response from the Seneschál's office (Witt X 5531) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 
November 05, 2003 - 11:26.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
Azul, everyone! 
 
All I have to say is, "Ye gods". 
 
The explanation for my absence from Witt recently is very simple, stupid, and embarrassing. The 
financial woes which hit me this summer (Metáiriâ knows a little of this) caused me to not have my 
second phone line which I have used to log onto the internet as well as make my many phone calls 
to Talossans. As of yesterday evening, this situation was remedied, thereby allowing me to fully 
undertake my duties as PM once more. I am living with my dad at the moment, and have had no 
desire to tie his phone line up with Talossan things.  
 
Yes, I should have let all of you know long before this; perhaps Quedéir could have taken up duties 
in an Acting position for a time. Clearly I have mis-handled the situation. [as Gödafrïeu makes the 
understatement of the year...] 
 
If this excuse sounds lame, I will be most happy to send you proof of the truthfulness of what I have 
just said. It's yours for the asking. 
 
Chris, Metáiriâ, and Ben: I will phone each of you tomorrow evening merely to prove to the three of 
you and to your representative parties that I am still alive. I have no intention of discussing over the 
phone anything of substance simply because it is vitally important that everyone be in on whatever 
conversations are going on between any members of our glorious Coalition. I hope you will 
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understand.  
 
As to any "secret deals" concerning Cort seats and all, I plead total ignorance. The email discussion 
that Chris and Ben have elucidated by way of Witt is definitely news to me, and I have been on Witt 
enough recently to know that it is indeed new news which I had not had any inkling of. For the sake 
of our glorious Coalition, Ben and Chris, pleasehave a Coke and a smile, and teach the world to sing! 
:-) 
 
As to the Black Hand Party leaving the Coalition, I am stunned and shocked.  
 
The government which I have recently appointed is an exact replication of the government from the 
last term and was appointed and formed quickly and haphazardly to get something in order in time 
for the first Clark. I see now that was a silly mistake on my part not to let everyone know from the 
get-go that it was my reason and intent. We did not have a DPM candidate we could all agree on 
yet, and I needed to do something. I felt that I could not take time to ask for input from the 
members of our Coalition, but I am also a procrastinator. The makeup of the previous government 
was one to which we had all assented, and I thought I could act as I did without need of input. :-( 
 
As far as I am concerned, the Válcadác’h Coalition is not only thriving, but is healthy too. And it is 
still, and I will continue to treat it as such in all emails, etc., a three-fold partnership of the MN, PC, 
and GCP. Please, Ben and Co., have the Black Hand come back to our fold and make this official 
once more! 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 

RE: Hmmm... interesting ;-) 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 05, 2003 - 18:19  
RE: Hmmm... interesting ;-) (Witt X 5564) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on 
November 05, 2003 - 18:19.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Good to see you back, Gödafrïeu. :-) 
 
> As to any "secret deals" concerning Cort seats and all, I plead total ignorance. The email 
discussion that Chris and Ben have elucidated by way of Witt is definitely news to me, and I have 
been on Witt enough recently to know that it is indeed new news which I had not had any inkling of. 
For the sake of our glorious Coalition, Ben and Chris, pleasehave a Coke and a smile, and teach the 
world to sing! :-) 
 
Don't worry, all this was going on well behind your back. Be glad, we have gone out of our way to 
give you plausible deniability! 
 
> As to the Black Hand Party leaving the Coalition, I am stunned and shocked.  
 
Well, that was sort of our point. ;-) 
 
We, the Black Hand, still believe that Mximo Carbonèlis the best available candidate for Seneschál. 
As you yourself stated, his Talossan career has been absolutely stellar. Other than the points 
Valadéir raised (which need to be addressed separately), the points you raised against him were 
essentially that he isn't a US Republican, that he doesn't toe the Bush administration party line on 
everything from Iraq to nose-hair trimming, and that he is an "anarchist." 
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All of which are issues to be addressed and resolved, not dismissed with a blanket condemnation. 
Indeed, I'm planning to interview him for Støtanneu this week. 
 
The MN will remain in the Opposition for some time, but I for one cast my Clark votes today and 
voted "yes" on your government. 
 
Once again, welcome back! 
 
Ben 
 

RE: ***BLACK HAND*** Press Release, 4 Nov 03/XXIV 
FOTRNovember 04, 2003 - 13:09  
RE: ***BLACK HAND*** Press Release, 4 Nov 03/XXIV (Witt X 5511) posted by FOTR on 
November 04, 2003 - 13:09.  
 
User Info 
Text 
FOTR 
(697 posts total) 
(last post: September 08, 2004 - 15:57) 
Fair enough. 
 
Once the PM comes out of his stupor we'll know more of what's going on with this current 
Government!  
 
Meanwhile, "yes" votes on the VOC will be most appreciated. 
 
I don't know what Gödafrïeu's problem is. If it's simply being "too busy," at least an e-mail or post 
here to that effect would be nice. We haven't even gotten that. He has heretofore been an 
outstanding public servant. Which is why this is all the more curious a development. Oh well... 
 
Those of us still in the Government are urging him to act. Thus far, these urgings have been all but 
ignored. 
 
Well, there it is. 
 
As I'm fond of saying at this juncture: "WSAS." ;-) 
 
Johannes von Metáiriâ 
 
"Abby somebody." 
"Abby who?" 
"Abby Normal." 
 

RE: Going through Gödafrïeuopause 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 04, 2003 - 16:36  
RE: Going through Gödafrïeuopause (Witt X 5515) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard 
Donatüs] on  on November 04, 2003 - 16:36.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Once the PM comes out of his stupor we'll know more of what's going on with this current 
Government! 
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Indeed! IM and I had a long and heartfelt talk about all this mess last night which helped to clear up 
a lot of misconceptions. Clearly something is going on with Gödafrïeu and, from what I gathered 
from last night (and from IM's post) Gödafrïeu is going through some hard times or something (IM 
called it a "change of life," so I'm calling it "going through Gödafrïeuopause). 
 
> Meanwhile, "yes" votes on the VOC will be most appreciated. 
 
We in the MN still believe, with steel-hard firmness, that Mximo Carbonèlwould be a great PM. Our 
move into the Opposition has much to do with that. It also has much to do with the frustration 
(shared, it seems, by PC members!) with Gödafrïeu's government. It also has to do with the conduct 
of the Grey Congress, whom we thought we could trust. Our move into the Opposition is sort of our 
way of taking a breather--of saying "OK, guys, you work stuff out however you want to, and once 
we know who's running what and who we should be listening to, then, come over and and we'll 
talk." 
 
Honestly, I learned more in half an hour with IM last night than I have in the preceding two weeks 
about what's going on inside the cabinet. 
 
As for now, the PC is either in coalition with the Greys or is running a minority government. 
Personally I intend to vote "yes" on the VOC until some unforeseen reason comes along to do 
otherwise. In the meantime, we in the Black Hand will work to get Maxime's message out to Talossa 
and to present his candidacy in a positive, new light. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ben 
 

VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! 
FOTRNovember 04, 2003 - 16:49  
VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! (Witt X 5517) posted by FOTR on 
November 04, 2003 - 16:49.  
 
User Info 
Text 
FOTR 
(697 posts total) 
(last post: September 08, 2004 - 15:57) 
> Indeed! IM and I had a long and heartfelt talk about all this mess last night which helped to clear 
up a lot of misconceptions. Clearly something is going on with Gödafrïeu and, from what I gathered 
from last night (and from IM's post) Gödafrïeu is going through some hard times or something (IM 
called it a "change of life," so I'm calling it "going through Gödafrïeuopause). 
 
Incidentally, this has been yet one more day with a flurry of intra-party messages attempting to get 
things ironed out and the ball rolling and the Gov't functioning again. Yet another day with ZERO 
input from the PM. 
 
I have - along with M-P - been keeping ANY semblance of a Gov't going, or at least we've been 
trying to move things along and start dialogs, etc. We occasionally get input from other PCers, but 
ZERO from Gödafrïeu. For days. Very crucial days. I have become increasingly annoyed at this 
COMPLETE AND UTTER SILENCE WITHOUT EXPLANATION. I'll have you know. 
 
> We in the MN still believe, with steel-hard firmness, that Mximo Carbonèlwould be a great PM. Our 
move into the Opposition has much to do with that. 
 
Can't help you with that one. 
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> It also has much to do with the frustration (shared, it seems, by PC members!) with Gödafrïeu's 
government. 
 
See my comments above. :-) 
 
> Our move into the Opposition is sort of our way of taking a breather--of saying "OK, guys, you 
work stuff out however you want to, and once we know who's running what and who we should be 
listening to, then, come over and and we'll talk." 
 
Actually, YOU'LL do the "coming over," not us! 
BOW DOWN BEFORE BOB DOLE! ;-) 
 
> As for now, the PC is either in coalition with the Greys or is running a minority government. 
Personally I intend to vote "yes" on the VOC until some unforeseen reason comes along to do 
otherwise.  
 
Thank you. And I encourage you to ask your fellow MNers to do the same and for old time's sake, 
continue to give the heretofore outstanding Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h the benefit of the doubt. 
 
>In the meantime, we in the Black Hand will work to get Maxime's message out to Talossa and to 
present his candidacy in a positive, new light. 
 
Be sure someone translates for him. :-) 
But to be honest, I would not put all your eggs into one basket. I'd search for a better candidate. 
Nevertheless, if you can "rehabilitate" Max's image in the eyes of MANY Talossans, I will look at 
hiring you for publicity manager. 
:-) 
 
> Sincerely, 
>  
> Ben 
 
In Stahlharter-Festigkeit, 
 
IM 
 

RE: VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 04, 2003 - 16:58  
RE: VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! (Witt X 5518) posted by  posted by 
[R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 04, 2003 - 16:58.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> But to be honest, I would not put all your eggs into one basket. I'd search for a better candidate. 
Nevertheless, if you can "rehabilitate" Max's image in the eyes of MANY Talossans, I will look at 
hiring you for publicity manager. 
> :-) 
 
Remember, in 1976 everybody wrote Ronald Reagan off for dead. ;-) 
 
Ben 
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RE: VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! 
Retroradio GruberNovember 04, 2003 - 17:35  
RE: VÁLCADÁC’H! THE WHOLE WORLD IS WATCHING!! (Witt X 5523) posted by Retroradio 
Cavéir on November 04, 2003 - 17:35.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > But to be honest, I would not put all your eggs into one basket. I'd search for a better 
candidate. Nevertheless, if you can "rehabilitate" Max's image in the eyes of MANY Talossans, I will 
look at hiring you for publicity manager. 
> > :-) 
>  
> Remember, in 1976 everybody wrote Ronald Reagan off for dead. ;-) 
 
And in 1977, he was legally declared as such. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
 

Even I... 
[MPF]November 04, 2003 - 13:17  
Even I... (Witt X 5512) posted by [MPF] on November 04, 2003 - 13:17.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[MPF] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
I am extraordinarly busy, with a lot of stuff going on, but I still try to check from time to time... 
 
Ben, please, a lot of decisions have been made by Gödafrïeu ( or not made by Gödafrïeu ) that were 
possibly made with the lack of contact with us. 
 
We don't want the MN to leave the coalition... 
 
Gödafrïeu's silence is nothing more than being not present in Talossan time. 
 
 

RE: Even I... 
[Tomás Gariçéir]November 04, 2003 - 14:24  
RE: Even I... (Witt X 5513) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 04, 2003 - 14:24.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Gödafrïeu's silence is nothing more than being not present in Talossan time. 
 
...but why view his absence merely as being busy or "not present in Talossan time", when you can 
view it as a conspiracy and an intentional strategy, and react accordingly? ;-) 
 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
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______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
 

RE: Even I... 
FOTRNovember 04, 2003 - 16:36  
RE: Even I... (Witt X 5516) posted by FOTR on November 04, 2003 - 16:36.  
 
User Info 
Text 
FOTR 
(697 posts total) 
(last post: September 08, 2004 - 15:57) 
> ...but why view his absence merely as being busy or "not present in Talossan time", when you can 
view it as a conspiracy and an intentional strategy, and react accordingly? ;-) 
 
LOL! Tomas, you slay me! 
 
IM 
 

RE: Even I... 
[Tomás Gariçéir]November 04, 2003 - 17:27  
RE: Even I... (Witt X 5522) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 04, 2003 - 17:27.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > ...but why view his absence merely as being busy or "not present in Talossan time", when you 
can view it as a conspiracy and an intentional strategy, and react accordingly? ;-) 
>  
> LOL! Tomas, you slay me! 
 
And you know that's why you love me. :-) 
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RE: Knock it off, you two! (Witt X 5579) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 06, 2003 - 
07:00.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Jesus. You're like a couple of little kids fighting over a toy, the pair of you. Knock it off with the 
name-calling and mud-slinging. 
 
It's all over. Let it go. Move on. 
 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
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RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5776) posted by Rischâ Scovaglha on November 09, 2003 - 23:15.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Rischâ Scovaglha 
(93 posts total) 
(last post: September 17, 2004 - 00:30) 
> Grubi is the one who is imagining stuff, I'm afraid. After this election, Jeff plunged the country into 
complete chaos with his 'resignation' announcement, something that should have been done before 
the election so voters knew exactly what they were getting (we all thought we were voting for Jeff, 
didn't we?) Grubi's party then proceeded to make, and then break, two very important agreements 
on government with the MN.  
> Lisa, I just hope you're reading ALL the posts and not getting a Grubified version of events. He 
hasn't been accurate at all, at least on Witt. 
 
It's true that I can't possibly know every intricate detail of what's been going on, certainly not in 
everyone's heads (including Chris's), but I'm just trying to say that it really seems like some things 
are being blown out of proportion. 
 
> First of all, Grubi is not the only person being "hurt" here. Maxime is royally pissed at the shabby 
treatment he received from the PC, and from the TWO knives plunged into his back by Cavéir. And 
second of all, nothing false or inaccurate has been said about the Grey Congress. They entered into 
two agreements with the MN and then stabbed us in the back twice in the space of a couple days. 
Maybe that sort of conduct is fine by you, but it is no way to run a country and it is no way to 
conduct business. 
 
First of all, I don't want to see anybody get hurt by this stuff. Especially since I think the mean 
things that have been said by both sides are based on misconceptions and perceived slights. It 
seems like a lot of assumptions have been made (again, by both sides) and people are sticking 
stubbornly to those assumptions.  
 
> If my wife and I are not free to express our opinions and cite relevant facts, then Talossa is not a 
free country. We'd like to keep Talossa free, if you don't mind. 
 
Of course you are free to express your opinions, as am I. My opinion here was simply that name-
calling may not be the best way to go about things. I never meant to say that people can't feel how 
they feel, or even say how they feel. I just think there are better ways of expressing it. Name-calling 
only serves to aggravate the situation, and it's totally counter-productive. BTW, I don't think that 
personal attacks are a good idea whether they come from Amy, or Grubi, or anyone else...especially 
those over the age of about 15.  
 
> With all due respect, he's behaving like a paranoid nutcase, trying to cover his tracks, belligerently 
wailing at people that didn't do anything wrong, and revealing himself to be a total jerk--something 
that Amy and I learned through sad experience during his visit here last year, when (among other 
things) he barged into my wife's living room and ordered her to get off the couch during a Brewers 
game so he could watch Talossan videos. ("You don't tell me what to do in my own house," my wife 
said. "Well, they're going to lose anyway," Grubi replied with a snarl. What an asshole!) 
 
With all due respect, I don't think he's the only one. 
But I do think we're getting to the heart of the matter here. Apparently, Chris offended you guys at 
TalossaFest and the psychic wound has been festering ever since. It is extremely unfortunate that 
Chris does have a way of pissing people off when he truly doesn't mean to. I know, as I been one of 
those people as have many of my friends. It also unfortunate that it takes people some time to "get" 
his sense of humor, and sometimes people just don't. The fact is though, that if you really get to 
know Chris, you'll realize that 95% of the time Chris is just a wise-cracking joker. He's just being 
silly and there really is no malintent, but it often gets misconstrued because, as I said, people aren't 
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familiar with or can't understand his sense of humor. I honestly believe that's what happened that 
day with Amy at the house. He was "goofing" in his usual Chris style, but she took him seriously 
(understandably) because she didn't know him. I just wish you guys would have said something 
about it at TalossaFest, so there could have been an opportunity to clear the air in person. I think we 
(Chris and I) both assumed you guys knew he was joking because you didn't act weird or upset 
about anything after the fact. Now that it's clear that things were not cool afterall, I think this may 
be the foremost issue that needs to be addressed. Obviously, you and Amy are not obliged to like 
Chris. But, if you have a problem with something he did, at least let him know so he has a chance to 
make things right. Believe me, if you don't tell him, he won't know he did something wrong, because 
he's really not trying to do anything wrong. Then if he doesn't apologize or explain himself, 
fine...he's being an asshole and I'll be the first to say so! 
 
> Yes, he's done a lot for Talossa. That much is true. But doesn't give him the right to hold the rest 
of us hostage to his craven designs. 
 
Well of course it doesn't. But again, I think you're overstating the case. 
 
> Imagination is a good thing. Taking leave of one's senses is not. 
 
Agreed! We must all be mindful of that.  
 
> Unless and until you admit that Grubi is the one being "destructive and immature," this crisis will 
never be resolved. 
 
Actually, I wasn't excluding Chris when I referred to "the behavior of some of our leaders", although 
I guess he's more of a representative at this point. So, that was my mistake for not being more 
specific, and I apologize for that. 
 
> If people would keep their word, Talossa would be a much happier place. 
 
Absolutely. But I also think it's important for people (all of us)to be clear in their communications, to 
get clarification on important issues, and most of all to understand that none of us are exempt from 
making mistakes and to try to give each of us the opportunity to right our wrongs, whether they be 
real or perceived. In other words, let's try to give each other the benefit of the doubt before we 
jump to conclusions.  
 
With best intentions,  
Lisa 
 

RE: Imaginary stuff 
[Tomás Gariçéir]November 09, 2003 - 13:28  
RE: Imaginary stuff (Witt X 5763) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 09, 2003 - 13:28.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Grubi is the one who is imagining stuff, I'm afraid. After this election, Jeff plunged the country into 
complete chaos with his 'resignation' announcement, something that should have been done before 
the election so voters knew exactly what they were getting (we all thought we were voting for Jeff, 
didn't we?)  
 
Yes, this is true. :) 
 
> Grubi's party then proceeded to make, and then break, two very important agreements on 
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government with the MN. 
 
Two? What was there, apart from the Joint Statement confusion?  
 
And if Grubi as party president never actually gave an "official" approval to the Joint Statement, 
even though you and I and others understood him to have done so, does that still constitute making 
and breaking a deal? The GCP is guilty of poor communication, yes; both within its own ranks and 
with the MN. But continuously levelling false charges of intentional deception are not very 
productive. 
 
> Lisa, I just hope you're reading ALL the posts and not getting a Grubified version of events. He 
hasn't been accurate at all, at least on Witt. 
 
You haven't either, always. :) 
 
Honestly, it does seem sometimes that once you get an idea in your head, whether it is right or not, 
you just will not change your mind, ever. Like with "Advertgate" last election -- you never did say 
"well, sorry, I guess I was wrong about the GCP intentionally stuffing the advert queue with the goal 
of marginalising the other parties"; it's like that's your story and you're sticking with it, even though 
it was never true. And you're doing it again now with the Joint Statement and the Cort Seat thing. 
You interpreted a message of Grubi's as officially signing on to the Joint Statement (and I admit I 
would have too, in your shoes; it was not clearly expressed) when he didn't intend it. On the basis of 
your believing we had officially signed off on it, so did I. But that wasn't Grubi's intent. It's too bad 
we find out about this now instead of before it all happened, certainly! And I will be the first to say 
that the GCP is guilty of bad communication, and I'm sorry for it. But there was no backstabbing. 
 
> First of all, Grubi is not the only person being "hurt" here. Maxime is royally pissed at the shabby 
treatment he received from the PC, and from the TWO knives plunged into his back by Cavéir.  
 
I'm not saying Maxime doesn't have the right to be upset here or disappointed here. Sure he does. 
But what "TWO knives plunged into his back"? 
 
>And second of all, nothing false or inaccurate has been said about the Grey Congress. They entered 
into two agreements with the MN and then stabbed us in the back twice in the space of a couple 
days. 
 
You're doing it again. BAD COMMUNICATION, YES. BACKSTABBING, NO!  
 
> > Even the Queen has now taken to infantile name calling (refer to the post "This is not Ben 
talking.") Frankly, this is ludicrous folks (and not very regal, in my opinion). 
>  
> If my wife and I are not free to express our opinions and cite relevant facts, then Talossa is not a 
free country. We'd like to keep Talossa free, if you don't mind. 
 
Of course Talossa is a free country. Nobody want to change that. Every Talossan is free to express 
his or her opinions. 
 
But calling another Talossan the "scum of the earth" (especially one so very patriotic and who has 
contributed as much to Talossa as Chirisch Cavéir ) is a nasty, cheap shot and is completely out of 
line.  
 
Grubi is guilty of this too; I called him on one somewhere down below, and he apologised. Amy 
should do the same. 
 
> > If there's such a thing as a Talossan patriot, Grubi is one. He's done a lot for this country, and 
its King, yet he's being treated like a traitor. He feels that he's being actively driven out and he's 
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justifyably upset by this. 
 
Nobody is actively trying to drive Chris out. I understand he is upset, and rightly so about some 
things. But that is exaggerating the situation! 
 
> With all due respect, he's behaving like a paranoid nutcase,  
 
If I'm not mistaken, Chris does suffer from clinical depression. We are dealing with a medical 
condition here that affects his moods and behaviours. That does not excuse his actions, of course, 
but it should be kept in mind. Perhaps some extra indulgence and forgiveness is in order. There are 
things he can't help. 
 
> trying to cover his tracks, belligerently wailing at people that didn't do anything wrong,  
 
Now, now. You're not entirely innocent here; you are the one who keeps construing unintentional 
offences as intentional ones -- now with the bad communication and Joint-Statement-gate, last 
election with Advertgate -- and refuses to accept the fact that they were not intentional.  
 
> and revealing himself to be a total jerk--something that Amy and I learned through sad 
experience during his visit here last year, when (among other things) he barged into my wife's living 
room and ordered her to get off the couch during a Brewers game so he could watch Talossan 
videos. ("You don't tell me what to do in my own house," my wife said. "Well, they're going to lose 
anyway," Grubi replied with a snarl. What an asshole!) 
 
Yes, that was very rude. I completely agree with you. However, the question of intent is crucial, in 
my opinion. Grubi is not, in any way, a bad or mean person. He says and does things that offend 
people, but it is not his intent to do so. I am sensitive to this, having grown up with a sibling who 
has, shall we say, "social interaction problems"; despite his great intelligence and amazing musical 
talent, he just has no clue what is or is not appropriate to say or do in a given social context or 
situation, and has suffered greatly throughout his life as a result. People who don't know him, who 
experience him only in situations like that, walk away thinking he is a weirdo, a freak, a jerk, an 
asshole, or worse, when in fact he is one of the most talented, most honest, most generous, and 
most pure-hearted people in the world. I think I probably know Grubi better than a lot of other 
Talossans (except for Lisa, of course ;-)) and I think he is the same way. 
 
> Yes, he's done a lot for Talossa. That much is true. But doesn't give him the right to hold the rest 
of us hostage to his craven designs. 
 
He doesn't have any "craven designs". 
 
> > > And unlike other folks, I don't think he's imagining things. 
>  
> Imagination is a good thing. Taking leave of one's senses is not. 
 
No, it is not, and he has gotten out of line again, just like in the fracas that followed Advertgate last 
winter. But like I said, there is a medical condition involved, and the question of intent is a crucial 
one. We should all be helping him get "back to normal", not vilifying him and continuously 
misconstruing his words and actions, however poorly communicated, when we now know what he 
did or didn't really mean. 
 
> Unless and until you admit that Grubi is the one being "destructive and immature," this crisis will 
never be resolved. 
 
See above. You have both been "destructive and immature" at times. Both of you. Grubi needs to 
take a step back (time off if need be) to cool down and get his emotions and anger in check, and 
accept the fact that he was responsible for not effectively or properly communicating some things. 
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You need to accept the fact that you misunderstood some things and stop misconstruing 
unintentional offences as intentional ones, and stop going on about knifing and backstabbing and 
craven designs. 
 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
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The bottom line is... (Witt X 5769) posted by [Tomás Gariçéir] on November 09, 2003 - 15:00.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
...that Ben and Grubi are my two closest and best Talossan friends, and now they are at loggerheads 
and the conflict seems like it's never going to end. And yay, I'm still stuck in the middle, and Talossa 
has been made absolutely no fun for me. 
 
So I have said my piece. Anyone who is interested can read all my posts below, in which I have 
clearly expressed exactly how things are. And the bottom line is that I am right and anyone who 
disgrees with me is wrong. Arrogant? Perhaps, but I'm right, as well as upset, so I don't care. 
 
I have pretty much said all there is to say, over and over, so I'm done now. I am hereby retreating 
(again, and this time I mean it) to my language and cultural work, the one aspect of Talossa that is 
still worthwhile. I will check the Clark each month, and vote my conscience on the bills. I don't care 
about anything else. I might even check Witt from time to time, but for a while it will probably be 
better to reach me by email if anyone wants to get in touch with me. I'm entering an extremely busy 
phase in "Real Life" anyway, so I don't have time for this. I have better things to do than be kept 
awake by the emotional turmoil of this débâcle (note correct spelling with both accents!) and trying 
to persuade people of the truth who will not be persuaded of the truth. 
 
So see ya. Azul. 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
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A PD concerning my resignation and to form the Válcadác’h-Cavéir Transition Cabine... 
(Witt X 5774) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 09, 2003 - 22:36.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff as well as great regret, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS with profound sadness, but with equally-firm resolve and an eye to our future, I hereby 
RESIGN the office of Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán to become effective at 11:59pm Central 
Standard Time on Wednesday, 31 December, 2003. To be as brief as possible, it is due to burnout. 
By way of a Speech to the Nation, I will elucidate further. 
 
WHEREAS the esteemed Quedéir Castiglhâ, aka Quedéir Castiglhâ has declined due to a busy non-
Talossan life to be my successor, it is therefore incumbent upon me to name a new Distáin (Deputy 
Seneschál) who shall succeed me in the PMship, 
 
WHEREAS with the Distáin appointment, I do also now FORM the following TRANSITION CABINET: 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Chirischtôval C. Cavéir , I hereby 
APPOINT him Distáin. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Rôibeard Donatüs, I hereby APPOINT 
him/her Attorney-General. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Ián A. Metáiriâ, I hereby APPOINT him 
Minister of Defence. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Tomás Gariçéir, I hereby APPOINT 
him Minister of Culture. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Andrew Lorêntz, I hereby APPOINT 
him Immigration Minister effective at 12:01am Central Standard Time on Monday, 17 November, 
2003, at which time the resignation of IM Pope shall become effective. This delayed appointment is 
to allow the outgoing Immigration Minister, Michael J. Pope and incoming IM Lorêntz to make an 
orderly transition. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Martì-Páir Furxhéir, I hereby APPOINT 
him Minister of Stuff. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Chirischtôval C. Cavéir , I hereby 
APPOINT him Minister of Propaganda. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Riestâ Pànetâ, I hereby APPOINT him 
Minister of Silly Walks. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Quedéir Castiglhâ, I hereby APPOINT 
him the first-ever Keeper of the Hatchments. 
 
My profound thanks and appreciation go to the esteemed Michael J. Pope for his incredible work in 
the IM post and his incredible service to our nationette in so many capacities over the years!! 
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DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 
 
 
Concurrent with this Prime Dictate are six others concerning various Cabinet offices including a 
complete codification of the Immigration Ministry policies and procedures.  
 
Naturally, the incoming Cavéir administration will perhaps want to make changes, but at least it will 
have a framework to start from. 
 
The post of Liaison to the City of Milwaukee is currently vacant, but I should like for R. Rôibeard 
Donatüs to fill this post if he is so inclined. There was much confusion last year concerning the date-
setting for TalossaFest, and I want to make certain that 2004 goes more smoothly. 
 
I shall address the rejection of the proposed candidates brought forth by the Black Hand Party of 
Talossa very, very soon. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
 
 

RE: The Válcadác’h-Cavéir Gender-Bending Cabinet 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 10, 2003 - 15:34  
RE: The Válcadác’h-Cavéir Gender-Bending Cabinet (Witt X 5817) posted by  posted by [R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 10, 2003 - 15:34.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Rôibeard Donatüs, I hereby 
APPOINT him/her Attorney-General. 
 
It's him, girlfriend. ;-) 
 
Ben 
 

Oops! Sorry about that, Ben! :-() 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 10, 2003 - 23:33  
Oops! Sorry about that, Ben! :-() (Witt X 5832) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 
10, 2003 - 23:33.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
For a while, I was not certain who I would pick as AG, and I left that blank when I put it before my 
henchmen for perusal. ;-) 
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I was considering Metáiriâ for the job. ;-) 
 
Jeff 
 

RE: Constitutional Provisions 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 10, 2003 - 09:09  
RE: Constitutional Provisions (Witt X 5782) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
on November 10, 2003 - 09:09.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Seneschál, 
 
Your PD is sitting on my desk awaiting a signature. 
 
Or a veto. 
 
King Robert I 
 
P.S. Given Cavéir's psychotically anti-American rantings and ravings in the past, his tendency to fly 
off the handle and to drop important projects in mid-stream, why did you appoint him instead of 
Maxime? Is it because Max is French? 
 
You asked the MN to nominated a Deputy PM. We nominated three competent candidates: 
Charbonneau, Dernväts, and Aquliâ. You rejected all three, without explanation (at least for the last 
two). To me, this indicates that you were negotiating in bad faith. I can only hope that you find 
Cavéir as untrustworthy and unreliable as we did. 
 

Benstitutional Provisions 
Retroradio GruberNovember 10, 2003 - 18:43  
Benstitutional Provisions (Witt X 5828) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on November 10, 2003 - 
18:43.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> Seneschál, 
>  
> Your PD is sitting on my desk awaiting a signature. 
>  
> Or a veto. 
 
Bring it. 
 
> King Robert I 
>  
> P.S. Given Cavéir's psychotically anti-American rantings and ravings in the past, his tendency to 
fly off the handle and to drop important projects in mid-stream, why did you appoint him instead of 
Maxime? Is it because Max is French? 
 
When you earn a degree in psychology or psychiatry, then maybe you can make a diagnosis of 
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"psychosis," a diagnosis multiple doctors who have examined me DID NOT come to. In fact, the 
diagnosis is "clinical depression," which is as far removed from psychosis as not being depressed. 
 
My flying off the handle is an anger issue, granted, and I have apologised multiple times for that, 
something you refuse to acknowledge, since YOU don't understand it. I'm not here to help you 
understand emotion. 
 
As for my "dropping projects in midstream," perhaps you could tell me what projects I have 
dropeed? And then tell me what happened to multiple projects YOU have failed to complete. 
 
You're not the Angel of Talossa, Ben. Get over it. 
 
> You asked the MN to nominated a Deputy PM. We nominated three competent candidates: 
Charbonneau, Dernväts, and Aquliâ. You rejected all three, without explanation (at least for the last 
two). To me, this indicates that you were negotiating in bad faith. I can only hope that you find 
Cavéir as untrustworthy and unreliable as we did. 
 
1. After you name the Opositon Leader, you don't get to nominate a PM.That's just bizarre thinking. 
 
2. Charbonneau has never proven himself competent in Talossan affairs. You find him entertaining 
since he's a professional nuisance. And when you and Her Majesty met him in person, the three of 
you got along. It's funny how only you and Amy like Maxime at all. Most Talossans do not. 
 
3. Negotiating in bad faith implies commitments were made. NONE WERE. If I do not sign an email 
"President of the GCP" or "The GCP" or sign all the names of the members, IT'S NOT OFFICIAL. Until 
then, it's just me talking. Forgive the ambiguity, but there's the guideline, just for your reference. 
 
4. Untrustworthy and unreliable? Ha! You hold up an email from Tomas and an informal email of 
pending approval and your own misinterpretaions as signs of a lack of trust and reliability. This is a 
shoddy argument, and holds little or no water, Ben. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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Prime Dictates issued on 9 November, 2003 

Azul! Due to the unique formatting requirements of a few of my Prime Dictates concerning the Transition 
Cabinet formed on Sunday, 9 November, 2003, I have elected to issue same (with the exception of the 
actual Prime Dictate to form the Transition Cabinet which has been posted directly to Wittenberg) by way 
of .pdf format -PM Válcadác’h 

An overdue PD concerning Kenwood Palace ~ .pdf 

A PD to create and organize the Credenza as well as to codify the general expectations of the Seneschál, 
Cabinet, and Credenza ~ .pdf 

A PD to codify for absolute certainty the duties of the Immigration Minister as well as lay down concrete 
proceduresfor new prospectives and returning citizens ~ .pdf 

A PD to create the post of Keeper of the Hatchments ~ .pdf 

A PD to codify the duties of the Deputy Seneschál ~ .pdf ~ rendered null and void by "A Second PD 
concerning the duties of the Deputy Seneschál" issued on 3 December, 2003 

A PD to create the office of Liaison to the City of Milwaukee ~ .pdf 

A PD concerning my resignation and to form the Válcadác’h-Cavéir Transition Cabinet ~~ Please find 
same on Wittenberg. 

Archived from 
http://web.archive.org/web/20031216145544/www.maricopaprovince.net/9+Nov+2003+PDs.htm 
on 17 October 2007 
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An overdue PD concerning Kenwood Palace 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS it seemed like a good idea at the time and still does, 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO NOW ENACT the following: 
 
The building in Talossa which has been known as Kenwood Palace (on the campus of the University 
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee) shall henceforth be the official residence of the Seneschál and be known as 
Kenwood House. 
 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD to create and organize the Credenza as well as to codify the general 
expectations of the Seneschál, Cabinet, and Credenza 

 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE.  
 
NOTE: All Organic citations in this document are from the 1997 Organic Law as amended on 14 
October, 2003. 
 
WHEREAS while the exact composition of the Cabinet of the Kingdom of Talossa has not been in any 
doubt, especially since my archives to this effect are available online, the exact duties and 
responsibilities inherent in each position have been, beyond the purposefully-vague guidelines 
contained in the 1997 Organic Law, in, at the very least, some doubt, 
 
WHEREAS if Talossa’s house is to be brought to order, a process which has begun and is on its 
steady way to fruition, the Seneschál needs to bring his own house into a greater order than has 
been previously achieved, 
 
WHEREAS it is the responsibility of the Seneschál to create a government in which every conceivable 
and foreseeable function is laid out to the people in a clear and concise manner, 
 
For the purposes of this Prime Dictate, the following from the 1997 Organic Law as amended on 
Wednesday, 15 October, 2003 applies.  The following lists all Cabinet posts that are constitutionally-
mandated: 
 

Art. XI: Sec. 1. The King appoints and dismisses members of the Government 
(Cabinet), and their subordinates, on the advice of the Seneschál. The Government 
consists of the Seneschál, the Distáin, the Foreign Minister, Defence Minister, 
Immigration Minister, and Minister of Stuff. Various other ministries may also be 
appointed as the Seneschál sees fit. 
 
Art. XI: Sec. 2. Cabinet Ministers are responsible to the Seneschál, whom they 
advise and from whom they receive direction, and exercise state power with his 
consent. 

 
To all the other Members of the Cabinet not specified in the 1997 Organic Law, the following applies 
for the purposes of this Prime Dictate: 
 

Art. XI: Sec. 7. Beyond these general guidelines, the duties of Ministers will be set 
by tradition and expediency. 

 
Of the use of gender-specific, or “inclusive”, language 

 
To ease the reading of this very long document and to aid the smooth flow of language, I have 
elected to use the traditional masculine usages rather than the newer “his or her”, “his/her”, or 
“h/er”.  It is my hope that context will be the signal that “his or her” is meant, and if it does not, 
then I will be explicit about such occurrences.   
 
This shall apply to every Prime Dictate I have issued thus far, this Prime Dictate, and all future Prime 
Dictates I issue. 
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Of the creation of the Credenza 
 

WHEREAS the Cabinet consists of officers who are of a political as well as a governmental nature, 
there needs to be an organized grouping of those non-Cabinet posts, those posts which are also of a 
governmental nature, but which are not and should not be political in nature and which do not 
determine governmental policy, 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO now create the Credenza, which shall consist of the following officers: the 
Secretary of State, the Scribe of Abbavilla, and the National Archivist, all of whom, save the National 
Archivist, shall serve or continue to serve at the pleasure of the Seneschál. 
 
The following page of this Prime Dictate shall consist of the composition of the Cabinet and the 
Credenza, those posts listed in italics to be newly-created by way of possible subsequent Prime 
Dictates as well as general expectations applying equally to all of these offices as well as those for 
the Seneschál. 
 
Specific duties, or “job descriptions”, for each office save that of the National Archivist will be 
contained in possible subsequent Prime Dictates.  
 
 

T h e  c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  C a b i n e t  
a s  a l r e a d y  m a n d a t e d  b y  t h e  

1 9 9 7  O r g a n i c  L a w  a s  a m e n d e d  o n  
W e d n e s d a y ,  1 5  O c t o b e r ,  2 0 0 3  

 
Distáin (Deputy Seneschál) 

 
Foreign Minister 

 
Minister of Defence 

 
Minister of Immigration 

 
Minister of Stuff 

 
 

T h e  c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  C a b i n e t  
n o t  m a n d a t e d  b y  t h e  

1 9 9 7  O r g a n i c  L a w  
 

Attorney-General 
 

Minister of Propaganda 
 

Minister of Culture 
 

Minister of Administrative Affairs 
 

Keeper of the Hatchments 
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Minister to the Provinces 
 

Press Secretary to Kenwood House 
 

Kenwood House Liaison to the Senäts 
 

Web Wrangler 
 
 

T h e  c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  C r e d e n z a  
 

The Secretary of State 
 

The Scribe of Abbavilla 
 

Liaison to the City of Milwaukee 
 

National Archivist 
 

Archivist to the Seneschál 
 

Librarian of Europe 
 

Please note that those posts in italics have not yet been created. 
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General expectations of the Seneschál, Cabinet, and Credenza 
 
1. All are expected to form fool-proof systems of deputization which will allow their ministries to 
function even in the Minister’s absence.  All are expected to enact as much redundancy in staffing of 
deputies as possible to allow for as many unforeseen happenings as possible.   For example, if the 
Minister of XYZ goes on vacation for two weeks and will not be online or available during that time or 
if he becomes sick, then the “First Deputy Minister of XYZ” shall be the “Acting” Minister, and if this 
person should die or otherwise be unable to fulfill his duties as “acting” Minister, then a “Second” 
Deputy shall be ready to take charge.  If possible, there could be a Third, Fourth, Fifth Deputy, etc., 
etc.,...  All members of the Cabinet and Credenza as well as the Seneschál are expected to keep all 
appropriate persons informed as to upcoming times when they shall be “incommunicado”. 
 
2. All are expected to adhere to deadlines.  However, if a deadline cannot be met, the 
Cabinet/Credenza member is expected to inform the Seneschál who will make arrangements.  Such 
a missed deadline, one which has been handled in this fashion, shall not count against said member.  
In regard to their upline, every deputy in the PM’s administration is expected to extend the same 
courtesy to his upline. 
 
However, if a deadline comes and goes without an explanation or communication from said member, 
and if this happens three times to the member in any single continuous term of any Seneschál, the 
errant Minister shall be sacked.  This only applies to deadlines which have been muffed without the 
members informing the Seneschál of the cause and asking for an arrangement of some sort.  This 
three-deadline rule shall be in effect only for those persons who report directly to the Seneschál.   
 
That being said, the Seneschál shall take into account extraordinary mitigating circumstances and 
shall, if need be and if the situation merits such, give an appropriate pardon. 
 
3. All are ultimately responsible for the work done or left undone by their deputies. 
 
4. The above being said, all Cabinet and Credenza members are not to feel they must take on more 
responsibility than they can handle along with their non-Talossan lives.  The duty of the Seneschál 
and his Cabinet assisted by the Credenza is to keep Talossa free, fun, and fair, and if the Cabinet is 
overly-burdened by work, then Talossa is all-the-poorer.  If any Cabinet or Credenza member is 
over-burdened, by all means he is expected to inform the Seneschál as soon as he is able, and the 
Seneschál shall make appropriate arrangements. 
 
5. All will be easy to contact by way of email or whatever mode of conversation you choose.  
However, such mode should be usable by most everyone else.  The Whip to the Secretary of State 
shall be informed of all address/contact information changes. 
 
6. A substantive presence on Wittenberg almost goes without saying. 
 
7. The Seneschál, Cabinet, and Credenza shall not unduly burden their deputies with work.  All shall 
copiously consult with their deputies on realistic deadlines, and all possible efforts shall be taken to 
avoid any repetition of the infamous “2003 Alpha Group”. 
 
8. Communication about times when one will be away from Wittenberg is essential and almost goes 
without saying. 
 
9. All shall remember that their deputies are volunteers who give their time and talents to our 
nationette and community without any sort of temporal compensation.  Theirs is a labor of love. 
 
10. A basic working knowledge of the Organic Law as well as the laws of our nationette is a given. 
 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety 
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save for the part creating and organizing the Credenza.  This shall be done to avoid the legacy of 
numerous scattered Prime Dictates containing a jigsaw puzzle of legislation currently in-force. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD to codify for absolute certainty the duties of the Immigration Minister as 
well as lay down concrete procedures for new prospectives and returning citizens 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
NOTE: All 1997 Organic Law citations are made from the 1997 Organic Law of the Kingdom of 
Talossa as amended on 14 October, 2003. 
 
WHEREAS the duties of the Minister of Immigration have never really been codified, 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO now ENACT this “job description” and list of duties for the Minister of 
Immigration: 
 
The Organic duties of the Minister of Immigration are as follows: 
 

Art. XI: Sec. 5. The Immigration Minister shall supervise the immigration of new 
citizens into Talossa, in consultation with the Uppermost Cort. 

 
In light of the in the illumination of the Organic Law, the duties of the Minister of Immigration shall 
be as follows with the following (highlighted in blue) standing as the immigration procedures for new 
prospectives for the Kingdom of Talossa, and, after that, the re-immigration procedures for those 
persons who wish to have their citizenship restored (highlighted in maroon):  
 

1) The prospective must complete the traditional "What Talossa Means To Me" Essay, 
consisting of four parts: Why do you want to become a Talossan citizen? How do you plan to 
participate in Talossa? Would you change anything in Talossa? Aside from a place where you 
can voice your opinion, what else does Talossa mean to you?" 
 
2) The prospective must write the will-eventually-be-traditional "Who the Heck am I?" essay 
which shall be of an autobiographical nature explaining his (or her) background and telling us 
something to give us an idea of who he is and what makes him tick.   
 
3) The prospective must complete the MC-95a form and provide photographic proof of 
identity.  The MC95a form must ask for the following: 
 

-the prospective’s legal name 
 
-the prospective’s physical address and/or post-office box 
 
-the prospective’s county of residence if in the State of Wisconsin 
 
-any electronic address or other contact information such as AIM, ICQ, chat, etc. 
 
-Any types of information not listed here are at the discretion of the Immigration 
Minister to include or not to include. 

4) The prospective must complete the Civics Test with a passing score of 75% or better. 
 
5) The Immigration Minister must present each and every prospective citizen of Talossa to 
the Uppermost Cort unless the Uppermost Cort and the Immigration Minister agree on an 
arrangement of some sort to prevent a plethora of obviously bad and unsuitable individuals 
from needlessly clogging the agenda of the Cort. 
 
The Immigration Minister shall, in full consultation with the Uppermost Cort,  make a 
determination of what minimum paperwork requirements, if any, shall allow a prospective to 
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be presented to the Uppermost Cort if the Immigration Minister and/or the Uppermost Cort so 
desire. 
 
6) While there must never be any semblance of a minimum participation requirement on the 
current Talossan electronic discussion forum (and none is intended by this document), during 
his prospectivehood, the prospective is asked and strongly encouraged to visit Wittenberg 
often and allow the citizens of Talossa to get to know him. 
 
7) The Immigration Minister shall make available to the Talossan populace the results of 
steps 1-4, and the Uppermost Cort may, by a majority vote, recommend the prospective for 
citizenship in the Ziu.  Only when this step is completed may the Uppermost Cort approve or 
reject any prospective’s application for citizenship. 
 
8) Upon the approval of the Uppermost Cort of the prospective’s citizenship application, the 
Immigration Minister shall propose a bill to the Ziu to naturalize the prospective citizen. The 
bill shall pass by a majority vote in each house. 
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The Organically-mandated procedure for those who wish to have their citizenship restored is as 
follows: 
 

Art. XVII: Sec. 11. A Citizen who has voluntarily renounced his citizenship (in any 
fashion) may petition the Uppermost Cort for a restoration of his citizenship. The 
petition should contain a "Why Talossa Hasn't Meant That Much To Me" Essay, 
explaining the reasons why he renounced his citizenship, and indicating how he 
intends to participate in Talossa in future. The Cort shall review the petition and 
may restore the person's citizenship by a majority vote. The Cort may impose such 
legal penalties as it shall determine, as penance for those people who renounce 
their citizenship and then return. 

 
In light of the illumination of the Organic Law, the specific procedures for handling the return of a 
former Talossan to Talossan citizenship shall be as follows: 
 

1) Any former citizen who wishes for his citizenship to be restored MUST make his wishes 
known specifically to the Immigration Minister, through whose office the application for 
restoration of one’s citizenship MUST be made by way of the submission of the traditional 
“Why Talossa Hasn’t Meant That Much To Me Lately” essay and through whose office will be 
made the Organic petition to the Uppermost Cort for the restoration of said person’s 
citizenship. 
 
2) Before the Uppermost Cort votes to restore said former citizen to Talossan citizenship or 
not to do same, the Talossan people shall be informed by the Immigration Minister of the 
person’s petition, the “Why Talossa Hasn’t Meant That Much To Me Lately” essay shall be 
published and made available to the Talossan people, and the Talossan people shall have a 
period of ten business (Monday through Friday) days to make their views known on the 
petition.  
 
3) The Uppermost Cort, once a decision has been made on a petition for restoration of one’s 
citizenship, shall make their decision known to the Talossan people, the petitioner, and the 
Immigration Minister as soon as possible.  This particular responsibility shall be solely the 
province of the Uppermost Cort. 
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Additional duties of the Minister of Immigration shall be as follows: 
 

1. To spearhead or delegate the maintenance of an up-to-date online presence for the 
Immigration Ministry 
 
2. To serve as the first contact and the "door of entry" for new prospectives and former 
citizens wanting to return to our nationette 
 
3. To keep up with prospectives and former citizens making petitions for a return to Talossa 
and make certain no person "falls through the cracks" 
 
4. To be the chief Cabinet advisor to the Seneschál in regard to the vetting of prospectives 
and all other issues surrounding whom we let into and who we don’t let into the Kingdom of 
Talossa 
 
5. To appoint deputies and see to the formation of a fool-proof and redundant system of 
deputization which will keep the Ministry of Immigration functioning even in the absence of 
the Immigration Minister 
 
6. To gently but firmly guide each prospective through the process of naturalization and each 
former citizen who so wishes through the process of returning to Talossan citizenship. 

 
The duties of the Minister of Immigration shall not include the handling of Dandelions in any way, 
shape, or form.  In my understanding, the processing of Dandelions is the province of the Secretary 
of State. 

 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD to create the post of Keeper of the Hatchments 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS the Grim Reaper has brought about “Celebrity Knock-Off 2003”, 
 
WHEREAS the Seneschál cannot possibly do justice to the hordes of the Grim Reaper’s victims by 
way of the traditional “Prime Dictate of Mourning”, 
 
WHEREAS the PM needs help, 
 
I, THEREFORE, DO now CREATE the post of Keeper of the Hatchments 
 
The Keeper of the Hatchments shall be a member of the Cabinet. 
 
The holder of this post shall be the person responsible for the co-ordination of the “ghost-writing” of 
the many PDs of mourning and remembrance which are yet to come such as those for the current 
Pope and Billy Graham.  From time to time, other celebrity-related PDs, not necessarily of a morbid 
nature, will come up.  The Keeper of the Hatchments will take care of those as well.  The Keeper will 
only work on those PDs which the PM specifically requests and will do his best to have whatever text 
is needed for the right time when the relevant celebrity passes away. 
 
The above paragraph being said, the Keeper will also keep abreast of notable people the Seneschál 
might not be aware of and inform the PM on such. 
 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
NOTE: In medieval times, the arms of a deceased individual would be painted on a black piece of 
wood.  The object would then be displayed in a church to let everyone know of the person’s demise. 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD to codify the duties of the Deputy Seneschál 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS the duties of the Deputy Seneschál have never really been codified, 
 
The Organic duties of the Distáin (Deputy Seneschál) shall be as follows: 
 

Art. XI: Sec. 8. The King shall appoint a member of the Government to be Distáin 
(Deputy Seneschál) on the advice of the Seneschál. The Distáin shall act in the 
place of the Seneschál if the latter should die, or be unable to fulfil his duties due to 
medical reasons or absence from the country, until a new Seneschál shall be 
appointed. 

 
In light of the illumination of the Organic Law, the specific duties of the Distáin (Deputy Seneschál) 
shall be as follows: 
 

1. To keep abreast of all governmental and kingdom of developments 
 
2. To be an “acting” Seneschál should the Seneschál be absent for any reason 
 
3. To serve as Keeper of the Hatchments unless otherwise notified by the Seneschál 
 
4. To be available to assist the other members of the Cabinet in whatever capacity should 
come up keeping in mind the general expectations of the Cabinet and Credenza 

 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD to create the office of Liaison to the City of Milwaukee 
 
I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive authority 
and stuff, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME DICTATE. 
 
Although not mandated by the Organic Law, the post of Liaison to the City of Milwaukee is very-
much needed and is hereby CREATED, the duties of which are as follows: 
 
1. Co-ordinate all aspects of TalossaFest in regard to the following: 
 

-rooming arrangements 
 
-airport pickups/drop-offs 
 
-TalossaFest location 
 
-TalossaFest food/drinks 
 
-setting the date for TalossaFest -- The Liaison to the City of Milwaukee shall have the 
final say in the setting of the date for TalossaFest, subject only to a Prime Dictate if 
need be.  He shall be expected to best accommodate as many out-of-towners’ vacation/work 
schedules as possible. 
 
-For all of these duties, he may appoint deputies, but for the actual setting of the date for 
TalossaFest, only he can do that.  If he is unable to, then a new Liaison shall be appointed. 

 
2. Represent the Kingdom of Talossa before the government and community of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin 
 
3. Ideally, this should be someone who actually lives in Milwaukee. 
 
4. Duties which shall not be included are as follows: 
 

-the schedule for the day for TalossaFest though the Liaison may choose to take that job on 
as well, though it is not expected of him 
 
-the order of business for a Living Cosâ 

 
The Liaison to the City of Milwaukee shall be a Member of the Credenza. 
 
This Prime Dictate shall be amended by the re-issuance of the entirety of this Prime Dictate with all 
relevant changes.  The new Prime Dictate shall render this Prime Dictate null and void in its entirety. 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of Our Lord Two-
Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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A PD concerning my resignation and to form the Válcadác’h-Cavéir Transition Cabine... (Witt X 5774), 
posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 09, 2003 - 23:36. Viewed 95 times. 
User Info Text 
Gödafrïeu 
Válcadác’h 
Group: citizens 
(2998 posts 
total) 
(last post: 
October 17, 
2007 - 17:54) 
Citizen #6: 
Gödafrïeu 
Válcadác’h 

I, Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán, with all duly vested executive 
authority and stuff as well as great regret, do hereby PROMULGATE this PRIME 
DICTATE. 
 
WHEREAS with profound sadness, but with equally-firm resolve and an eye to our 
future, I hereby RESIGN the office of Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán to become 
effective at 11:59pm Central Standard Time on Wednesday, 31 December, 2003. To be as 
brief as possible, it is due to burnout. By way of a Speech to the Nation, I will elucidate 
further. 
 
WHEREAS the esteemed Quedéir Castiglhâ, aka Quedéir Castiglhâ has declined due to a 
busy non-Talossan life to be my successor, it is therefore incumbent upon me to name a 
new Distáin (Deputy Seneschál) who shall succeed me in the PMship, 
 
WHEREAS with the Distáin appointment, I do also now FORM the following 
TRANSITION CABINET: 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Chirischtôval C. Cavéir , I 
hereby APPOINT him Distáin. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Rôibeard Donatüs, I 
hereby APPOINT him/her Attorney-General. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Ián A. Metáiriâ, I hereby 
APPOINT him Minister of Defence. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Tomás Gariçéir, I hereby 
APPOINT him Minister of Culture. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Andrew Lorêntz, I hereby 
APPOINT him Immigration Minister effective at 12:01am Central Standard Time on 
Monday, 17 November, 2003, at which time the resignation of IM Pope shall become 
effective. This delayed appointment is to allow the outgoing Immigration Minister, 
Michael J. Pope and incoming IM Lorêntz to make an orderly transition. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Martì-Páir Furxhéir, I 
hereby APPOINT him Minister of Stuff. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Chirischtôval C. Cavéir , I 
hereby APPOINT him Minister of Propaganda. 
 
REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Riestâ Pànetâ, I hereby 
APPOINT him Minister of Silly Walks. 
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REPOSING special trust in the character, record, and ability of Quedéir Castiglhâ, I 
hereby APPOINT him the first-ever Keeper of the Hatchments. 
 
My profound thanks and appreciation go to the esteemed Michael J. Pope for his 
incredible work in the IM post and his incredible service to our nationette in so many 
capacities over the years!! 
 
DONE under my hand on this, the Ninth day of the month of November in the Year of 
Our Lord Two-Thousand-and-Three, and of the Independence of El Regipäts Talossán the 
Twenty-Fourth 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 
 
 
Concurrent with this Prime Dictate are six others concerning various Cabinet offices 
including a complete codification of the Immigration Ministry policies and procedures.  
 
Naturally, the incoming Cavéir administration will perhaps want to make changes, but at 
least it will have a framework to start from. 
 
The post of Liaison to the City of Milwaukee is currently vacant, but I should like for R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs to fill this post if he is so inclined. There was much confusion last year 
concerning the date-setting for TalossaFest, and I want to make certain that 2004 goes 
more smoothly. 
 
I shall address the rejection of the proposed candidates brought forth by the Black Hand 
Party of Talossa very, very soon. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
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Who *is* the Majority? And who *isn't*? (Witt X 5790) posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 
10, 2003 - 11:01.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
I think the whole structure is upside-down right now! 
 
Isn't the "majority", by OrgLaw definition, the party with the most votes? The MN should therefore 
be the "Majority", not the "Opposition", no matter what Ben has declared! The PC and GREY parties 
CANNOT be the Majority, because even though their aggregate number of votes exceeds that of the 
MN, their individual numbers do not! The circumstance here is that the Majority (MN) needs 
assistance from the others (PC/GREY/ZPT) to form a government, and the first attempt to form a 
coalition has failed miserably. Remember, people, right now, WE DO NOT *HAVE* A GOVERNMENT! 
We have a Ziu, but until we have a valid appointment of a PM, there is NO KINGDOM-LEVEL 
CABINET TO OVERSEE THE ZIU! 
 
So, technically, anyone who is NOT IN COALITION WITH THE MN is the true "Opposition". 
 
Another point of order: Válcadác’h didn't need to formally resign, he was technically removed from 
office already as a result of the new general election, and in fact, since no new government has been 
formed to either re-appoint him or appoint a successor, any PD's he's issued since the close of the 
election DO NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY OR FORCE OF TALOSSAN LAW (Sorry, Jeff!) 
 
=== Gary === 
 

RE: Right now, Gary, YOU are the majority :-) 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 10, 2003 - 13:13  
RE: Right now, Gary, YOU are the majority :-) (Witt X 5796) posted by  posted by [R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 10, 2003 - 13:13.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
> Isn't the "majority", by OrgLaw definition, the party with the most votes? The MN should therefore 
be the "Majority", not the "Opposition", no matter what Ben has declared! 
 
The problem is, the MN has 96 seats out of 200, which is not a majority. Between them, the PC and 
Grey have 97 seats out of 200, which is one seat more than the MN, but is still not a majority. 
 
The ZPT, and only the ZPT, can break this logjam. If you think Jeff has conducted himself in a 
responsible, sensible way as PM, and if you think Chirisch Cavéir  at this stage in his life would make 
a fine PM, then the ZPT should join the Government and vote "yes" on the VOC. 
 
If, however, you think Jeff has completely blown up the government, and that Chris has forfeited 
any credible claim to be the next PM, then you should join the Opposition and vote "no" on the VOC. 
 
Gary, it all boils down to this: You are the one who decides which way this goes. Right now, you are 
the majority. Talossa will either have a Cavéir government or new elections, depending on the 
choice YOU make! 
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Kinda fun, ain't it? :-) 
 
My advice to you as leader of the ZPT is that you can rebuild the ZPT, recover Dixhét's and J.P.'s 
votes, and get Velméir 's vote as well, and be able to vote yourself, if you decide to vote "no" on the 
VOC. That will force new elections in December and the voters can try to unravel all this chaos. If 
you're a power-broker now, you'll be an even bigger one if the votes are counted in January. 
 
> Another point of order: Válcadác’h didn't need to formally resign, he was technically removed from 
office already as a result of the new general election, and in fact, since no new government has been 
formed to either re-appoint him or appoint a successor, any PD's he's issued since the close of the 
election DO NOT HAVE THE AUTHORITY OR FORCE OF TALOSSAN LAW (Sorry, Jeff!) 
 
Gary, this is really scary... I was re-reading the Organic Law myself and coming to this exact same 
conclusion. Jeff just stayed on as if nothing had happened, even though he did not have a majority. 
Technically it is the King's responsibility to ASK someone to form a government after the election. 
And I failed to do so. (The fact we haven't had a coalition government in ten years might have 
something to do with that. ;-) 
 
Ben (KRI) 
 

RE: Right now, Gary, YOU are the majority :-) 
Retroradio GruberNovember 10, 2003 - 18:53  
RE: Right now, Gary, YOU are the majority :-) (Witt X 5829) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on 
November 10, 2003 - 18:53.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
 
> If, however, you think Jeff has completely blown up the government, and that Chris has forfeited 
any credible claim to be the next PM, then you should join the Opposition and vote "no" on the VOC. 
>  
> Gary, it all boils down to this: You are the one who decides which way this goes. Right now, you 
are the majority. Talossa will either have a Cavéir government or new elections, depending on the 
choice YOU make! 
>  
 
And they're not mutually exclusive. 
 
> Kinda fun, ain't it? :-) 
 
Maybe that's my problem: I don't see stirring up emotions and leveling false charges as "fun". I 
don't see instability within a community as "fun". I don't see manipulating one's friendship and 
allegiances to create tumult as "fun". I find all of those things to be offencive, distasteful, and 
abhorrent. Whether you agree or not isn't relavent, since you're going to do whatever you want... 
and I cannot nor do I care to.  
 
Is it only exciting when one is playing Monopoly with his friends if they get into an argument halfway 
through? Or is it possible to get together with friends, enjoy and activity together, and have fun? 
 
Tranquility in Talossa is one of the worst things you can imagine, isn't it? It probably terrifies you 
when a majority of Talossa gets along. 
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> My advice to you as leader of the ZPT is that you can rebuild the ZPT, recover Dixhét's and J.P.'s 
votes, and get Velméir 's vote as well, and be able to vote yourself, if you decide to vote "no" on the 
VOC. That will force new elections in December and the voters can try to unravel all this chaos. If 
you're a power-broker now, you'll be an even bigger one if the votes are counted in January. 
 
Of course. That'll be "fun". 
 
> Gary, this is really scary... I was re-reading the Organic Law myself and coming to this exact 
same conclusion.  
 
Wait -- within the rules of Talossa, you might not get your way? SHOCK AND HORROR! 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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Screw it. I retire, and Talossa.com and Støtanneu need your help! (Witt X 5800) posted by 
[Tomás Gariçéir] on November 10, 2003 - 13:22.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Tomás Gariçéir] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Man, this place gets worse and worse every day. I can't take any more. Every last drop of fun or joy 
or worthwhileness has been sucked out of Talossa for me. The only thing that will save my sanity 
and emotional health is a complete and total Talossa break. 
 
With this post, as of now, I am oficially retiring from any and all positions and posts in Talossa with 
the sole exception of the presidency of CÚG. To wit: I resign as Minister of Culture, as MC for the 
GCP, and as Military Governor of Atatürk Province. I will not accept or participate in any positions in 
the government or the legislature from now on, at either the national or provincial level. I return my 
Cosâ seats to the Grey Congress Party to redistribute as they see fit. Consider me a GCP pocket vote 
from now on — somebody let me know when there's a general election so I don't lose my head, but 
that's all you're going to get out of me. 
 
I will continue to maintain Talossa.com and Støtanneu, but I will not be writing or creating any new 
content myself. Write and send me articles for Støtanneu, and I will put them up. Send me links, 
corrections, etc. for Talossa.com and I will put them up. But that is the limit of my participation in 
those enterprises from now on. If you want those sites to stay up to date and reflect what's going on 
in Talossa, then you all, my fellow Talossans, need to gather the info, create the material, 
and send it to me. And for heaven's sake, somebody PLEASE write up coverage of the nightmare 
of the past week for Støt and send it to me — it needs to be in there, but like I said, I ain't writing it. 
 
I shall be absent from Wittenberg indefinitely. Bottom line: If you want to contact me, do so by 
telephone or email.  
 
Good luck, everybody. I hope you manage to sort yourselves out.  
 
(And no, my mind will not be changed this time. By anyone.) 
 
À revidarë, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tomás Gariçéir 
______________ 
 
Speak Talossan. Vote GCP. Be happy. 
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Despite the wrangling, this is actually kinda fun! (Witt X 5837) posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on 
November 11, 2003 - 00:38.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
I'm really glad EM200 passed, otherwise I would have been nothing more than a spectator in 
Talossan politics. Again. 
 
I think a large part of my disaffection (indeed, the whole ZPT's disaffection) has been the inability to 
participate in any meaningful way. I was damn near ready to retire, the way Tomas has, but now 
I'm fired up -- in a GOOD way, which is a first! 
 
I have some serious decisions to make, and I realize the Kingdom is waiting. I want to be sure I 
make the right choice. It's only prudent. 
 
 
=== Gary === 
 

RE: Despite the wrangling, this is actually kinda fun! 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 11, 2003 - 00:48  
RE: Despite the wrangling, this is actually kinda fun! (Witt X 5838) posted by Gödafrïeu 
Válcadác’h on November 11, 2003 - 00:48.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
 
History is yours for the writing, Gary. 
 
PM Válcadác’h 
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SPEECH FROM THE THRONE: Majority Government Formed (Witt X 5880) posted by  posted 
by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 11, 2003 - 22:23.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Burnham Palace 
11.11.2004/XXIV 
10:25 p.m. 
 
To our loyal subjects, the Talossan people: 
 
The General Election of 14 October 2003/XXIV ended with no single party holding a majority in the 
Cosâ. 
 
On numerous occasions, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to resign, 
finally setting Wednesday, 12 November 2003 as his final deadline and announcing that 
Chirischtôval C. Cavéir  would replace him. On 10 November, it was revealed on Wittenberg that the 
proposed administration intended to dissolve the Cosâ and call new elections five months early. 
 
This was unacceptable to a majority in the Cosâ. 
 
Negotiations over two days revealed that the PC-PCG minority government did not enjoy the 
confidence of the Cosâ. Accordingly, negotiations were entered into between the ZPT and the Black 
Hand to see if a majority government could be formed. These negotiations bore fruit. 
 
Under Article X, Section 2 of the Organic Law, We have asked Mximo Carbonèl(MN-Florencia) to 
form a majority government, with Dixhêt Conâ (ZPT-Vuode) as Distáin. They have accepted. At 9:33 
p.m. on Tuesday, 11 November 2003/XXIV, Mximo Carbonèlwas sworn in as Seneschál dal Regipäts 
Talossán, and is now charged with the process of forming a new cabinet. 
 
We appeal to this new majority government to conduct as much business as possible in public, 
before the public eye, on Wittenberg. The previous government fell because of an excess of back-
room deals, unclear arrangements, bad communications and secrecy. We urge Seneschál 
Charbonneau to conduct his affairs in a more public light, so that this majority government may 
achieve a level of legitimacy unshared by its immediate predecessor. 
 
We give our utmost thanks to Seneschál Válcadác’h for is exemplary service to the nation and for 
maintaining a minority government for so long in the face of its terrible internal squabbles. 
 
Lest there be any constitutional challenges to the timing of the formation of this government, we 
should like to remind our loyal subjects that it was through the employment of this very same 
procedure and provision in the Organic Law, that Chirisch Cavéir  himself became Seneschál in 1998 
in “mid-stream,” during the Viac’htolt/Sauls government. 
 
Now that Chirisch Cavéir  is no longer a candidate for Seneschál, We should like to take this 
opportunity to formally announce that We are nominating Chirischtôval C. Cavéir  to succeed Chêneþ 
T. Velméir  as a Justice of the Uppermost Cort, and that legislation to that effect will be placed 
before the Ziu in December. 
 
It is our hope that the Talossan government may now enter into a period of legitimacy, peace and 
stability. 
 
Robert I 
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of the House of Rouergue 
King of Talossa, etc. etc. etc. 
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What you foo's be doin'? (Witt X 5882)  
posted by Andy on November 11, 2003 - 23:17.  
 
User Info 
Andy 
 
Howdy now, 
 
I guess I'm being treated to quite the hot'n'heavy flame war. Not the first I've seen, but the most 
ugly as yet. 
 
Chris is a citizen of long stature and proven dedication. He cares about Talossa deeply enough that 
this latest round of disgusting slanders is affecting him in a personal way. Even if I were not a 
member of his political party, I would find what I have been reading from Ben and Amy scurrilous. 
Such personal attacks are unwelcome to those of us who would like to advance Talossan ideals, not 
to mention basic decency. 
 
Chris is no more "socialist" and "anti-American" than Ben. To accuse a person of treason and "un-
American activities" seems, sadly, to be a part of the usual bag of ugly invective hurled by Ben at 
anyone he disagrees with over an issue involving American politics. I was a traitor in his eyes for 
having questions about the Iraq war-- questions that have been borne out as crucial problems, I 
might add. 
 
We don't all have to agree on everything, obviously-- what would be the fun in that? But to allow the 
conversation and debate to degenerate into playground-style namecalling is simply beneath us all. I 
was especially shocked by Amy's uncalled-for and unincited insults.  
 
Chris is, as we all know, a highly-strung and passionate person. First time I met him, he 
immediately insulted me-- but I got past that. He is not, however, a liar. I was lucky enough to have 
been copied on most of the torrent of email regarding the "deal" that Ben has accused us Greys of 
being untrustworthy on, and I will now state that he (Ben) either misunderstood what was going on 
(as Tomas so generously suggested) or deliberately spun the whole thing into a self-serving 
falsehood of a straw-man issue (which is what I, in my usual paranoia, suspect) in order to stir the 
pot a bit. 
 
I must say that I'm feeling a little let-down and underappreciated when Chris is accused of being 
anti-American. He's just pro-dissent, which the Founding Daddies would appreciate. The only real 
live anti-American (policy-wise) guy around here who ain't Canadian is ME. Dammit! Where's my 
recognition? :-> 
 
Being a relative newcomer to Talossa, I have no way of knowing if the extremism I've been seeing 
here lately is normal or not, though I gather that it might be. Let me make my views on all this 
absolutely clear: 
 
1.The GCP DID NOT renege on any agreements.  
 
2. The MN was being quite weird and possibly devious when it suggested Max as PM, and was 
probably involved in some manner of game-playing thereby. 
 
3. Amy, who is a non-contributor here overall, has no business insulting Chris in this venue. If she 
has personal difficulties with him, then they are best left at rest. If she wants to be unpleasant to 
people, she might do better to use postcards. 
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4. Ben is being quite vicious in making personal attacks against someone who was perfectly willing 
to be a friendly ally (and I will admit that I was not so willing myself). I am suspicious that this is 
mostly mere posturing, but am disheartened by its human effects. 
 
5. This is Talossa, not "Ben-Land". If Ben wants it all for himself, then he can have it. No loss at all. 
Talossa is much more than Ben. 
 
6. Ben seems to be shopping for enemies, for some reason. I am not one, yet. 
 
7. I hate the idea of trying to fulfill the IM duties at a time when all hell is shaking loose. I'll do it, 
though, for the 37 and 1/2 seconds I'm permitted to. 
 
8. I beg any concerned Talossan to join together in a coalition, regardless of party affiliation or 
voting status, to help carry us all through this terrible time. Uppity of me? I spose. But more of us 
need to follow Tomas's lead and call for unity of purpose. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Andy 
 
P.S. 
 
Since there has been some confusion as to what is "official" and not, I am not speaking for anyone 
other than myself here. I did not vet my thoughts with Chris or Tomas or anyone else before jotting 
them down. What I say here is not the official position of the GCP.  
------------------------------------------------ 
Too Sexy for my Flag 
old skewl warez d00d 
Dvorak Demon 
Tired and Grumpy Old Bastard 
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A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5887) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on 
November 12, 2003 - 02:20.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
Azul, my fellow Talossans: 
 
His Majesty, the King of Talossa has formed a new coalition government this evening based upon the 
sudden coming-together of the ZPT and the Black Hand Party. His Majesty has appointed Mximo 
Carbonèlof Florenciâ as Seneschál and Dixhêt Conâ of Vuode as Deputy Seneschál. My tenure as 
your Head of Government began on Tuesday, 25 June, 2002. Yesterday evening, Tuesday, 11 
November, 2003, it came to an end. This I acknowledge, and the King's constitutional and fully-
legitimate and fully-legal actions I do now accept. Mximo Carbonèlis the Seneschál of Talossa and 
Dixhêt Conâ is his Distain. 
 
There is a phenomena which happens to many Talossans from time to time and it has been 
happening to me for quite some time, though until recently, I have buried my head in the sand: 
burnout. I have enjoyed being your Seneschál and I am proud of the work I have done, but I have 
reached a point where I must attend better to my non-Talossan life and spend less time on our 
nationette. I have reached the point where I need to put more emphasis on the "grown-up" facets of 
my life outside of Talossa. It is for these reasons that I resigned effective 31 December of this year, 
though forces beyond my control have deemed my PMship to have ended on Tuesday, 11 November, 
2003, as indeed it has. I resigned effective on 31 December to allow for a smooth and orderly 
transition. Clearly the Black Hand and the ZPT have seen fit to have things speeded up a bit.  
 
While I am thoroughly disgusted with the King's actions this past evening, I am not surprised. The 
Black Hand was clearly behind Maxime's candidacy and was able to convince Dixhêt Conâ and the 
ZPT to support him. So be it. May Maxime be a bang-up PM and exceed my admittedly somewhat-
lukewarm expectations of him. We now have as our Seneschál a man who has gone on record time 
and time again to be someone who loathes the Western way of life, someone who loathes our 
nation's greatest ally, someone who has made anti-Isreal remarks time and time again and has been 
unrepentant. Yet the mostly-fanatically-pro-Isreal Black Hand party has made Mr. Charbonneau their 
and our new Seneschál. This incongruency is most-odd, and the Black Hand has yet to give the 
Talossan people a decent explanation for this paradox.  
 
I am shocked at all this. Indeed I am stunned. I am saddened that what I feel was a decently-
sucessful PMship in many ways has come to a close in this manner. This is NOT the way it should 
have ended!! I wish the Black Hand could have let me resign with dignity. Instead, it has decided 
to simply throw me out of office. Frankly, it is difficult to not take this one personally, but for the 
sake of my own sanity as well as the sake of this community and country I have grown to love, I 
must try. Ho, hum... 
 
As to my immediate Talossan future, I will also at some point, resign the post of Maricopa province 
SoS, though I will keep my Senäts seat as well as my position as SoS Whip (the official keeper of 
the Talossan address book). I will remain a member of the Progressive-Conservative Party which I 
still feel is my true and real political home. I now have all the time in the world to complete my 
Seneschálial archives. Fancy that. 
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In his Speech from the Throne of this evening, His Majesty made some statements to which I wish 
to respond: 
 
On numerous occasions, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to 
resign, finally setting Wednesday, 12 November 2003 as his final deadline and announcing 
that Chirischtôval C. Cavéir  would replace him. On 10 November, it was revealed on 
Wittenberg that the proposed administration intended to dissolve the Cosâ and call new 
elections five months early. 
 
This was unacceptable to a majority in the Cosâ. 
 
I never formally announced on Wittenberg that I would resign (until my PD to form the transition 
cabinet, a cabinet which now, I believe, no longer exists). Støtatnneu did that for me and without 
my consent...an action akin to that done by tabloids. In my Prime Dictate to form the Válcadác’h-
Cavéir Transition Cabinet, I specifically named 31 December of this year as the date of my 
resignation. As for my intent to dissolve the Cosâ should said Prime Dictate be vetoed, the Black 
Hand received word on that through an email sent by me to the members of the PC and the Grey 
Congress and, by sheer accident, to R. Rôibeard Donatüs. My email program, Eudora 5.1, has an 
automatic "fill-in-the-rest-of-the-recepient's-email-address-for-you-as-you-type" feature which 
works very well so long as one is careful to not accidently let "talossa at execpc dot com" slip past 
when "thomasleigh at mermaid-productions dot com" should have been the one I typed in. I hope 
this makes sense to everyone, but that is exactly what happened. 
 
This latest war between Chirisch Cavéir  and Rôibeard Donatüs is disgusting to me as was the 
adverts war of the previous election. In the previous election a year or so ago, the Grey Congress 
Party submitted sixty adverts to the Wittenberg advert rotation sincerely believing the rest of the 
parties (the PC, RCT, etc.) would do likewise as had been done in the past. Tomás and Chris in a 
single day simply had fun doing the adverts and by the time they came back to earth, they had 
made about forty. The other twenty, of course, came later. The Black Hand decided that this action 
was a blatant attempt by Chris and Tomás to deliberatly sabotage the election advertising process 
by clogging Witt with Grey Congress ads when the simple fact was that all the other parties could 
have submitted the same number of adverts or more. Indeed, I myself submitted about thirty PC 
adverts, and Tori Spelling (what a cutie!) got her fifteen minutes of Talossan fame. I sided with Chris 
and Tomás, and it seemed to me that the Black Hand would see my logic. It did not. 
 
This past summer during TalossaFest weekend, there were a few Talossans who did not hit it off. 
This, I believe, has been a major contributing factor to the fireball that has been the past few weeks. 
Another great contributing factor is the incompetence and what I feel has been a lack of leadership 
on my part in failing to keep this whole thing from spinning out-of-control. It was my duty as 
Seneschál to promote peace and tranqulity as well as take care of the country. Had I appointed 
Maxime as Deputy Seneschál, I would have gotten peace and tranquility, but would it have been 
best for the country? I did not believe it was for the reasons I have stated elsewhere. Where I 
clearly failed was not dealing fairly with the Black Hand in my curt ultimatum, though in my own 
defence, I could not imagine the Black actually thinking the PC with its pre-Válcadác’h anti-
Charbonneauic stances over the years promoted by such people as Ián Metáiriâ, Mic’háglh Pop, and, 
yes, R. Rôibeard Donatüs would just sit idly by while Maxime the anarchist is ushered into the PM's 
office! Nevertheless, for the the miscommunications on my part, I to the MN offer my apologies.  
 
Which brings us to the question of the "Joint Statement" situation which came about whilst I was 
incommunicado.  
 
The paragraphs of the Joint Statement are in bold with my comments. 
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"A REAL COALITION" 
 
To the King, the Seneschál, all Talossan media, and the people of Talossa: 
 
On 14 October 2003/XXIV, the voters in a free and fair Talossan election gave 96 seats to 
the MN, 48 to the PCG, and 49 to the Progressive Conservative Party (PC). All three 
parties contested the election together, under the common banner of "The Válcadác’h 
Coalition." And between them, the three parties won approximately 96% of the vote.  
 
The election was indeed free and it was conducted in absolute fairness beyond any reproach. 
 
On 19 October 2003/XXIV, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to 
resign as Seneschál. As the MN had won a large plurality of the Coalition Government’s 
seats (96 out of 193), the Seneschál instructed the MN to designate a Deputy Seneschál to 
serve in the Government and to take over as Seneschál upon the resignation of Mr 
Válcadác’h. It is my belief that the Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party 
save the Black Hand, the Seneschál correctly observed.  
 
I did indeed say that. And I gave the Black Hand ample opportunity to come up with a worthy 
candidate. It failed in my estimation to do so. I am sorry that I could not accomodate the Black 
Hand with the DPMship/PMship given its clear plurality in this election; I did want to, but the Black 
Hand's offers of Mr. Charbonneau, Mr. Aquliâ, and Queen Amy did not, in my opinion, offer to 
Talossas a person who has what it takes to be the next Seneschál. Before my responsibilities to 
Coalition must come my responsibility to all of Talossa. It is for that ultimate reason that, Your 
Majesty, I did not accept your offered candidates. 
 
On 23 October 2003/XXIV, the MN dutifully nominated MC Maxime Paquin- Charbonneau 
(MN-Atatürk) to serve as Deputy Seneschál. This nomination of a long-standing Member 
of the Cosâ, Opposition Leader, Senator, and founding member of the former RCT (one of 
the Kingdom of Talossa’s most successful political parties), was met by silence from the 
Seneschál’s Office.  
 
I was recovering from the shock. 
 
The Seneschál’s Office refused to comment publicly. Numerous e-mails to the Seneschál’s 
Office went unanswered. And it was immediately apparent that the only response from 
the Seneschál’s Office was a number of secret, clandestine attempts to sow distrust and 
divide the coalition.  
 
There were absolutely NO "secret, clandestine attempts to sow distrust and divide the coalition". I 
refuse to call that statement a lie, as some might be wont to do, but I do call it utterly mistaken. 
 
On various occasions since the election, the MN has been asked to make secret deals 
against the PCG, and the PCG has been asked to make secret deals against the MN.  
 
I plead utter ignorance to what is to me a series of email exchanges or whatever it might have been 
to which I was not privy. 
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The Seneschál’s Office has made cabinet appointments (such as the Deputy Seneschál and 
Immigration Minister) an issue of great fog and secrecy, with offers being made to 
individuals without the knowledge of the various Coalition parties, treating the MN and 
PCG as minor adjuncts to the true governing party, the PC. This sort of divide-and-rule 
strategy not only indicates, but engenders, distrust.  
 
Had Quedéir accepted the DPMship/PMship, I think this whole situation would have never been.  
 
We, the members of the MN, wish to state publicly through this Statement that we seek 
only to participate in a Real Coalition for the government of the Kingdom of Talossa. In a 
Real Coalition there is no room for secret plots, back-stabbing, double-dealing, and 
double- crosses. It is our hope that we can jointly govern Talossa in a Real Coalition with 
the PC, MN, and PCG all serving together as equal brother parties.  
 
That was my hope as well. 
 
In order to pursue a Real Coalition, however, the Seneschál’s Office must first accept that 
the PC won only 49 seats out of 200. It is not the majority party; it is not even a plurality 
party. It is a junior member of a Coalition Government. Decisions affecting the entire 
Government are not to be made within the closed-door caucus of the PC without our 
knowledge, and then imposed upon the rest of us without our consent.  
 
Accordingly, we propose that no day-to-day decision be taken in this Coalition 
Government without the fullest opportunity of each party to consider that decision, and 
that each party in the Coalition Government shall have equal say in the decision. Each 
party must be fully informed of the plans of the Government, and each party should 
assume a separate but equal status, so that each party, the MN, the PC, and the PCG shall 
have one single, equal vote in all collective decision-making, and that the majority 
position shall always prevail.  
 
In the event that the Seneschál’s Office chooses to treat the MN and the PCG with distrust 
and contempt, and continues to attempt to isolate and divide them, the MN hereby 
resolves, publicly, with no shadow of secrecy or attempt at deception, that we shall do 
what we can under the Organic Law to organize a Real Coalition Government for the 
Kingdom of Talossa without the participation of the Progressive Conservative Party. 
 
Never, EVER, did I intend to backstab anyone at any time. If things I did did, in fact, backstab 
someone, then I offer my apologies. Indeed now that I am no longer PM, there is little more I could 
do. Everything I ever did as your Head of Government I did because I felt it was the best thing for 
Talossa at the time, and that includes the Sausage PD and the 2003 Alpha Group. 
 
Additionally, at one time I said that Maxime's Talossan record was "exemplary". I made this 
statement out of ignorance of past dealings people have had with him in his past Talossan political 
lives...dealings which have been, while not unethical or anything of that ilk, less-than-exemplary. I 
also am concerned with the way he has switched political parties time and time again over the years. 
 
Additionally, the Progressive-Conservative party did not break up over the statements of Chirisch 
Cavéir  following the 2002 elections in the United States, though those statements, which Chris has 
recanted time and time again, did not help things. The demise of the Pot Pie Blob was long-in-
coming and reflected the simple fact that certain visions certain Talossans had of what our 
nationette should be were not coming to fruition in the Progressive-Conservative party. Ben and  
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Chris had made hints at what was coming for many months to perhaps a year before the fact, yet I 
di did not see the breakup coming, and I was terribly sorry to see it come about. 
 
As to who did or did not sign the Joint Statement, again, I plead total ignorance (which Ben has 
accepted as gospel truth to his great credit) of a situation which came about whilst I was 
incommunicado and to which I was never privy. 
 
In dealing with my government until my choice to resign was made public (though not by me), the 
Black Hand and Grey Congress could not have treated me better. They treated me and my 
administration with the greatest respect and were great and loyal Coalition members. I am proud of 
the work we did together! Indeed this year's Living Cosâ was our crowing glory and triumph. I am 
sorry beyond words the good feelings most everyone had for each other could not avert the 
Halloween DPM Débácle of 2003. Boo. 
 
All the above being said, if the Charbonneau government does a good job and governs well, it will 
receive my Vote of Confidence. I pledge to do all I can to make Max's first days and weeks in office 
as easy as can be. Unfortunately, due to non-Talossan things, I will not be able to serve in the 
Cabinet or the Credenza. And yes, Max, do not forget the governmental infrastructure I put in place 
by way of my last seven Prime Dictates. 
 
To the people of Talossa, I offer my apologies for the bedlam I have released with my decision to 
resign. Indeed, had I known what would have happened next, even without what has just taken 
place, I would have stayed on. Everyone was hoping, I believe, that I would stay on for a long time 
to come. I wish I could have. I loved being Seneschál, and I only hope that I didn't annoy people too 
much with my Prime Dictates. While many will have things to say about my governance, at least no 
one will be able to say it was boring. 
 
My profound thanks and appreciation go to my Deputy Senescháls: Chirisch Cavéir  and Quedéir 
Castiglhâ as well as everyone else who ever served in my Cabinets. Extra-profound thanks and 
appreciation to all the current and former members of the Progressive-Conservative Party who 
believed in me to make me their leader and servant in the Seneschál's capacity, especially to former 
DPM Ián Metáiriâ who stepped aside when I succeeded him, and most-of-all, to Mic’háglh Pop who 
stepped aside so that I could have a chance at the PMship. To all these people as well as everyone 
who ever gave me a Vote of Confidence at any time, I say THANK YOU!! 
 
My fellow Talossans, I thank you from the bottom of my heart for the privilege of being the leader of 
our nationette, a position of power and influence I never dreamed I would attain. To have held this 
responsibility for almost a year-and-a-half has been the experience of a lifetime! 
 
While the Válcadác’h Coalition may be no more, Talossa lives on. May Talossa outlast me, and may I 
live to a good old age. 
 
Maxime, take care of our kingdom. 
 
God Save The King, 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
former Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
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• RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 

[Dixhêt Conâ]November 12, 2003 - 13:12  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5932) posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on 
November 12, 2003 - 13:12.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
I would first like to add my thanks to Jeff for a job well done, and to applaud his efforts to stabilize 
the currently highly charged situation, even though the final results have gone in a completely 
unexpected direction. I have italicised Jeff's commentary below. 
 
(...) I resigned effective on 31 December to allow for a smooth and orderly transition. Clearly the 
Black Hand and the ZPT have seen fit to have things speeded up a bit.  
 
I 'speeded things up' in the way I did to settle the matter, and give everyone a solid point to work 
from, whether it be Majority or Opposition. 
 
While I am thoroughly disgusted with the King's actions this past evening, I am not surprised. The 
Black Hand was clearly behind Maxime's candidacy and was able to convince Dixhêt Conâ and the 
ZPT to support him. So be it. May Maxime be a bang-up PM and exceed my admittedly somewhat-
lukewarm expectations of him.  
 
From a pragmatic point of view, Maxime is the least controversial candidate the MN has to present. I 
could have demanded to be made PM in exchange for my vote, and I might have even gotten it. But 
I know how controversial *that* would have been, too. DPM is a reasonable compromise. 
All I ask is that people don't simply vote No Confidence as a knee-jerk reaction. Give 
Maxime a chance. If he fucks it up, I'll step forward. Give me a chance. If I can't hack it, 
I'll call for a new election myself. 
 
At least that way I *know* my vote'll be counted. 
 
We now have as our Seneschál a man who has gone on record time and time again to be someone 
who loathes the Western way of life, 
 
Excuse me? Maxime loathes the Corporate way of life, which is *not*, last time I checked, the be-all 
and end-all of the Western (i.e. American) way of life. Even though the Big Corporations do have a 
near-stranglehold on Congress. Americans hate it too, and it doesn't make them Un-American! 
Maxime's presence and participation here bespeaks an abiding intrest in Democracy (at least, as a 
concept), in government represented by its people. True anarchists don't last long here -- we've 
seen that time and again. 
 
...someone who loathes our nation's greatest ally, someone who has made anti-Isreal remarks time 
and time again and has been unrepentant. 
 
Only fanatics, dogmatics, and blind fools can deny that some (I say again, SOME) of Israel's actions 
have been utterly reprehensible, even balanced against the horror of suicide bombings. Maxime 
doesn't 'loathe' Israel. HAMAS 'loathes' Israel. I don't loathe Israel either, I firmly beleive it has a 
right to exist. But I'm not going to let patriotic zeal stop me from criticising them either. 
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Yet the mostly-fanatically-pro-Isreal Black Hand party has made Mr. Charbonneau their and our new 
Seneschál. This incongruency is most-odd, and the Black Hand has yet to give the Talossan people a 
decent explanation for this paradox.  
 
There is no paradox, just a realization that the issue is not nearly as black-and-white as you have 
expressed it here. 
 
I am shocked at all this. Indeed I am stunned. I am saddened that what I feel was a decently-
sucessful PMship in many ways has come to a close in this manner. This is NOT the way it should 
have ended!! I wish the Black Hand could have let me resign with dignity. Instead, it has decided 
to simply throw me out of office. Frankly, it is difficult to not take this one personally, but for the 
sake of my own sanity as well as the sake of this community and country I have grown to love, I 
must try. Ho, hum... 
 
Abrupt changes of government are always possible in our system, and it is not something to be 
taken personally. Our government is not so complex that it needs elaborate, gradual 'transitions', a 
la the US Presidency. 
 
As to my immediate Talossan future, I will also at some point, resign the post of Maricopa province 
SoS, though I will keep my Senäts seat as well as my position as SoS Whip (the official keeper of the 
Talossan address book). I will remain a member of the Progressive-Conservative Party which I still 
feel is my true and real political home. I now have all the time in the world to complete my 
Seneschálial archives. Fancy that. 
 
So, you (like Tomas) are going to take your ball and go home? Fancy that. 
 
In his Speech from the Throne of this evening, His Majesty made some statements to which I wish 
to respond: 
>  
> On numerous occasions, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to 
resign, finally setting Wednesday, 12 November 2003 as his final deadline and announcing 
that Chirischtôval C. Cavéir  would replace him. On 10 November, it was revealed on 
Wittenberg that the proposed administration intended to dissolve the Cosâ and call new 
elections five months early. 
>  
> This was unacceptable to a majority in the Cosâ. 
>  
> I never formally announced on Wittenberg that I would resign (until my PD to form the transition 
cabinet, 
 
This is precisely what Ben is referring to! 
 
...a cabinet which now, I believe, no longer exists). Støtatnneu did that for me and without my 
consent...an action akin to that done by tabloids. In my Prime Dictate to form the Válcadác’h-Cavéir 
Transition Cabinet, I specifically named 31 December of this year as the date of my resignation. 
 
Unless you had a majority to re-appoint you for the King's approval (which you didn't), your term of 
office ended when the election did. No resignation required, except to lend grace to the proceedings. 
 
[snip] 
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This latest war between Chirisch Cavéir  and Rôibeard Donatüs is disgusting to me as was the 
adverts war of the previous election. 
 
I'm with you 100% on this one. It is in part why I took the action I did, to at least stabilize the 
government. 
 
If the PC or GCP had thought to approach me, I may well have joined with them, and formed a ZPT-
PC-GCP majority. Grubi would have needed to be *very* concilatory for that to have happenned, 
though! 
 
[irrelevent history snipped] 
This past summer during TalossaFest weekend, there were a few Talossans who did not hit it off. 
This, I believe, has been a major contributing factor to the fireball that has been the past few weeks. 
 
I agree with you here as well. 
 
Another great contributing factor is the incompetence and what I feel has been a lack of leadership 
on my part in failing to keep this whole thing from spinning out-of-control. It was my duty as 
Seneschál to promote peace and tranqulity as well as take care of the country. Had I appointed 
Maxime as Deputy Seneschál, I would have gotten peace and tranquility, but would it have been 
best for the country? I did not believe it was for the reasons I have stated elsewhere. 
 
You're being too hard on yourself here. Had you appointed Maxime as DPM, it would have made no 
difference! As I stated above, I think you *are* being too critical of Maxime. 
 
[snip] 
 
The paragraphs of the Joint Statement are in bold with my comments. 
>  
> "A REAL COALITION" 
>  
> To the King, the Seneschál, all Talossan media, and the people of Talossa: 
>  
> On 14 October 2003/XXIV, the voters in a free and fair Talossan election gave 96 seats 
to the MN, 48 to the PCG, and 49 to the Progressive Conservative Party (PC). All three 
parties contested the election together, under the common banner of "The Válcadác’h 
Coalition." And between them, the three parties won approximately 96% of the vote.  
>  
> The election was indeed free and it was conducted in absolute fairness beyond any reproach. 
 
Excpet for my missing vote. :-/ 
 
On 19 October 2003/XXIV, Seneschál Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h announced that he intended to 
resign as Seneschál. As the MN had won a large plurality of the Coalition Government’s 
seats (96 out of 193), the Seneschál instructed the MN to designate a Deputy Seneschál to 
serve in the Government and to take over as Seneschál upon the resignation of Mr 
Válcadác’h. It is my belief that the Deputy PMship can justifiably come from no other party 
save the Black Hand, the Seneschál correctly observed.  
>  
> I did indeed say that. And I gave the Black Hand ample opportunity to come up with a worthy 
candidate. It failed in my estimation to do so. 
 
Your only authority in the matter was as a member of the PC, NOT AS PM! You may have gotten that 
mixed up. THE OUTGOING PM CANNOT DICTATE WHO WILL SUCCEED HIM (or her). 
 
I am sorry that I could not accomodate the Black Hand with the DPMship/PMship given its clear 
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plurality in this election; I did want to, but the Black Hand's offers of Mr. Charbonneau, Mr. Aquliâ, 
and Queen Amy did not, in my opinion, offer to Talossas a person who has what it takes to be the 
next Seneschál. 
 
Considering that there were NO other options, the pragmatic course would have been for the PC & 
GCP to accept the least damaging/controversial candidate. 
 
The Seneschál’s Office refused to comment publicly. Numerous e-mails to the Seneschál’s 
Office went unanswered. And it was immediately apparent that the only response from 
the Seneschál’s Office was a number of secret, clandestine attempts to sow distrust and 
divide the coalition.  
>  
> There were absolutely NO "secret, clandestine attempts to sow distrust and divide the coalition". I 
refuse to call that statement a lie, as some might be wont to do, but I do call it utterly mistaken. 
 
I would call Ben's statement "heavily spun." 
 
[snip] 
 
Additionally, at one time I said that Maxime's Talossan record was "exemplary". I made this 
statement out of ignorance of past dealings people have had with him in his past Talossan political 
lives...dealings which have been, while not unethical or anything of that ilk, less-than-exemplary. I 
also am concerned with the way he has switched political parties time and time again over the years. 
 
Look at my voting history: I've been PC, ZPT, TLP, and RCT. Does that make me a bad person, too? 
Or does it mean I tailor my choices to the ever-evolving circumstances surrounding the Regipats? 
 
=== Gary === 
 

o RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 12, 2003 - 17:09  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5956) posted by  posted by [R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 12, 2003 - 17:09.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Look at my voting history: I've been PC, ZPT, TLP, and RCT. Does that make me a bad person, 
too? Or does it mean I tailor my choices to the ever-evolving circumstances surrounding the 
Regipats? 
 
Gary, allow me to say that as often as we've disagreed, I have always respected you as an articulate 
spokesman for your views. (Well, except on the Wiccan issue, but we'll save that for another time. ;-
) 
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Having you as a point-man for this Government is one of the most interesting things I think the 
nation has to look forward to. And yes, hold its feet to the fire--that's what a coalition partner is 
supposed to do. 
 
Good luck! 
 
Ben 
 

 RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
[Dixhêt Conâ]November 12, 2003 - 19:15  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5960) posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on 
November 12, 2003 - 19:15.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Thanks -- I'm probably going to need all the luck I can get. :-) 
 
 
=== Gary === 
 

o RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 12, 2003 - 13:56  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5933) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on 
November 12, 2003 - 13:56.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> From a pragmatic point of view, Maxime is the least controversial candidate the MN has to 
present.  
 
That doesn't speak well for the MN, considering that not one single person in the PC or the GCP 
supports Maxime for PM. 
 
>  
All I ask is that people don't simply vote No Confidence as a knee-jerk reaction. Give 
Maxime a chance. If he fucks it up, I'll step forward. Give me a chance. If I can't hack it, 
I'll call for a new election myself. 
 
 
I'm sorry, but several members of the PC have already explained why the PC party unanimously had 
no confidence in the prospect of Maxime as PM. Appointing Maxime PM seems at the very least to be 
a deliberatly provocative move - a slap in the face.  
 
> Only fanatics, dogmatics, and blind fools can deny that some (I say again, SOME) of Israel's 
actions have been utterly reprehensible, even balanced against the horror of suicide bombings.  
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So Israel and the suicide bombers are morally equivalent? Is this the official position of the 
Charbonneau Government?  
 
> Abrupt changes of government are always possible in our system, and it is not something to be 
taken personally.  
 
Hoe else is it supposed to be taken when the PM is tossed out on his ear and replaced with someone 
who (it has already been made abundantly clear) is unacceptable to almost half of the Ziu?  
 
> So, you (like Tomas) are going to take your ball and go home? Fancy that. 
 
Personally, if I had been treated the way Jeff has been, I would show nowhere near as much class as 
Jeff has been showing.  
 
> You're being too hard on yourself here. Had you appointed Maxime as DPM, it would have made 
no difference!  
 
It has already been made clear that Maxime was unacceptable to the PC and the GCP. This was 
unanimous. Jeff would not have had our support for PM if he had appointed Maxime DPM. 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
 

 RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
Retroradio GruberNovember 12, 2003 - 14:15  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5934) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on 
November 12, 2003 - 14:15.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > So, you (like Tomas) are going to take your ball and go home? Fancy that. 
 
You obviously have no reason why Tomás left the Talossan political arena. It's not him who "took his 
ball". He just said he'd rather not play this game ata ll. 
 
At least we know now that the MN is the Party of Insensitivity. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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 Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at the bigger pictu... 

[Dixhêt Conâ]November 12, 2003 - 19:39  
Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at the bigger picture (Witt X 5961) posted by 
[Dixhêt Conâ] on November 12, 2003 - 19:39.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
I have formed a coalition with the MN, but I am *not* part of the MN. You seem to think I'm either a 
stooge or a puppet, and I assure you I am neither. 
 
That comment to Jeff came out harsher than intended. Both he and Tomas have taken hits from 
both sides, and they're right to be angry. But the adversarial stances people are locked into aren't 
helping anything. I can see exactly where they're coming from. Hell, I've been there myself. But for 
crying out loud, Ián Anglatzarâ showed more intestinal fortitude and stuck around through worse 
personal attacks then anything tossed around in this brouhaha. Granted, he Went Away eventually... 
 
We need to stop fighting each other and figure out how to get along with each other, and how to 
operate this Kingdom.  
 
The PC and GCP -- the Opposition in the 32nd Ziu -- can force new General Elections until the cows 
come home, but we'll be right back where we started every time. 
 
 
=== Gary === 
 

 RE: Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at the big... 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 08:31  
RE: Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at the bigger picture (Witt X 5978) posted by 
Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 08:31.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> But the adversarial stances people are locked into aren't helping anything.  
 
Appointing MXIMO CARBONÈLas PM isn't helping any! THAT is a deliberate provocation, a 
finger in the eye. 
 
> We need to stop fighting each other and figure out how to get along with each other, and how to 
operate this Kingdom.  
 
With respect, that is now YOUR job, as the Government. Good luck. 
 
> The PC and GCP -- the Opposition in the 32nd Ziu -- can force new General Elections until the 
cows come home, but we'll be right back where we started every time. 
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Not necessarily. Having Charbonneau crammed down our throats may change some minds about the 
MN next election time. 
 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

 RE: Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at th... 
Retroradio GruberNovember 13, 2003 - 09:47  
RE: Partial apology to Jeff & Tomas & a look at the bigger picture (Witt X 5988) posted by 
Retroradio Cavéir on November 13, 2003 - 09:47.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > But the adversarial stances people are locked into aren't helping anything.  
>  
> Appointing MXIMO CARBONÈLas PM isn't helping any! THAT is a deliberate provocation, a 
finger in the eye. 
>  
> > We need to stop fighting each other and figure out how to get along with each other, and how 
to operate this Kingdom.  
>  
> With respect, that is now YOUR job, as the Government. Good luck. 
>  
> > The PC and GCP -- the Opposition in the 32nd Ziu -- can force new General Elections until the 
cows come home, but we'll be right back where we started every time. 
>  
> Not necessarily. Having Charbonneau crammed down our throats may change some minds about 
the MN next election time. 
 
And besides, gary, no-one said we were going to force elections. Ben's flamboyant paranoid 
conspiratorial distortions are not truth; they're just Ben being Ben. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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 RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 

[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 12, 2003 - 17:03  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5954) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
on November 12, 2003 - 17:03.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > > So, you (like Tomas) are going to take your ball and go home? Fancy that. 
>  
> You obviously have no reason why Tomás left the Talossan political arena. It's not him who "took 
his ball". He just said he'd rather not play this game ata ll. 
>  
> At least we know now that the MN is the Party of Insensitivity. 
 
Based on statements made by the ZPT?  
 
*I* will admit, and have told him so, that I was dismayed at the circumstances that led to Tomás's 
leave of absence and that I was sorry to see him go. 
 
Like I told Michael, I don't like generalizations. 
 
Q 
 

• RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 12, 2003 - 09:39  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5894) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
on November 12, 2003 - 09:39.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Had Quedéir accepted the DPMship/PMship, I think this whole situation would have never been.  
 
Oh my. 
 
Would that I could, but I'm up to my ears with shit for school this semester, and with 24 hours and a 
senior recital next spring there's no way I could have done it to anyone's satisfaction. 
 
Had the MN, PC and PCG communicated more clearly and openly, your statement would be more 
accurate. 
 
But really, if I could have, I would have stayed on. 
 
Q 
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o No one is blaming you, Quedéir. 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 12, 2003 - 11:07  
No one is blaming you, Quedéir. (Witt X 5902) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 
12, 2003 - 11:07.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
There are things in life, a lot of things in life, a lot more important than Talossa, and your 
schoolwork is one of them. So is your family life. So are a lot of other things. Yet you chose to find 
spare time to devote to our nationette.  
 
Maybe you did not do as much as DPM as you might have liked, but I enjoyed working with you as 
you were fair, tolerant, and reasonable. 
 
I thank you yet again for all you did for me and this community! 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
 

 RE: No one is blaming you, Quedéir. 
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr]November 12, 2003 - 18:54  
RE: No one is blaming you, Quedéir. (Witt X 5959) posted by [R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] on 
November 12, 2003 - 18:54.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[R. Márcüs Cantaloûr] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> There are things in life, a lot of things in life, a lot more important than Talossa, and your 
schoolwork is one of them. So is your family life. So are a lot of other things. Yet you chose to find 
spare time to devote to our nationette.  
 
-That has always been a problem with me as well (up until recently), trying to squeeze everything 
in. Now that I am on a more regular schedule I am able to fit in everything that I would like- 
including of course Talossa! 
 
> I thank you yet again for all you did for me and this community! 
 
-I heartily second that! :) 
 
 
R. Márcüs Cantaloûr 
Member of Cosâ (MN-Ataturk) 
Talossan Consul-General to NS 
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 RE: Hear, hear! [no text] 

[Dixhêt Conâ]November 12, 2003 - 15:26  
RE: Hear, hear! [no text] (Witt X 5944) posted by [Dixhêt Conâ] on November 12, 2003 - 
15:26.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Dixhêt Conâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
=== Gary === 
 

 RE: I know 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 12, 2003 - 11:17  
RE: I know (Witt X 5904) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 12, 2003 - 11:17.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
I was in the right place at the wrong time. Hopefully next time I can answer the call. 
 
Q 
 

• RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 12, 2003 - 08:53  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5891) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on 
November 12, 2003 - 08:53.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> and most-of-all, to Mic’háglh Pop who stepped aside so that I could have a chance at the PMship. 
To all these people as well as everyone who ever gave me a Vote of Confidence at any time, I say 
THANK YOU!! 
 
In my opinion, Jeff, you were a success as PM and a worthy successor who has my utmost respect. I 
feel you were ill-used at this point in time. 
 
 
> Maxime, take care of our kingdom. 
 
We'll see. I don't hold out much hope. 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
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o RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 

Retroradio GruberNovember 12, 2003 - 09:29  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5892) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on 
November 12, 2003 - 09:29.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > and most-of-all, to Mic’háglh Pop who stepped aside so that I could have a chance at the 
PMship. To all these people as well as everyone who ever gave me a Vote of Confidence at any time, 
I say THANK YOU!! 
>  
> In my opinion, Jeff, you were a success as PM and a worthy successor who has my utmost 
respect. I feel you were ill-used at this point in time. 
>  
>  
> > Maxime, take care of our kingdom. 
>  
> We'll see. I don't hold out much hope. 
 
I'm going to have to agree with Michaael on both of these points. This was no way to end Jeff's 
highly productive tenure. He desrves better. 
 
Max, however, has yet to earn any position in Talossa. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
 

• RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
Dixhét CurgàNovember 12, 2003 - 03:27  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5888) posted by Dixhét Curgà on 
November 12, 2003 - 03:27.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Dixhét Curgà 
(137 posts total) 
(last post: June 28, 2004 - 13:29) 
I have no idea what's going on with all this stuff that's going on (and I feel it's best for my own 
sanity to stay out of it), but Tori Spelling a cutie? If you'd said that a week earlier you would have 
been thrown out based on the VOC result :) 
 
 
Dixhét "I don't know anything" Curgà 
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o RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 12, 2003 - 11:20  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5905) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
on November 12, 2003 - 11:20.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
> I have no idea what's going on with all this stuff that's going on (and I feel it's best for my own 
sanity to stay out of it), but Tori Spelling a cutie? If you'd said that a week earlier you would have 
been thrown out based on the VOC result :) 
 
Well, I have not seen her lately. :-) 
 
Jeff 
>  
>  
> Dixhét "I don't know anything" Curgà 
 
Neither do I. 
 
JR 
 

o RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches 
UCNovember 12, 2003 - 11:15  
RE: A Speech to the Nation to end all Speeches (Witt X 5903) posted by UC on November 12, 
2003 - 11:15.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
> but Tori Spelling a cutie? If you'd said that a week earlier you would have been thrown out based 
on the VOC result 
 
I second that ;-)  
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TALOSSA! (Witt X 5968) posted by [Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] on November 12, 2003 - 
22:58.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Azul, 
 
Au peuple de Talossa. To the people of Talossa. 
 
Talossa is Talossa not an USA extension. Talossa need this change of power . We at the Black Hand 
want the best for Talossa.  
 
- IMMIGRATION REFORM. 
Help Talossan to get back a lost citenzenship due to a lack of time. 
Protect Talossans against Traitor with the creation a red list 
Help new Talossans to join the kingdom 
 
-GLORIA GLORIA 
Try to get a PER vote from senator on this important issue for the President of our party 
 
-DANDELION REGISTRATION 
Help the SoS office in the creation and the maintenance of this registre. 
 
- PROVINCIAL REFORM 
Help Talossans to get out of Dictator ruler of province. 
 
- AN ACTIVE CORT 
Help the cort justice in their duty, by asking them to be active more then ordinary Talossans. 
 
- FOREIGN AFFAIR 
Restart the PIG agency 
Moral support to the troops out their special Canadiens one who fight alone in afghanistan. 
(I'm not pro-Isreal--- yes it's true.. I'm pro-peace and I think that Isreal citenzens who want to be 
considere by the world as great citenzens need to show the good exemple and building a Berlin wall 
is not a good option to bring peace) 
 
- ELECTION 
Help the SoS office in the creation of the mail vote system. 
Help the SoS in his work and duty. 
 
CABINET 
 
EVERYBODY is free to join our CABINET  
send an e-mail to mximo@yahoo.com 
 
(This is not official) 
PM--) Maxime  
DPM-) Gary 
FM--) VACANT 
AG--) VACANT 
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Immigration --) ANTHONY is ask on duty by the MN 
DF--) QUEDÉIR is ask on duty by the PM 
STUFF--) Martì-Páir is ask on duty by the MN 
PIG DIRECTOR --) VACANT 
POSTAL ELECTION REFORM---) Márcüs Cantaloûr is ask on duty by the PM 
 
Ben--- Amy I need your help too. 
 
SOS OFFICE ---) Martin Pierre until he die ;))) 
 
Yes Talossa need this turnover to grow.  
 
I will concluded this speech  
 
By A VIVA EL REGIPAT TALOSSA 
God save the King 
 
Maxime P-Charbonneau 
Seneschál 
 

• RE: TALOSSA! 
AndyNovember 13, 2003 - 20:47  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6138) posted by Andy on November 13, 2003 - 20:47.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Andy 
(1122 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 12:43) 
M.C. "Hammer", 
 
1. What the hell is a "red list"? 
 
2. Would you mind posting your messages in French? That way, I could ignore them more easily. As 
it now stands, I have to spend far too much time trying to figure out what you're raving about. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Andy 
------------------------------------------------ 
3-time Winner, Nobel Peace Prize 
Transsexual Transylvanian 
Gravity-- It's not just a good idea, IT'S THE LAW! 
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• RE: TALOSSA! 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 13, 2003 - 12:14  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6040) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 13, 2003 - 12:14.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
> Azul, 
>  
> Au peuple de Talossa. To the people of Talossa. 
>  
> Talossa is Talossa not an USA extension.  
 
I'm sure die-hard Republicans such as Chirisch Cavéir , Ián Valadéir, and Martì-Páir Furxhéir would 
agree with you. 
 
>Talossa need this change of power.  
 
No she does not. 
 
>We at the Black Hand want the best for Talossa.  
 
What happened on Tuesday was not best for Talossa. 
 
> - IMMIGRATION REFORM. 
> Help Talossan to get back a lost citenzenship due to a lack of time. 
> Protect Talossans against Traitor with the creation a red list 
 
Define "Traitor".  
 
> Help new Talossans to join the kingdom 
>  
> -GLORIA GLORIA 
> Try to get a PER vote from senator on this important issue for the President of our party 
 
Gloria is irrelevant. 
 
> -DANDELION REGISTRATION 
> Help the SoS office in the creation and the maintenance of this registre. 
 
M-P can take care of it just fine, thank you. 
 
> - PROVINCIAL REFORM 
> Help Talossans to get out of Dictator ruler of province. 
 
Get immigration going, and that will happen. 
 
> - AN ACTIVE CORT 
> Help the cort justice in their duty, by asking them to be active more then ordinary Talossans. 
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I think the Valadéir/Metáiriâ/Cavéir Cort will do just that. 
 
> - FOREIGN AFFAIR 
> Restart the PIG agency 
 
Useless bureaucracy. 
 
> Moral support to the troops out their special Canadiens one who fight alone in afghanistan. 
 
Huh? Perhaps you should speak in French and let Ben translate for you. This sentence is mostly 
incomprehensible to me. :-) My German is just as interesting. :-) 
 
>(I'm not pro-Isreal--- yes it's true.. I'm pro-peace  
 
Participating in riots is your definition of peace, then. 
 
>and I think that Isreal citenzens who want to be considere by the world as great citenzens need to 
show the good exemple and building a Berlin wall is not a good option to bring peace) 
 
If it helps to keep the suicide bombers out, then it's a good thing. 
 
> - ELECTION 
> Help the SoS office in the creation of the mail vote system.  
 
How? 
 
> Help the SoS in his work and duty. 
 
How? When I was Seneschál, the only times I ever stepped in to "help the SoS in his work and duty" 
were when the SoS could not, for non-Talossan reasons, fulfill his duties. And if I have to say so 
myself, I did not do that bad a job. 
>  
> CABINET 
>  
> EVERYBODY is free to join our CABINET  
> send an e-mail to mximo@yahoo.com 
>  
> (This is not official) 
> PM--) Maxime  
 
How about PM--) Jeff ;-) 
 
> DPM-) Gary 
 
How about DPM-) Cavéir ;-) 
 
How about the King rescinding his Throne Speech and everything done by it and making this whole 
charade as though it never happened... 
 
> FM--) VACANT 
> AG--) VACANT 
> Immigration --) ANTHONY is ask on duty by the MN 
> DF--) QUEDÉIR is ask on duty by the PM 
 
I assume "DF" means Defence Minister. 
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> STUFF--) Martì-Páir is ask on duty by the MN 
 
Good choice! 
 
> PIG DIRECTOR --) VACANT 
 
You don't need to worry about this. 
 
> POSTAL ELECTION REFORM---) Márcüs Cantaloûr is ask on duty by the PM 
>  
> Ben--- Amy I need your help too. 
>  
> SOS OFFICE ---) Martin Pierre until he die ;))) 
 
100% agreement! 
 
> Yes Talossa need this turnover to grow.  
>  
> I will concluded this speech  
>  
> By A VIVA EL REGIPAT TALOSSA 
 
Hear, hear! 
 
> God save the King 
 
God help the King ;-) 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
former Seneschál 
>  
> Maxime P-Charbonneau 
> Seneschál 
>  
>  
>  
>  
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o RE: TALOSSA! 

Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 12:32  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6046) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 12:32.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> >We at the Black Hand want the best for Talossa.  
>  
> What happened on Tuesday was not best for Talossa. 
 
Black Tuesday.  
 
> > -GLORIA GLORIA 
> > Try to get a PER vote from senator on this important issue for the President of our party 
 
Honestly. Who, besides Ben, sees this as an important issue?  
 
> >(I'm not pro-Isreal--- yes it's true.. I'm pro-peace  
>  
> Participating in riots is your definition of peace, then. 
 
Good point. 
 
> >and I think that Isreal citenzens who want to be considere by the world as great citenzens need 
to show the good exemple and building a Berlin wall is not a good option to bring peace) 
>  
> If it helps to keep the suicide bombers out, then it's a good thing. 
 
Notice that Charbonneau doesn't have anything to say about the murder bombers who cross into 
Israel specifically to kill children, or about the Palestinian people who dance in the streets and 
celebrate the murder-bombing of children.  
 
No, his condemnation is reserved for the Israelis, for having the temerity to defend themselves. 
 
Why does Ben support this nonsense, I wonder? Whatever happened to his principled position on 
this issue?  
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
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• RE: TALOSSA! 

Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 08:47  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 5981) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 08:47.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> Talossa is Talossa not an USA extension. Talossa need this change of power .  
 
Does this mean that the kind of anti-American statements expressed by MN member Márcüs 
Cantaloûr (the White House is a terrorist organization) is now official Talossan governemnt policy? 
 
> - IMMIGRATION REFORM. 
> Protect Talossans against Traitor with the creation a red list 
 
What is a "red list"? Is it a blacklist? 
 
> - PROVINCIAL REFORM 
> Help Talossans to get out of Dictator ruler of province. 
 
Interesting that you bring this up, since when I asked you as a member of my Cabinet to do just this 
you gaffed it off. 
 
> - FOREIGN AFFAIR 
> Restart the PIG agency 
 
Why? What on earth does Talossa need with a secret police right now?  
 
> Moral support to the troops out their special Canadiens one who fight alone in afghanistan. 
 
Excuse me, but there are plenty of US troops in Afghanistan. Canada is not there by herself. 
 
> (I'm not pro-Isreal--- yes it's true..  
 
Yup. Just what I expected. And how interesting that is that the President of your party throws away 
his stated convictions on this matter just to clutch at power. 
 
Practically the entire world is anti-Israel now. It is a crying shame that Talossa joins that list. 
 
> Yes Talossa need this turnover to grow.  
 
Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

o RE: TALOSSA! 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau]November 13, 2003 - 12:14  
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RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6041) posted by [Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] on November 13, 2003 - 
12:14.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > Talossa is Talossa not an USA extension. Talossa need this change of power .  
>  
> Does this mean that the kind of anti-American statements expressed by MN member Márcüs 
Cantaloûr (the White House is a terrorist organization) is now official Talossan governemnt policy? 
 
YOU REPUBLICAN guys gonna lost power in the white house because you're unable to see how hated 
you're in this planet. You go in a war ON A LIE MASSIVE DESTRUCTION WEAPON. You send 
CANADIEN ARAB PEOPLE IN SYRIA TO GET THEM TORTURED. You back a despost arabic monarchy 
in Saoudit Arabie. You shoot our canadiens soldiers in afghanistan because you send pilot drugs on 
Aphetamine in the sky.YOU GO IN WAR EVEN IF THE ONU told us not to go. This is a ressource war 
and THEIR IS NO GOOD GUYS STOP WATCHING HOLLYWOOD BRUCE WILLIS MOVIE!!! 
 
 
 
> Yup. Just what I expected. And how interesting that is that the President of your party throws 
away his stated convictions on this matter just to clutch at power. 
 
> Practically the entire world is anti-Israel now. It is a crying shame that Talossa joins that list. 
 
YOU NEVER ASKED YOURSELF WHY?  
 
> Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
 
GOOD MORNING OPPOSITION 
 
Maxime P-Charbonneau 
 
 
Join the team support Charbonneau for the Senat Campaign 2003 
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 RE: TALOSSA! 

 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 13, 2003 - 13:06  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6057) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 13, 
2003 - 13:06.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Just so you all know, guys, I'm "officially" neutral on all this foreign affairs debate stuff unless it is 
the "official" policy of the government. 
 
> > Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
 
> GOOD MORNING OPPOSITION 
 
:-) 
 
Ben 
 

 RE: TALOSSA! 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 13:25  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6063) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 13:25.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> Just so you all know, guys, I'm "officially" neutral on all this foreign affairs debate stuff unless it is 
the "official" policy of the government. 
 
You may be neutral, but I am not going to stand idly by while Maxime turns the government of 
Talossa into his own personal hate-America and hate-Israel club.  
 
Anyway, if the PM states these things, doesn't that make it the "official" policy of the Government? 
Or are we going to have a problem getting a straight answer from the MN? 
 
> > > Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to 
gag. 
>  
> > GOOD MORNING OPPOSITION 
>  
> :-) 
 
That is more prescient than you may appreciate right now... 
 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
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"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

 Aphetamine in the Sky 
Retroradio GruberNovember 13, 2003 - 13:01  
Aphetamine in the Sky (Witt X 6055) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on November 13, 2003 - 
13:01.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> You shoot our canadiens soldiers in afghanistan because you send pilot drugs on Aphetamine in 
the sky. 
 
"Aphetamine in the Sky"? That's HILARIOUS! 
 
This is really funny to watch. No wonder i get laughed at when I do it. At least I speak English. :-) 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
 

 RE: TALOSSA! 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 12:26  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6044) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 12:26.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> > > Talossa is Talossa not an USA extension. Talossa need this change of power .  
> >  
> > Does this mean that the kind of anti-American statements expressed by MN member Márcüs 
Cantaloûr (the White House is a terrorist organization) is now official Talossan governemnt policy? 
>  
> YOU REPUBLICAN guys gonna lost power in the white house because you're unable to see how 
hated you're in this planet. You go in a war ON A LIE MASSIVE DESTRUCTION WEAPON. You send 
CANADIEN ARAB PEOPLE IN SYRIA TO GET THEM TORTURED. You back a despost arabic monarchy 
in Saoudit Arabie. You shoot our canadiens soldiers in afghanistan because you send pilot drugs on 
Aphetamine in the sky.YOU GO IN WAR EVEN IF THE ONU told us not to go. This is a ressource war 
and THEIR IS NO GOOD GUYS STOP WATCHING HOLLYWOOD BRUCE WILLIS MOVIE!!! 
 
Yes, I guess this does mean that the Charbonneau Government is anti-American. Great.  
 
I know how I'm voting on the VOC now. 
 
 
> > Yup. Just what I expected. And how interesting that is that the President of your party throws 
away his stated convictions on this matter just to clutch at power. 
>  
> > Practically the entire world is anti-Israel now. It is a crying shame that Talossa joins that list. 
>  
> YOU NEVER ASKED YOURSELF WHY?  
 
The same reason you were expelled from the PC - anti-Semitism. 
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> > Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
>  
> GOOD MORNING OPPOSITION 
 
You got that right. 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

o RE: TALOSSA! 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 13, 2003 - 10:05  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 5991) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 13, 
2003 - 10:05.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
 
The people have spoken. I'm afraid you can't pull a Florida on this one. 
 
Ben 
 

 How many... 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 11:23  
How many... (Witt X 6021) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 11:23.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
How many people would have voted for MN if you had been up-front about putting Mximo Carbonèlin 
the PM position? 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

 RE: TALOSSA! 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 13, 2003 - 10:43  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6012) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 13, 2003 - 10:43.  
 
User Info 
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Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> > Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
>  
> The people have spoken. I'm afraid you can't pull a Florida on this one. 
 
Funny, the example on my mind was when the Democrats persuaded one Senator to switch sides 
and then claimed a mandate in the Senate. 
 
Charbonneau may be acceptable to 50.1% of the Ziu, but he is absolutely unacceptable to the other 
49.9%. And we are NOT going away. 
Mic’háglh Pop 
National Archivist 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 

 RE: TALOSSA! 
Retroradio GruberNovember 13, 2003 - 10:29  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 6005) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on November 13, 2003 - 10:29.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > Sorry, but having this turnover crammed down our throats is causing an awful lot of us to gag. 
>  
> The people have spoken. I'm afraid you can't pull a Florida on this one. 
 
Cute. No-one asked for a recount. We're all aware of the legality of the manoevre; it's just that it 
was a shitty thing to do, if only to Jeff. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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• RE: TALOSSA! 

Retroradio GruberNovember 13, 2003 - 02:13  
RE: TALOSSA! (Witt X 5974) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on November 13, 2003 - 02:13.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> Immigration --) ANTHONY is ask on duty by the MN 
 
WHo the hell is Anthony? 
 
> Ben--- Amy I need your help too. 
 
Oh... they'll provide it. Don't worry. That's what you're here-- er, that's what they're there for. 
 
> God save the King 
>  
 
God save us all. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
that mysterious 12 november (Witt X 6186) posted by UC on November 14, 2003 - 09:07.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
I looked over Wittenberg again but I can't find any statement by Jeff that could indicate he intended 
to resign in november. I even looked in the local cache of my computer but with the same results. 
Now the current state of Witt made searching a pain so I might have overlooked it so if anyone can 
pinpoint the post I would love to see it. 
Ghost-posts fit the Halloween-Crisis but lack substance ;-) 
 

• RE: ...and the perils of computing 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 14, 2003 - 10:56  
RE: ...and the perils of computing (Witt X 6192) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] 
on  on November 14, 2003 - 10:56.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Well, here's the answer to the mystery. :-) 
 
I went back to my home computer which is where I read the original I-will-resign post. For whatever 
reason, sometimes Wittenberg comes in on my screen too wide--that is, that stupid grey bar at the 
bottom appears, and to read the entire text from left to right, I have to constantly go down with the 
cursor and shift the bar to the right to see the right-edge of the page. 
 
Anyhow, I usually don't bother doing that. If a letter or word is missing on the right hand side, 
context is usually enough to fill it in. 
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Well, it wasn't in this case. 
 
Early in the post, Jeff said he was going to resign on "Wednesday," and then gave the date. But I 
just saw the first part of the word "Wednesday." A couple paragraphs below, was the instruction that 
Andrïeu Lorêntz would take over the Immigration Ministry on "Wednesday," followed by the 
November date. 
 
I assumed that both "Wednesdays" were the same! 
 
In the back of my mind, of course, was Cavéir's repeated insistence (in three separate posts that I 
had just read) that the Cosâ was about to be dissolved as soon as he took over. ("We'll let the 
people decide," etc.) I put these things together in my head and came to an erroneous conclusion. 
 
Well, not completely erroneous as I was only off by one Clark. 
 
But sufficiently erroneous to have bungled the date. My bad. 
 
Ben 
 

o RE: ...and the perils of computing 
UCNovember 14, 2003 - 15:51  
RE: ...and the perils of computing (Witt X 6233) posted by UC on November 14, 2003 - 15:51.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
 
> Anyhow, I usually don't bother doing that. If a letter or word is missing on the right hand side, 
context is usually enough to fill it in. 
 
Ack! That has horribly gone wrong here.  
If it wasn't so serious I would be lying on the ground laughing. 
Lying, laing, laiying, now I'm unsure how to spell that :-) 
 

 RE: ...and the perils of computing 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 14, 2003 - 16:25  
RE: ...and the perils of computing (Witt X 6242) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on November 
14, 2003 - 16:25.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Ack! That has horribly gone wrong here.  
> If it wasn't so serious I would be lying on the ground laughing. 
> Lying, laing, laiying, now I'm unsure how to spell that :-) 
 
T-H-A-T. :-) 
Quedéir Castiglhâ 
 
*The opinions expressed herein are mine. MIIIIIIINE! 
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 RE: ...and the perils of computing 
UCNovember 14, 2003 - 17:10  
RE: ...and the perils of computing (Witt X 6257) posted by UC on November 14, 2003 - 17:10.  
 
User Info 
Text 
UC 
(307 posts total) 
(last post: July 04, 2004 - 13:35) 
 
> > Lying, laing, laiying, now I'm unsure how to spell that :-) 
>  
> T-H-A-T. :-) 
 
*UC slaps Quedéir Castiglhâ with a large trout* 
 
:-) 
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An Address to the Nation concerning all of this (Witt X 6347) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
on November 16, 2003 - 00:05.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
Azul, my fellow Talossans: 
 
With the apparent renunciation of Andrïeu Lorêntz, one of the best new citizens we have had and 
one of the best reasons for hope for a new Talossa, it has become apparent to me that this entire 
thing has gone too far. 
 
When I see relative bystanders such as Márcüs Cantaloûr get involved in the flame-throwing, and I 
have always gotten along well with Mark, it becomes apparent yet again that all of this has gone too 
far. 
 
When I see the demise of what was once a brotherhood of three unique political parties, it becomes 
apparent to me yet again that things have gone too far. 
 
Talossa is not served by the whitewashing of the truth, and the truth as I see is this: 
 
1. I made my resignation announcement to the members of my own party and those brother parties 
in my Coalition government in a way and in a manner of timing which, in a way, alienated some. 
 
2. Owing to my offline-ness of September, October, and early November, I was not on-the-ball to 
monitor key developments of the Halloween Nightmare and deliver appropriate responses.  
 
3. When it came time to choose my sucessor, I was hoping Quedéir Castiglhâ would be able and 
willing to take the PMship. Unfortunately, while he was willing, he because of his non-Talossan life 
was not able to do so. 
 
4. I gave the Black Hand party the chance to name a worthy candidate for the DPM post in my 
Transition Cabinet. 
 
5. The Black Hand, for reasons beyond my reckoning, offered the most-divisive (in my mind, at 
least) prospective DPM/PM in the person of Maxime Paquin-Charbonneau. 
 
6. I came back at the Black Hand with an all-too-curt ultimatum to find someone else in a certain 
period of time. The Black Hand, after my deadline had passed, by the way, offered up the names of 
the Queen and the esteemed Wes Aquliâ, those two being unacceptable to me and my supporters for 
reasons I have stated elsewhere. 
 
7. While all this was going on, the Black Hand and the Grey Congress Party got into a fracas over the 
Joint Statement, a fracas which I choose not to address here any further. 
 
8. Dixhêt Conâ of the ZPT chose to support the Black Hand instead of the PC/GCP minority 
government, for the Black Hand had left the government. 
 
9. Owing to a series of bungles (on Ben's part) and a missent email (on my part), the King was 
impatiently moved to and did indeed name a new majority government and did in fact throw myself 
out of office without giving me the dignity of allowing me to leave on my 31 December, 2003 
resignation effectiveness date. 
 
All this being said, especially every word of paragraph 9 above, my Vote of No Confidence stands, 
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the unrepentant vitriol against Isreal and the United States, traditionally Talossa's biggest allies 
alone being a full justification of such. 
 
The above being said, I urge everyone on both sides of the aisle to give the Charbonneau 
Government a little more time to get things organized. The King has thrown Maxime to the lions, so 
to speak, and I know that I was not always ready with my governments as quickly as I and others 
would have liked. 
 
To his great credit, Ben has freely admitted the misunderstandings on his part concerning the timing 
of my resignation effectiveness date. I believe him to be telling the absolute truth. 
 
Remember Andrïeu Lorêntz. 
 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
former Seneschál del Regipäts Talossán 
 

• RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 17, 2003 - 12:40  
RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this (Witt X 6382) posted by [Quedéir 
Castiglhâ] on November 17, 2003 - 12:40.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
 
> 3. When it came time to choose my sucessor, I was hoping Quedéir Castiglhâ would be able and 
willing to take the PMship. Unfortunately, while he was willing, he because of his non-Talossan life 
was not able to do so. 
 
You wanna know something really funny? The five-credit required class that turned a busy schedule 
into a hellish one and pretty much the reason I turned your offer down? No longer required! Ha ha! 
:-/ 
 
 
Quedéir Castiglhâ 
 
*The opinions expressed herein are mine. MIIIIIIINE! 
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o GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! 

Gödafrïeu Válcadác’hNovember 17, 2003 - 13:32  
GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! (Witt X 6388) posted by Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h on November 
17, 2003 - 13:32.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h 
(1370 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 14:54) 
> > 3. When it came time to choose my sucessor, I was hoping Quedéir Castiglhâ would be able and 
willing to take the PMship. Unfortunately, while he was willing, he because of his non-Talossan life 
was not able to do so. 
>  
> You wanna know something really funny? The five-credit required class that turned a busy 
schedule into a hellish one and pretty much the reason I turned your offer down? No longer 
required! Ha ha! :-/ 
 
Quedéir, all I can do is laugh. Or cry! 
 
When it comes to Talossa, God clearly has a sense of humor. 
 
:-) 
 
Jeff 
 

 RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 17, 2003 - 20:47  
RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! (Witt X 6417) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on 
November 17, 2003 - 20:47.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > You wanna know something really funny? The five-credit required class that turned a busy 
schedule into a hellish one and pretty much the reason I turned your offer down? No longer 
required! Ha ha! :-/ 
>  
> Quedéir, all I can do is laugh. Or cry! 
 
Truly, I was stunned when I found out. My happiness for not having to take the class was quickly 
overshadowed by, "Hey, wait a minute here...." 
 
> When it comes to Talossa, God clearly has a sense of humor. 
 
Mysterious are His ways, that's for dad-gum sure. 
 
 
 
 
Quedéir Castiglhâ 
 
*The opinions expressed herein are mine. MIIIIIIINE! 
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 RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! 

 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 17, 2003 - 20:12  
RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! (Witt X 6410) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard 
Donatüs] on  on November 17, 2003 - 20:12.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> Quedéir, all I can do is laugh. Or cry! 
 
> When it comes to Talossa, God clearly has a sense of humor. :-) 
 
I have got to fit this into Ár Päts somehow! This is just too weird. 
 
Ben 
 

 RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ]November 17, 2003 - 20:43  
RE: GOOD LORD IN HEAVEN!!! LOL!!! (Witt X 6416) posted by [Quedéir Castiglhâ] on 
November 17, 2003 - 20:43.  
 
User Info 
Text 
[Quedéir Castiglhâ] 
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > Quedéir, all I can do is laugh. Or cry! 
>  
> > When it comes to Talossa, God clearly has a sense of humor. :-) 
>  
> I have got to fit this into Ár Päts somehow! This is just too weird. 
 
You're telling me! 
 
Q 
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• RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this 

 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 16, 2003 - 09:34  
RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this (Witt X 6354) posted by  posted by [R. 
Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on November 16, 2003 - 09:34.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
Bravo, Jeff--a good summation! 
 
One point: 
 
> 3. When it came time to choose my sucessor, I was hoping [Quedéir Castiglhâ] would be able and 
willing to take the PMship. Unfortunately, while he was willing, he because of his non-Talossan life 
was not able to do so. 
 
This is one of the reasons for the problem. You trusted Quedéir's judgement and hoped he would be 
a fine Seneschál. Quedéir trusts Mximo Carbonèland hopes he will be a fine Seneschál. Given all the 
bile and filth poured out against Maxime from the Opposition, this is just one of many incongruities. 
If you trusted Quedéir before, why don't you trust him now? 
 
People who know me well, know that a double standard is the one thing that I hate more than 
anything else on the planet. And that's all I've been seeing from the Opposition. That's one example. 
The ex-homeless Cavéir trashing me for having quit my job, another. Cavéir trashing me for having 
lived at my dad's house, when you and IM, his biggest patrons, live with your parents, is another. 
You guys condemning Max for being too left-wing and then picking Cavéir (Talossa's second most 
left-wing citizen?) as your standard bearer, another. And the list goes on. 
 
Amy and I had a long, heartfelt discussion about this after we came home from the Bucks game last 
night. (Bucks beat Utah, 100 to 95!) We are both sort of resigned to the fact that a sort of "collective 
insanity" has come over the Opposition and there isn't anything we can do about it, just to try and 
be as nice as possible in the face of Cavéir's sniping and your failure to curb it. 
 
As several people have said today, Talossa is about friendships as much as it's about politics. Right 
now, I do not honestly know if Ián Metáiriâ, my best friend since high school, will even speak to me 
or not. Andrïeu Lorêntz, whom I came to admire and respect, seems to have completely lost his 
bearings. Cavéir, who for all his faults I really enjoyed working with, has turned out to be everything 
revealed in his own words in the Støtanneu article (which, BTW, I encourage you to read, since in it 
I pour out a lot of the MN's inner correspondence. Maybe when you see what we were really saying 
to each other, you'll understand. When will we see the PC's inner correspondence? :-) 
 
> 8. Dixhêt Conâ of the ZPT chose to support the Black Hand instead of the PC/GCP minority 
government, for the Black Hand had left the government. 
 
And for that he has been personally vilified as "sleazy" and worse. Why you people failed to 
approach his mystifies me. 
 
> To his great credit, Ben has freely admitted the misunderstandings on his part concerning the 
timing of my resignation effectiveness date. I believe him to be telling the absolute truth. 
 
Thank you. (I went back to my computer and checked it again. Twice. The date on the first 
"Wednesday" is indeed off the screen.) Please keep reminding your (former) underlings of this fact, 
and remember that your post came at the same time as Cavéir's several indications that a 
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premature dissolution of the Cosâ was imminent, and you'll see the mind-set that we were in. 
 
Ben 
 

o RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this 
Mic’háglh PopNovember 17, 2003 - 08:32  
RE: An Address to the Nation concerning all of this (Witt X 6366) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on 
November 17, 2003 - 08:32.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> We are both sort of resigned to the fact that a sort of "collective insanity" has come over the 
Opposition and there isn't anything we can do about it, just to try and be as nice as possible in the 
face of Cavéir's sniping and your failure to curb it. 
 
Ben, with all due respect, this is ridiculous. Everyone except Ben is crazy? Can you hear yourself? 
 
Can you honestly believe that your actions had nothing to do with this fracas? In fact, it was your 
high handed, sleazy, power-clinging maneuver to foist a highly unpopular PM on the country that 
has united the Opposition against the MN. It was your shameful treatment of Chris and Jeff that 
energized me to the point where I campaigned for the Opposition Leader job. 
 
And it was your shameful actions that have sealed the reputation of the Black Hand as the party of 
sleaze and corruption. I can pretty much guarantee that after the next election, no-one will want to 
touch the Black Hand with a 10 foot pole. 
 
> Right now, I do not honestly know if Ián Metáiriâ, my best friend since high school, will even 
speak to me or not. Andrïeu Lorêntz, whom I came to admire and respect, seems to have completely 
lost his bearings.  
 
Doesn't this tell you something? Can't you see that your actions alone were responsible for all of 
this? 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
Opposition Leader 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
National Archivist 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
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 RE: Clinical depression 

 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on November 17, 2003 - 10:22  
RE: Clinical depression (Witt X 6376) posted by  posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  on 
November 17, 2003 - 10:22.  
 
User Info 
Text 
 posted by [R. Rôibeard Donatüs] on  
(0 posts total) 
(last post: N/A) 
> > We are both sort of resigned to the fact that a sort of "collective insanity" has come over the 
Opposition and there isn't anything we can do about it, just to try and be as nice as possible in the 
face of Cavéir's sniping and your failure to curb it. 
>  
> Ben, with all due respect, this is ridiculous. Everyone except Ben is crazy? Can you hear yourself? 
 
Funny, I didn't notice that I said that. I said "the Opposition," first of all, which by definition excludes 
the Government. As for Cavéir, let me say for the record that yes, I honestly, seriously believe that 
he has serious mental health issues to deal with. This is not a controversial statement (or at least it 
shouldn't be) since he himself has stated that he suffers from clinical depression. Tomás has said the 
same thing. Given Chris's actions since the election, that is very much a live issue. My advice to him 
is to go calm down. Having dealt with clinical depression in my own family tells me that people in 
Cavéir's condition need to avoid stressful situations (which Talossa obviously is, right now). 
 
> Can you honestly believe that your actions had nothing to do with this fracas? In fact, it was your 
high handed, 
 
You mean "constitutional." 
 
> sleazy, 
 
You mean "legal." 
 
> power-clinging 
 
You mean "majority-rule." 
 
> maneuver to foist a highly unpopular PM on the country 
 
To prevent an even more unpopular one. 
 
> that has united the Opposition against the MN. 
 
Michael, that's false and you know it! The Opposition was "united against the MN" before the Cosâ 
elected Maxime Seneschál. It was the fact that Cavéir would be taking over (sooner or later) that 
forced our hand. You had already picked Cavéir as Jeff's successor, before the Cosâ elected Maxime. 
No more revisionist history, please. 
 
> It was your shameful treatment of Chris and Jeff that energized me to the point where I 
campaigned for the Opposition Leader job. 
 
Do you agree that Chris treated us shamefully? Signing an agreement and then violating it; 
demanding conditions which we then accepted, and then violating that agreement as well? Is this 
any way to run a railroad? 
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As for Jeff, he was caught in the crossfire. The only constitutional way the majority could prevent 
Cavéir from taking over as an unelected, unpopular, minority PM, was to do what we did. We did not 
seek to hurt Jeff; we said so, we apologized for doing so, and we apologized, and Jeff accepted our 
apologies. Why is this still an issue? 
 
> And it was your shameful actions that have sealed the reputation of the Black Hand as the party of 
sleaze and corruption. 
 
What exactly did we do that was "corrupt"? Having a majority elect a majority government is 
"corruption" in your book? 
 
> I can pretty much guarantee that after the next election, no-one will want to touch the Black Hand 
with a 10 foot pole. 
 
Except the people who vote for it, of course. Seriously, look at the numbers. The Black Hand is going 
to be the plurality party for some time. You'll just have to work with us--which is what we've invited 
you all to do. It's a sincere invitation, and it still stands. 
 
> > Right now, I do not honestly know if Ián Metáiriâ, my best friend since high school, will even 
speak to me or not. Andrïeu Lorêntz, whom I came to admire and respect, seems to have completely 
lost his bearings.  
 
> Doesn't this tell you something? Can't you see that your actions alone were responsible for all of 
this? 
 
Not at all. It tells me that perhaps some people think politics is more important than friendships. 
 
I still consider John my best friend, even if I disagree with his politics; he disagrees with mine, and 
it's up to him where he goes with that. Don't let the PC go down in history as the party that was 
willing to destroy friendships in order to score political points in Talossa. 
 
As I said before, this bickering is pointless. What we did was legal, it was right, and it was 
necessary. And none of this would have happened if Cavéir had kept his word, if the PC had not 
treated both the Grey Congress and the Black Hand like second-class citizens, and if you weren't the 
minority to begin with. 
 
Ben 
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 Madisonian depression 

Madisonian depression (Witt X 6403) posted by Retroradio Cavéir on November 17, 2003 - 
19:21.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Retroradio Cavéir 
(2627 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 22:09) 
> > It was your shameful treatment of Chris and Jeff that energized me to the point where I 
campaigned for the Opposition Leader job. 
>  
> Do you agree that Chris treated us shamefully? Signing an agreement and then violating it; 
demanding conditions which we then accepted, and then violating that agreement as well? Is this 
any way to run a railroad? 
 
These claims, no matter how many times you make them, are false. When we tried to make a deal, 
you stalled and then huffily accepted after we insisted on an answer. Once we saw how much of a 
"nuisance" making a deal was to you, we decided we wanted out. 
 
besides, you didn't accept our offer ideas until AFTER we said we were out. 
 
> As for Jeff, he was caught in the crossfire.  
 
And Jeff was a piece of collateral damage you were willing to sacrifice in your quest to "get" me.  
 
> The only constitutional way the majority could prevent Cavéir from taking over as an unelected,  
 
Let's be honest: no PM is elected by the people. This is a parliamentary system. 
 
> unpopular,  
 
To insist that I am unpopular in Talossa is either a desperate lie or an incredible twist of logic on 
your part. When a majority of Talossans profess to like a person, I'd say that qualifies them to be 
"popular." 
 
> minority PM,  
 
Sho' 'nuff! 
 
> was to do what we did. We did not seek to hurt Jeff; we said so, we apologized for doing so, and 
we apologized, and Jeff accepted our apologies. Why is this still an issue? 
>  
> > And it was your shameful actions that have sealed the reputation of the Black Hand as the party 
of sleaze and corruption. 
>  
> What exactly did we do that was "corrupt"? Having a majority elect a majority government is 
"corruption" in your book? 
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Maxime was not elected. A majority of Talossans never knew that Maxime was your chosen boy until 
AFTER you pulled your stunt, after the election. You make it seem like the People are chanting "Max! 
Max!" while we sit around plotting to destroy the will of the people. It just isn't like that at all. 
 
How would those same Talossans have voted if they knew who they were getting? They were all 
under the assumption they were getting Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h. 
 
> > > Right now, I do not honestly know if Ián Metáiriâ, my best friend since high school, will even 
speak to me or not. Andrïeu Lorêntz, whom I came to admire and respect, seems to have completely 
lost his bearings.  
>  
> > Doesn't this tell you something? Can't you see that your actions alone were responsible for all of 
this? 
>  
> Not at all. It tells me that perhaps some people think politics is more important than friendships. 
 
This explains how you've damaged friendships with not only me, but also Jeff, Tomás, and Andy. You 
put your political wishes so much further ahead than your friendships that you sacrificed Jeff and 
offended others in the process. 
 
Was "getting" at me worth damagin friendships? If you honestly say yes, then who is it that thinks 
politics is more important than friendships? 
 
> I still consider John my best friend, even if I disagree with his politics; he disagrees with mine, 
and it's up to him where he goes with that. Don't let the PC go down in history as the party that was 
willing to destroy friendships in order to score political points in Talossa. 
 
The "Ben Hand" seems to have that rôle sewn up nicely. 
 
> As I said before, this bickering is pointless. What we did was legal, 
 
Sure. 
 
> it was right,  
 
That's a matter of opinion. 
 
> and it was necessary.  
 
According to whom, exactly? Necessary to do what? I guess you couldn't "get" me unless you hurt 
others around you, eh? WE see what was most "necessary" in your mind. 
 
> And none of this would have happened if Cavéir had kept his word, if the PC had not treated both 
the Grey Congress and the Black Hand like second-class citizens, and if you weren't the minority to 
begin with. 
 
So this whole thing, what with your sacrificial Jeff move, was just a way to get at me? You've 
admitted as much, and that's unacceptable to most Talossans. 
--------------- 
VOTE FOR The Grey Congress Party/El Parti del Congreßeu Grischún and stop feeling guilty. 
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 RE: Clinical depression 

Mic’háglh PopNovember 17, 2003 - 10:56  
RE: Clinical depression (Witt X 6378) posted by Mic’háglh Pop on November 17, 2003 - 10:56.  
 
User Info 
Text 
Mic’háglh Pop 
(1671 posts total) 
(last post: September 22, 2004 - 15:37) 
> > Can you honestly believe that your actions had nothing to do with this fracas? In fact, it was 
your high handed, 
>  
> You mean "constitutional." 
 
I also mean "high handed". 
 
> > sleazy, 
>  
> You mean "legal." 
 
It may be legal, but it is still sleazy. 
 
> > maneuver to foist a highly unpopular PM on the country 
>  
> To prevent an even more unpopular one. 
 
This is baloney. The Opposition is united 100% against Maxime. Members of your own party have 
stated that they have nothing against Cavéir.  
 
As near as I can tell, opposition to Cavéir consists of you, Amy and presumably Max and Gary. 
Possibly Márcüs Cantaloûr, I don't know.  
 
Opposition to Maxime is universal. Myself, Chris, Tomas, M-P, Metáiriâ, Valadéir, Jeff, Andy, Ardítà, 
JP, etc etc.  
 
> > It was your shameful treatment of Chris and Jeff that energized me to the point where I 
campaigned for the Opposition Leader job. 
>  
> Do you agree that Chris treated us shamefully?  
 
The issue here isn't Chris. Chris's treatment of the Black Hand does not justify the slazy contempt 
the Black Hand has shown the entire rest of Talossa. It does not justify your shameful treatment of 
Gödafrïeu Válcadác’h, or your shameful treatment of Andrïeu Lorêntz. It does not justify appointing 
the most divisive and controversial PM I have ever seen, an appointment that can be taken no other 
way than as a deliberate provocation, a deliberate finger in the eye to the Opposition. 
 
> We did not seek to hurt Jeff; we said so, we apologized for doing so, and we apologized, and Jeff 
accepted our apologies. Why is this still an issue? 
 
Treating Jeff in such a contemptible manner is hardly made more acceptable by the fact that you 
only did it because he just happened to be in the way.  
 
> > And it was your shameful actions that have sealed the reputation of the Black Hand as the party 
of sleaze and corruption. 
>  
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> What exactly did we do that was "corrupt"? Having a majority elect a majority government is 
"corruption" in your book? 
 
How about offering the IM job to Andy and then immediately revoking it? How about not even giving 
Jeff the decency of a couple of days to respond to your demands? How about quitting the Coalition 
and then demanding that the Coalition name Amy or Wes DPM? 
 
> > I can pretty much guarantee that after the next election, no-one will want to touch the Black 
Hand with a 10 foot pole. 
>  
> Except the people who vote for it, of course. Seriously, look at the numbers. The Black Hand is 
going to be the plurality party for some time.  
 
I doubt that very much. You might want to look at the numbers yourself. I might also point out that, 
with the exception of he members of your cabinet, Black Hand voters are inactive and uninformed, 
with many of them being quite open and up-front about the fact that they simply vote the way you 
tell them to. 
 
> You'll just have to work with us 
 
Unless you get an absolute majority, the Black Hand will remain in the Opposition for a long time to 
come. No other party is going to want to work with you, given your record of sleaze. 
 
 
 
Mic’háglh Pop 
Opposition Leader 
President, Progressive Conservative Party 
National Archivist 
Publisher, Talossan National News 
Hipster Doofus 
 
"You don't want a mink coat! Rayon is the fabric of the future!" 
 
     

 

The end of the Archives of Jeffrey  
Válcadác’h’s first administration as Seneschál 

of the Kingdom of Talossa 
 


